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Preface

This is the annual report of the Center for Nuclear Study (CNS), Graduate School of Science, the University of Tokyo, for the fiscal year 2007 (April 2007 through March 2008). In the CNS, during this period, a large number of scientific activities in various fields of nuclear physics have been carried out and a wide variety of fruitful results have been obtained. This report presents a report of such activities. Some highlights of the report are mentioned here.

The excitation energy and lifetime of the isomeric $0^+_f$ state in $^{12}$Be were determined by measuring decay spectra of delayed $\gamma$-rays from stopped $^{12}$Be nuclei produced by the projectile fragmentation of $^{16}$O at 100 AMeV. Using the branching ratios of the E2 and E0 decays, relatively large reduced transition strengths were deduced suggesting deformation of neutron-rich Be isotopes around $N = 8$.

High-spin states in $^{49-51}$Ti populated by fusion reactions of an RI beam were investigated, where high-resolution $\gamma$-ray spectroscopy with precise Doppler-shift corrections was achieved by using the position-sensitive Ge detector array, CNS GRAPE. To search for superdeformed rotational bands, high-spin states in $A \sim 100$ and $A \sim 30$ region were studied by in-beam $\gamma$-ray spectroscopy in the collaboration with Kyoto, Kyushu, Tohoku, Osaka, KEK, and JAEA group.

Research programs with CRIB continued in nuclear physics as well as nuclear astrophysics, together with the AVF upgrade project that enhances the capability of CRIB facility. A non-destructive beam monitor has been designed, and detailed simulations were made for the central region of the AVF cyclotron in order to derive the optimum design for high-transmission acceleration of heavy ions. Several new heavy ion beams of high-intensity and high charge states were developed with the Hyper ECR source. The first beam was successfully extracted from the super-conducting ECR source in collaboration with Tsukuba University.

The research programs of nuclear astrophysics include resonance search of light proton-rich nuclei with proton-rich RI beams from CRIB to investigate the solar model as well as the early stage of type II supernovae, and a direct measurement of the $^{18}$F (p, $\alpha$) reaction for a nova problem. Elastic scattering and breakup of $^{17}$F+$^{12}$C were measured for studying the reaction mechanism of a weakly bound nuclear system. Test producing RI beams of fp-shell nuclei is also in progress.

The CNS polarized proton target was applied to a measurement of spin-asymmetry in the $p$-$^8$He elastic scattering. The analyzing power data, together with the $p$-$^9$He data taken in 2005, will be essentially useful for understanding spin-orbit coupling in neutron-rich nuclei.

Considerable progress has been made in SHARAQ project. In summer 2007, all the magnets and rotating base were installed in E20 experimental area of RI beam factory. Equipped with electricity of 1 MVA and a cooling water of 1 m$^3$, the SHARAQ magnets are ready to be excited. Detailed field-mapping measurement of dipole magnets will be started soon. Development of beam-line and focal plane detectors has advanced also. Low-pressure multiwire drift chambers developed for beam-line detectors were tested with an accelerated $\alpha$-beam with an energy of 8.8 AMeV. They were found to work well with isobutane gas under as low pressure as several kPa. The design of cathode-readout drift chambers (CRDC) for the final focal plane detectors has been finalized. According to the design, two sets of CRDCs will be manufactured in collaboration with GANIL.

The experimental study in the PHENIX experiment at Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven National Laboratory has made steady progress toward understanding of the properties of hot and dense nuclear matter created by colliding gold nuclei at relativistic energies. The CNS group has been concentrating on the physics analysis utilizing leptons and photons as probes which include determination of charm and bottom fraction in the non-photonic single electrons, systematics of $J/\psi$ production in Cu+Cu and Au+Au collisions, deduction of photon yield at low transverse momentum in p+p and A+A collisions using the virtual-gamma method, and neutral pion production at high transverse momentum region as a function of azimuthal angle from the reaction plane in Au+Au collisions. The group has started active participation in the ALICE experiment at Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) at CERN. The group has been playing roles in the construction of the Transition Radiation Detector (TRD), which is the main device for electron identification. R & D of gas electron multiplier (GEM) and related techniques has been continuing. Development of an IC chip for 2D-imaging was made, and basic performance was tested.

Theoretical studies have been carried out by large-scale nuclear structure calculations in collaboration with RIKEN Nishina Center and the Department of Physics, University of Tokyo. Shell-model calculations, in particular, those by the Monte Carlo Shell Model, have produced crucial results to clarify the evolution of nuclear shells in exotic nuclei and the role of the tensor force on it. Many of such theoretical studies have been made in collaboration with various groups over the world. Properties of dilute neutron gas have been studied by lattice calculations. A preparation has been made for ab initio calculations by Monte Carlo Shell Model for medium-mass nuclei.

The 6th CNS International Summer School (CISS07) has been organized in August 2007 with many invited lecturers including three foreign distinguished physicists. There were 82 participants from 6 countries mainly from Asia.

Finally, I thank Ms. M. Hirano and other administrative staff members for their heartful contributions throughout the year.

Takaharu Otsuka
Director of CNS
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Experimental Nuclear Physics: Low and Intermediate Energies
Searching for resonances in the $^6$Be

R. Lichtenhaller$^a$, V. Guimarães$^a$, A. Lépine$^a$, K. C. C. Pires$^a$, M. Assunção$^b$, H. Yamaguchi$^c$, Y. Wakabayashi$^c$, S. Hayakawa$^c$, Y. Kurihara$^c$, S. Kubono$^c$, J.S. Yoo$^d$, S. Iwasa$^c$, S. Kato$^f$

$a$ Institute de Física, Universidade de São Paulo

$b$ Center for Nuclear Study, Graduate School of Science, University of Tokyo

$c$ Korea

The structure of the energy levels of light nuclei has still many states unknown. In particular in the mass $A=6$ triplet $^6$Li, $^9$He $^8$Be, there are several excited states identified in the $^6$Li and $^9$He but only a few states in the isobar $^8$Be. Only the ground state $J^= 0^+; \Gamma = 92$KeV, an excited state at $E = 1.67$MeV with $J^= 2^+; \Gamma = 1.16$KeV, and three broad states at high excitation energies at 23, 26, and 27MeV have been observed [1]. In addition to that, possible resonances near to this threshold could have strong implications in the p-p burning since the $^3$He $+3$ He capture is one of the most important captures in the p-p chain. In addition to that, possible resonances in this capture reaction at low energies would have consequences in the $^3$He destruction and in the solar neutrino problem. The explanation for not observing such excited states in $^6$Be until now could be in the nuclear reactions used to populate these states. In light nuclei, many excited states have expected to have a pronounced cluster structure and a poor overlap between the projectile and the target could prevent the formation of states of a given structure. In [2] we have successfully used the $^3$He($^7$Li,)$^6$Li reaction to populate all the known excited states of $^6$Li and, in addition, two new broad states at 12.45 and 15.31MeV excitation energies. The idea here is to use a similar reaction $^3$He($^7$Be,)$^6$Be to populate the $^8$Be. This reaction in fact involves two different mechanisms, a $^3$He transfer or a neutron transfer from the projectile to the target, both leading to the same outgoing channel. By detecting the $\alpha$ particles emitted at forward angles, we would in principle select the $^3$He transfer mechanism favoring the formation of an $^3$He $→^3$ He 'molecule' in the exit channel.

The experiment was performed at CRIB-RIKEN using a pure $^7$Be beam and a $^3$He gas target. The $^7$Be beam of intensity of about $3 \times 10^5$pps and $E_b = 53.4$MeV was produced by the primary reaction $^7$Li($p, n$)$^7$Be using the criogenic $H_2$ target at CRIB. The system of two dipoles and a Wien Filter of CRIB makes the energy and mass selection of the particles produced in the primary target. Two X-Y PPACs placed before the secondary target allow the measurement of the X-Y position of the beam particles and the reconstruction of their trajectory. The secondary gas cell target was made in São Paulo and has 1 inch diameter and 1.8cm length. Two (6um) havar foils were used as windows. The pressure inside the gas target was of 1atm of $^3$He at room temperature. A system of 2 E-DeltaE telescopes (telescopes 1 and 2) was used to detect the particles scattered in the gas cell and a third E-DeltaE telescope (telescope 3) was mounted in the other sector to detect the recoil products in coincidence with the scattered particles. The DSSD DeltaE have thickness of 65um for telescopes 1 and 2 and 20um for telescope 3. The coincidence condition was necessary due to the enormous quantity of alpha and $^3$He particles produced by the breakup of the $^7$Be in the havar foils. Those particles produce a huge background that would completely mask the existence of any peak from the transfer reaction mainly in the high excitation energy range. By imposing the coincidence with protons or alphas on telescope 3 coming from the decay of the recoil $^8$Be one is in principle able to select the alphas from the transfer reaction. The telescopes covered an angular range from $10 - 30 \text{ deg}$ for telescope 1 and $34 - 48 \text{ deg}$ for telescope 2 in the laboratory system. The coincidence telescope 3 was in the range $-12$ to $-38 \text{ deg}$. A E-DeltaE spectrum for telescope 1 is shown in Fig. 1 where one can see the lines corresponding to the $^3$He and $^4$He from the target. From the X-Y position of each scattered particle in the telescopes, the beam hit position and its incident angle in the target we are able calculate the scattering angle. A spectrum of the scattering angle versus the total energy for the alpha particles on telescope 1 in coincidence with telescope 3 is shown in Fig. 2. With the information of the alpha particle energy and angle emerging from the reaction we can calculate the excitation energy of the recoil particle $^6$Be. Then we constructed spectra of the excitation energy of $^6$Be versus the scattering angle which is shown in Fig. 3. One can see that the maximum excitation energy of the experiment was of about 24.5MeV limited by the $^7$Be beam energy. Due to the fact that the kinetic energy of the protons and alphas coming from the decay of the recoil become smaller as the excitation energy of $^6$Be decreases, the havar exit window of the target imposes a lower limit in the energy of the decay particles that will punch through the foil and reach the telescope 3. This limit is around $E_{exc} = 10$MeV so we dont expect to see states below this limit. The results are still preliminary but one can see that there are peaks in the energy range from $10 - 21$MeV excitation energy which could correspond to new states of the $^6$Be nucleus. However the analysis is still in progress and no conclusion can be drawn yet.

In Fig. 4 we show an spectrum of excitation energy in the low excitation energy range without the coincidence condition. We clearly see the existence of a peak at $E_{exc} = 1.5$MeV with a width of about 1.165MeV that corresponds...
to the first excited state of the $^3\text{He} - ^3\text{He}$ molecule. The ground state of the $^6\text{Be}$ has a width of $\Gamma = 92\text{keV}$ and would not been seen in this experiment due to the energy resolution.

Figure 1. DeltaE-E spectrum for telescope 1. The lines correspond to $^3\text{He}$ and $\alpha$ particles.

Figure 2. Alpha particle scattering angle versus $E_{\text{total}}$ for telescope 1 (10 – 30 deg).

Figure 3. Alpha particle scattering angle versus $E_{\text{exc}}$ ($^6\text{Be}$) for telescope 1 and its projection on the $E_{\text{exc}}$ ($^6\text{Be}$) axis.

Figure 4. Excitation energy spectrum of $^6\text{Be}$ without the coincidence requirement. The first excited state of $^6\text{Be}$ is seen.
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Reaction mechanism induced by radioactive ion beam is a topic of current interest. $^{17}$F nucleus is a typical single-proton halo/skin nucleus. Its binding energy is only 0.6 MeV, and its first excited state ($E_x = 0.495$ MeV, $2s_{1/2}^+$) has a obvious halo structure. Recently, many experiments were performed by using $^{17}$F beams [1, 2, 3, 4] for studying of the structure effects and the breakup effects. These experiments are mostly explored on the heavy target $^{208}$Pb [1, 2, 3] except on the $^{12}$C and $^{14}$N [4] at energy of 170 MeV, which is far from the Coulomb barrier. The interaction between $^{17}$F and $^{208}$Pb is dominantly the Coulomb interaction, which plays an important role for breakup process. But for the light target nuclei, the nuclear interaction plays a dominating role.

We propose to measure the elastic scattering and breakup of $^{17}$F+$^{12}$C system at low energy by means of the CNS radioactive ion beam (CRIB) separator. In order to identify the scattering $^{17}$F and the breakup component $^{16}$O, a large ionization chamber (IC) combined with three layers of silicon detector array were designed. Fig. 1 shows the schematic planform of the IC. The first layer of silicon detector array is six pieces of double-side silicon strip detectors (DSSD) with thickness of 64 $\mu$m (each side has 16 strips and each strip has 3 mm in width with 0.1 mm interval), giving the ER signals of projectile-like particles (like $^{17}$F, $^{18}$O) and the $\Delta E$ signals of light particles (like breakup protons). The second and third layers are large area silicon detectors (LASD) with thickness of 300 $\mu$m, giving the ER signals of light particles. The experimental target was installed inside the IC, just after the entrance window.

The experiment was performed at CRIB during Oct. 27 C Nov. 6, 2007. A primary $^{16}$O beam with energy of 101.21 MeV and intensity of 300 enA was accelerated by the AVF cyclotron, bombarding on the cooled D2 gas target with temperature of 90 K, pressure of 211.12 Torr and length of 8 cm. After the Wien filter, the typical intensity of secondary $^{17}$F beam is about $5 \times 10^5$ pps, and the purity is about 92%. The main contaminator is the scattering of $^{16}$O beam. Fig. 2 shows the status of the purity of $^{17}$F beam. Before the IC, there are two PPACs for tracking the beam position and direction. After the entrance window (1.5 $\mu$m Mylar) of IC, the actual energy of $^{17}$F beam bombarding on the target is 57.24 MeV. Before the formal $^{12}$C (435 $\mu$g/cm$^2$) experiment, a $^{197}$Au target with thickness of 2.49 mg/cm$^2$ was bombarded by the primary $^{16}$O beam with intensity of $1 \times 10^6$ pps for calibrating the gain of amplifier, the solid angle of DSSD, etc., and for testing the resolution of IC. When the count rate was higher than $2 \times 10^4$ pps, IC lost the energy resolution due to the signal pileup in the preamplifier. In order to ensure the statistic precision, the IC was abandoned in the $^{12}$C experiment. Only in a few experiment run, the IC was used at low beam intensity for test. The remained DSSDs and LASDs recorded the energies and positions of the projectile-like particles and breakup light particles. Fig. 3 shows the energy spectra of quasi-elastic particles deposited in the first, third, fifth, and
Figure 3. Energy peaks of quasi-elastic scatterings for some silicon strips at the forward angles.

seventh strips from the forward angle to the backward angle. It can be seen that the cross sections of quasi-elastic scatterings of $^{17}$F+$^{12}$C systems decrease rapidly with the angle increasing.

Detail data analyses are still in progress. Good results are in expectation.
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Production of spin-polarized/aligned radioactive isotopes (RI) would provide useful tools for research fields. For example, the angular distribution of $\beta$ or $\gamma$ rays emitted from spin-polarized/aligned RI is utilized to extract decay properties [1], nuclear structure information [2] and hyperfine interactions between a nucleus and its environment [3]. In particular, the case of the spin-polarized RI in the form of a beam is exclusively useful not only because they can be immediately implanted in a sample material, but also because the sample position where the measurement is done can be separated spatially from the site of production from where normally huge interfering radiation comes. In addition, when the energy of the beam is conveniently low, the implantation in a thin sample material would be quite efficient, since their energy distribution becomes narrower as the energy decreases. One of the most appropriate methods to produce such a beam is that via an inverse-kinematics reaction. We have been developing a method to produce a beam of spin-polarized $^{17}$N via a $^9$Be($^{18}$O,$^{17}$N) reaction [4, 5].

Previously we reported on the dependence of the produced polarization on the outgoing momentum [4]. The fact that the size of polarization observed there was not large may be attributed to the kinematic condition. In a normal-kinematics experiment such as that with a $^{11}$B(d,p)$^{12}$B reaction [6] the obtained polarization shows an abrupt change including its sign. This suggest, by selecting suitable recoil angles and incident deuteron energy, $^{12}$B polarization as large as 15 % should be obtained. Indeed, Yamamoto and Kubo [7] discusses a possibility of large spin polarization for the nuclei produced via an inverse-kinematics nucleon-transfer reaction using Brink’s matching conditions [8]. According to them, the sign of polarization should depend on whether the reaction is near-side or far-side dominant. The kinematical matching conditions become different between the near-side and far-side trajectories, and consequently, the cross sections also become very different between them. This implies that even though the “averaged” polarization is small. A large spin polarization may be obtained when the near-side and far-side trajectories are distinguished, e.g. through the emission angle.

In the present report, we focus on the dependence of the spin polarization on the emission angle.

A beam of radioactive nuclei $^{17}$N was produced with an in-flight isotope separator CRIB, and the spin polarization of $^{17}$N was measured using the $\beta$-NMR technique. The incident energy of the primary $^{18}$O beam was 126 MeV. The experimental details have been described in Refs. 4 and 5. Two major changes were made in the present experiment: (1) The region of the emission angle $\theta_L$ was varied by rotating the CRIB to sit at angles, 0.0°, 2.6° and 5.0°. Slits placed after the target in the F0 chamber were used to define the acceptance of particles by the CRIB. (2) The $\beta$-NMR apparatus was moved from the previous location F3 to a new location at the doubly achromatic plane F2, in order to accommodate with the rotation of the CRIB.

In order to select channels with small $Q$ values, where the polarization is expected to increase [4, 9], the accepted momenta for the $^{17}$N particles were limited to (1.0045–1.0295)$p_0$ using slits placed in the momentum-dispersive plane, where $p_0$ denotes the $^{17}$N momentum corresponding to a peak in the momentum distribution of the $^{17}$N beam.

The observed $\beta$-ray asymmetry $AP$ as a function of the emission angle $\theta_{em}$ in the center-of-mass system is shown in Fig. 1. Here $P$ and $A = -0.57$ denote the polarization and the (averaged) asymmetry parameter for the $^{18}$O→$^{17}$N $\beta$ transition, respectively.

According to Brink [8], the kinematical matching condi-

![Figure 1. Observed $\beta$-ray asymmetry $AP$ as a function of the emission angle $\theta_{em}$ in the center-of-mass system. Vertical extension indicates the uncertainty in $AP$ (one standard deviation), which was mainly due to the counting statistics.](image-url)
tion for the probability of nucleon transfer to be large comprises two requirements, namely, the linear momentum of the transferred nucleon and the angular momentum of the reaction system have to be approximately conserved before and after the transfer process. The first is given by

$$\Delta k = k_0 - m_1 / R_1 - m_2 / R_2 \approx 0,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $k_0$ is a wave number of the projectile per nucleon in the laboratory system, $R_1$ and $R_2$ the radii of the projectile and residual nucleus, respectively, and $m_1$ and $m_2$ the $z$-components of the orbital angular momenta $l_1$ and $l_2$ of the projectile and residual nucleus, respectively. They are illustrated in Fig. 2. Here the $z$ axis is chosen parallel to a vector $k_1 \times k_2$ where $k_1$ and $k_2$ are the incoming and outgoing wave vectors, respectively. The second requirement is written as

$$\Delta L = (m_2 - m_1) + \frac{1}{2} k_0 (R_1 - R_2) + \frac{Q_{\text{eff}} R}{\hbar v} \approx 0,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $R = R_1 + R_2$, $Q_{\text{eff}}$ denotes the effective reaction $Q$ value defined as $Q_{\text{eff}} = Q - \Delta V_C$ with $\Delta V_C$ being the difference in the Coulomb barrier between the initial and final channels, and $v$ is the relative velocity of the projectile and residual nuclei. In addition, Brink defines the following third condition due to the parity restriction,

$$l_1 + m_1 : \text{even} \quad \text{and} \quad l_2 + m_2 : \text{even}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

They show that the cross section acquires a strong dependence on the $z$-component of nucleon orbital angular momenta before and after the transfer.

We evaluated values of $|\Delta k|$ and $|\Delta L|$ numerically as a function of the incident energy $E_i$ of the $^{18}$O beam according to Eqs. (1) and (2), and the result is shown in Fig. 3. In a simplest case of the $^{9}$Be($^{18}$O,$^{17}$N)$^{10}$B reaction with a ground state (g.s.) to g.s. transfer of proton, the proton is transferred from a $p_{1/2}$ state to a $p_{3/2}$ state, so that both $l_1$ and $l_2$ are 1. From Eq. (3) we obtain $m_1 = \pm 1$ and $m_2 = \pm 1$, which we used in the evaluation.

As seen in Fig. 3, at $E_i = 126$ MeV the condition (1) on $\Delta k$ is mostly satisfied for the transfer from the $m_1 = +1$ to $m_2 = +1$ states. On the other hand, the condition (2) on $\Delta L$ are satisfied for the transfers except from $+1$ to $-1$. The sign of $m_1$ plays an important role in a sign of the polarization of the ejectile, because the latter should be opposite to the former due to the angular-momentum conservation. The deflection angle of the ejectile is essentially governed by a balance between the attractive nuclear force and repulsive Coulomb force: The nuclear force should become dominant when the proton number $Z$ of the target decreases, so that the dominating trajectory is considered to switch from the near-side to far-side trajectories [7, 9]. Thus, the transfers with $m_1 = +1$ contribute to negative polarization of $^{17}$N, while $m_1 = -1$ to the positive. The sign of the polarization $P$ observed for $\theta_{\text{cm}} > 0$ is negative (since $AP > 0$ whereas $A < 0$ for the $^{17}$N $\beta$ decay). This indicates that, in view of the hindrance of the $\pm 1 \rightarrow -1$ transfers due to large $|\Delta L|$ and $\frac{1}{2} R |k|$ values, respectively, the transfer from $+1$ to $+1$ should be dominant. The $|\Delta L|$ value for the transfer from $+1$ to $+1$ becomes smaller than that for the transfer from $-1$ to $+1$ for $E_i \geq 140$ MeV. Thus, the magnitude of the polarization of $^{17}$N is expected to increase as $E_i$ increase beyond 140 MeV.

We investigated the emission-angle dependence of the polarization of a radioactive beam of $^{17}$N, produced via the inverse-kinematics low-energy transfer reaction. Although the maximum magnitude of the polarization obtained to date was not large, the sign of the $^{17}$N polarization turned out to agree with that evaluated by considering the Brink’s matching conditions.
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From astrophysical considerations it is known that the reaction $^18\text{F}(\text{p},\alpha)^{15}\text{O}$ is of interest in the Novae phenomenon. The cross section of this reaction has to be studied in the energy range 100-500 keV (center of mass) roughly [1]. In particular, the contribution to the cross section of the resonance at 330 keV has to be investigated together with the interferences between several other levels occurring in the region of interest. In spite of several attempts to measure this cross section (see e.g. [2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15]) the situation is still not satisfactory.

We performed the first run of an experiment aiming at the measurement of the $^18\text{F}(\text{p},\alpha)^{15}\text{O}$ reaction using a $^18\text{F}$ beam produced at the CRIB set-up of the Center for Nuclear Study (CNS) of the University of Tokyo, based at the RIKEN campus in Wako, Japan.

In this first run, we used the thick target method in order to directly measure the cross section of the reaction at hand down to a cm energy of roughly 400 keV. As it is well known, this method allows for the investigation of a wide region of the excitation function using a single beam energy.

The experimental CRIB set-up is described in ref. [16] and it is displayed on figure 1. The beam was produced in-flight by the $^{16}\text{O}(\text{p},\gamma)^{18}\text{F}$ reaction. The energy of the $^{16}\text{O}$ primary beam was 72 MeV. This beam was used to bombard a primary target that was cooled using liquid nitrogen during the experiment.

The products coming from the production target were separated from the primary beam by the CRIB set-up. After the doubly acromatic separator a Wien filter was also used to further purify the $^{18}\text{F}$ beam. The final energy of the $^{18}\text{F}$ beam on a thick CH$_2$ target was roughly 13.5 MeV. The obtained $^{18}\text{F}$ beam was practically pure (purity > 99%) and with an intensity slightly more than 10$^6$ pps.

The detection setup is schematically shown in figure 2. The main parts of it are the doublet of parallel plate avalanche counters (PPACs), eight bidimensional position sensitive silicon detectors (DPSSD) with a sensitive area of 45 by 45 mm each forming a 3 by 3 array with a central hole of roughly the dimensions of a single DPSSD and a pair of double sided multistrip silicon detectors (DSSSD).

The PPACs were used to reconstruct the trajectory of each single incident particle so that the intrinsic beam divergence do not affects the angular resolution of the detection system. Also, these detectors were used as part of the time of flight measurement system. The DPSSD array and the DSSSD detected the outgoing particles over a wide portion of the solid angle.

Data analysis of the experiment is in a very initial state: in particular the PPACs calibration has been performed and the silicon detector calibration is presently carried on.
Figure 2. Schematic view of the experimental set-up. The DPSSD array and DSSSD are also shown in front view. The hatched items in this front view represent the two downstream DSSSD. The two PPACs serve as beam trackers allowing for the kinematical reconstruction of each single event.
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The $^{30}$S($\alpha$,p)$^{33}$Cl reaction is important to understanding the energy release in Type I X-Ray bursts (XRBs), as ($\alpha$,p) reactions on $T_\alpha=1$, even-even nuclei may compete with the rp-process in the mass region 22$\leq$A$\leq$34 [1]. In order to conduct the first direct experimental measurement of the $^4$He($^{30}$S,p)$^{33}$Cl cross-section at astrophysical energies, the authors undertook a second $^{30}$S radioactive beam production run in May 2008, as a follow-up to a December 2006 experiment [2].

In the future cross-section measurement, we plan to scan the Gamow window by bombarding a thick (windowed) $^4$He gas cell of Havar windowed foil exit window. Further details, carbon foil has the same charge-state equilibrium conditions, carbon foil after the production target at F3 with 3 x 10$^9$ pps per 100 pnA, at F3 attaining 30.5 ± 1.5 MeV and 30% purity. Beam data in the experimental scattering chamber F3 is obtained by two consecutive parallel plate avalanche counters (PPAC) and a ΔE-E silicon telescope as detailed in the Annual Report 2006 [2]. The flight time of particles from the F0 target to the F3 PPACa is denoted as the radio-frequency (RF) time, and will differ based on a particle’s trajectory through the two magnetic dipoles. The particles’ time of flight (ToF) is also recorded between the F3 PPACa and PPACb.

In December 2006, we experimented with two secondary beam charge states, $^{30}$S$^{15+}$ and $^{30}$S$^{16+}$. The $^{30}$S$^{15+}$ charge-state had significantly higher intensity on target, but offline analysis indicated the presence of the leaky-beam contaminant $^{28}$Si$^{14+}$ in the RF-ToF spectrum as shown in Fig. 1. Indeed, the $^{28}$Si$^{14+}$ primary beam particles had $E_{\text{lab}}$=22 MeV on target, and the $^4$He($^{28}$Si,p) cross-section will be much higher than $^4$He($^{30}$S,p) with $^{30}$S $E_{\text{beam}}$=11.3 MeV [6]. The magnetic dipoles separate particles of the same energy by their charge-to-mass ratio ($m/q$). We determined that without use of a thin degrader (0.7 to 1.5 µm aluminized mylar) at F1, it was impossible to separate $^{30}$S$^{15+}$ ($m/q=2$) from $^{28}$Si$^{14+}$ ($m/q=2$) using the RF-ToF method at CRIB. Thus, a charge-state-booster increasing the yield of the fully-stripped ion $^{30}$S$^{16+}$ (unique $m/q$) was sought [7]. We tested a 508 µg/cm$^2$ carbon foil after the production target at F0, but the preliminary results indicate under our conditions, carbon foil has the same charge-state equilibrium as the production target Havar foil exit window. Further data analysis and charge-state distribution measurements are planned. In order to increase the secondary beam energy and the total yield, we hypothesized that a higher energy primary beam would have a higher cross-section for the $^5$He($^{30}$S,n)$^{30}$S production reaction. Although a $^{28}$Si$^{10+}$ primary beam may be accelerated by the RIKEN AVF Cyclotron, 0.6 MeV/u faster than $^{28}$Si$^{14+}$, the intensity is one order of magnitude lower. Furthermore, during the May 2008 experiment, the $^{28}$Si$^{10+}$ primary beam intensity was quite unstable, and although up to 30 pnA was achieved, the beam was only stable from 0.1 to 1.5 pnA. Due to the primary beam current fluctuations, the May 2008 results must be interpreted with some uncertainty from possible errors in normalization.
Figure 1. Particle RF time (ns) plotted against energy (MeV), gated on the particle group identified as $^{30}\text{Si}^{15+}$ in the RF-ToF spectrum. In this December 2006 run the beam focus is at F3, and the Wien filter is set to 85 kV. A particle’s radiofrequency (RF) time is the flight time from F0 to F3 PPACa, and the energy is measured by a 69 $\mu$m thick silicon position sensitive detector (PSD). Two distinct energy groups emerge, indicating that the $^{30}\text{Si}^{15+}$ beam (813 counts) is contaminated with $^{28}\text{Si}^{14+}$ leaky beam particles (335 counts).

In May 2008, the $^{30}\text{Si}^{16+}$ beam had an energy of $30 \pm 3$ MeV on target, with nearly 80% transmission from F2 to F3. Activation of the Wien filter (WF) at 60 kV did not appear to reduce the $^{30}\text{Si}^{16+}$ transmission from F2 to F3, but the Wien filter increased the $^{30}\text{Si}^{16+}$ purity by nearly two orders of magnitude (from 0.55% to 30%). The Wien filter also surprisingly reduced the background of high energy particles (34 pps per 10 pnA without WF versus less than 1 pps per 10 pnA with WF). Previous results indicated that the WF reduced beam transmission from F2 to F3 while also increasing the background of high energy protons [8]. Opening the slits at F1 from 0 $\pm$ 5 mm to 0 $\pm$ 20 mm increased the $^{30}\text{Si}^{16+}$ intensity from 140 pps per 10 pnA to 500 pps per 10 pnA, but the energy spread on target also increased from 3 MeV to 6 MeV (Full Width Half Maximum).

We also separated $^{30}\text{Si}^{14+}$ in May 2008, with a maximum intensity of $1.2 \times 10^4$ pps per 10 pnA and energy of $32 \pm 5$ MeV on target as shown in Fig. 2. We experimented with a 1.5 $\mu$m aluminized mylar degrader at F1, but the transmission was reduced by 80%, and we clearly separated $^{30}\text{Si}^{14+}$ from the leaky-beam contaminant $^{28}\text{Si}^{13+}$ without use of the degrader.

As we still wish to increase the $^{30}\text{S}$ beam intensity on target by one order of magnitude, we are considering the mean charge state distribution of $^{30}\text{S}$ in carbon foil to preferentially populate the charge state of interest. The secondary beam intensities reported for May 2008 are calculated for a primary beam of $^{28}\text{Si}^{10+}$ at 10 pnA; improvements to the primary beam intensity correspond to equal improvements of secondary beam intensity. The AVF group has also reported the possibility to accelerate $^{28}\text{Si}^{10+}$ up to 8 MeV/u, but there may be $^{14}\text{N}^{5+}$ contamination arising from the Hyper ECR that would need to be removed. Our results from May 2008 compared with December 2006 indicate roughly one order of magnitude $^{30}\text{S}$ intensity on target may be gain from a 0.5 MeV/u increase in primary beam energy. We plan to undertake the $^4\text{He}^{(30}\text{S,p)}$ cross section measurement in 2009.

These experiments were made possible through the CNS and RIKEN collaboration. The McMaster University group is appreciative of funding from the National Science and Engineering Research Council of Canada.
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1. Introduction

For the rapid capture process ($\tau$-process) in X-ray burst and the core-collapse stage of supernova, weak interaction processes of proton-rich $pf$-shell nuclei far from stability play important roles [1]. Studies of the $\beta$ and electron capture decays of these proton-rich $pf$-shell nuclei are of great astrophysical interest. These decays involved in the charged-current processes, e.g., $p \rightarrow n + e^+ + \nu$, are predominated by the Fermi and Gamow-Teller (GT) transitions. Thus, these experimental data are required to understand nuclear properties and astrophysical problems.

Information on the GT transitions can be derived directly from $\beta$-decay measurements. Recently, studies were performed for several proton-rich $pf$-shell nuclei [2, 3, 4, 5]. However, the GT transition strengths (B(GT)'s) of these proton-rich nuclei far from stability were measured for only a few low-lying states with large uncertainties due to the small production cross sections and short half lives. To determine the B(GT) accurately, it is important to know the feeding ratio and the half life of the $\beta$ decay accurately.

For the $\beta$ decay of $^{46}$Cr, one of proton-rich $pf$-shell nuclei, the half life of 257(57) ms was measured with a large uncertainty, and only a gamma line of 993 keV was measured with $\beta$ decay [2].

In this study, the final purpose of the experiment is to measure the properties of $^{46}$Cr, namely, i) the total half life of the $\beta$ decay with an accuracy better than 10%, ii) the decay branching ratios to the ground state (Fermi transition) and GT states accurately, and iii) higher excited GT states if they exist.

2. Experimental procedure

Experimental runs to develop the $^{46}$Cr secondary beam were performed using the low-energy RI beam separator (CRIB) [6, 7] of the Center for Nuclear Study (CNS), University of Tokyo. A primary beam of $^{36}$Ar$^{10+}$ at 3.6 MeV/nucleon bombarded a $^{12}$C foil of 0.845 mg/cm$^2$. The primary beam was degraded to 3.0 MeV/n by a 2.2-$\mu$m-thick Havar foil placed in front of the primary target, in order to obtain the maximum production of $^{46}$Cr.

A parallel-plate avalanche counter (PPAC) was set at a dispersive focal plane (F1) for beam monitoring. Another PPAC and a Si detector of 1.5 mm thickness were installed for particle identification (PI) at an achromatic focal plane (F2). To separate the contaminants in the secondary beam, the Wien Filter (W.F.) was used at the high voltage of $\pm$80 kV. A micro channel plate (MCP) [8, 9] was placed at the final focal plane (F3) to monitor the beam position. For the window of MCP, we used a 0.7-$\mu$m-thick Mylar covered by thin aluminum and CsI. For particle identification (PI), a monolithic Si detector [10] was placed behind the MCP. This Si detector consists of 1.5-$\mu$m-thick and 500-$\mu$m-thick layers that are used as $\Delta$E and E counters, respectively. A Ge detector was set at 260 mm from the $^{12}$C primary target for measuring $\gamma$ rays emitted from the fusion reaction products.

3. Experimental results

Figure 1 shows PI obtained by the monolithic Si detector from the experimental runs, where $\Delta$E is the energy loss in the $\Delta$E counter and Esum indicate the sum of $\Delta$E and E counter. Here, the conditions of CRIB and W.F. were as follows; $B_0$ and F1 slit position were set to 0.4190 Tm and 0±5 mm, respectively. These values correspond to the energy of $^{46}$Cr$^{17+}$ of 53±1 MeV.

Several fusion products were observed together with $^{36}$Ar$^{10+}$ from the primary beam. To separate fusion products more clearly, a part of fusion products was selected in Fig. 1. Then the gated spectrum of RF-$\Delta$E on fusion products was obtained, as shown in Fig. 2. From these spectra, it was found that the purity of $^{46}$Cr$^{17+}$ was 1.2% and the...
intensity was 2.4 particle per second (pps) with the primary beam of 20 particle nA. The purities and intensities of other nuclides in the secondary beam are also summarized in Table 1.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nuclide</th>
<th>$^{40}$Cr$^{17+}$</th>
<th>$^{46}$V$^{17+}$</th>
<th>$^{45}$Ti$^{17+}$</th>
<th>$^{46}$Ti$^{17+}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purity (%)</td>
<td>1.2(2)</td>
<td>28.6(4)</td>
<td>3.0(1)</td>
<td>38.2(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity (pps)</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>57.3</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>76.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half life</td>
<td>260 ms</td>
<td>422.4 ms</td>
<td>184.8 m</td>
<td>Stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branching ratio of $\gamma$ ray (%)</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.315</td>
<td>Stable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Table 1. Purities and intensities of nuclides with the primary beam of 20 particle nA, where the purities and intensities are shown by the unit of % and pps, respectively. Half lives and branching ratios of each nuclide are also shown.

Based on the experimental result for $^{40}$Cr, we may obtain the intensity of 24 pps and 5.2x10$^6$ particles in total for 6.5 days with the primary beam of 200 particle nA which is available from the AVF cyclotron.

We may obtain a clean decay spectrum of $^{40}$Cr by the $\beta$-$\gamma$ coincidence method, because of the following reasons; i) $^{40}$Ti, $^{45}$Sc, $^{46}$Ca, and $^{36}$Ar are stable nuclei, ii) The decay rates of $\gamma$ rays of $^{46}$V and $^{45}$Ti are very small due to these very low ratios involved in $\beta$ decay, and iii) although $^{43}$Sc has the ratio of $\gamma$ ray of 22.5% emitted from $\beta$ decay, the 373 keV $\gamma$ ray with $\beta$ decay of $^{43}$Sc would not disturb in a $\gamma$-ray spectrum because of the energy. Thus, we may have a good possibility to obtain an accurate half life and branching ratio of the $\beta$ decay of $^{46}$Cr.

This program has been approved by the RIKEN-CNS joint PAC for the final run.
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1. Introduction

The astrophysical S-factor $S_{17}(E)$ of the $^{7}\text{Be}(p,\gamma)^{8}\text{B}$ reaction is one of the most important parameters in the standard solar model, because its value at the energy of the solar center is directly related to the flux of the $^{8}\text{B}$ neutrino, which is the dominant component of the solar neutrinos detected by many neutrino observatories on the earth. It is claimed that $S_{17}$ should be determined with a precision better than about 5\% in the energy region below 300 keV in order to test the solar model by comparing the theoretical prediction for the $^{8}\text{B}$ neutrino flux with the observations [1]. For that reason great efforts were spent by many experimental groups [2, 3, 4]. The precision of the existing data, however, is still limited because of the very small cross section below 1 MeV. In another measurement [10], a wide state at around 3 MeV had been questionable. We evidently observed the 3.5 MeV resonance reported in the previous experiments [5].

To evaluate $S_{17}$ at low energies, one needs information about the nuclear structure of $^{8}\text{B}$ which, however, has been poorly known until recently. Only the lowest two excited states at 0.77 MeV and 2.32 MeV were clearly observed in the previous experiments [5]. It has been reported that a wide resonance is observed at around 3 MeV, and it was explained as a low-lying 2s state [6]. To investigate the reason why a 2s state appears at such a low energy is also an interesting subject [7, 8, 9]. This kind of wide states may affect the $^{7}\text{Be}(p,\gamma)^{8}\text{B}$ reaction rate in the energy region far below 1 MeV. In another measurement [10], the wide state was not directly observed; nevertheless they concluded that their spectrum was consistent with the existence of the state, if it is located at 3.5 MeV with a width of 4 MeV or more. Thus we intended to study the resonance structure of $^{8}\text{B}$ to evidently observe the 3.5 MeV resonance reported in the previous measurements, and also to explore the unknown region $E > 3.5$ MeV.

2. Experimental result

The measurement was performed at CRIB [11, 12], and the experimental method is described in the previous report [13]. Excitation functions of $^{7}\text{Be}^+p$ for three different ranges of the scattering angle were obtained as shown in Fig. 1, by calculating the center-of-mass energy from measured proton energy.

There were three major background proton sources which must be eliminated:

1) Protons from the reaction with carbon contained in the target

Since the data were measured with polyethylene (CH$_2$) target, there were proton events originated from carbon via processes such as fusion evaporation. Their contribution was measured using a carbon target of a similar thickness.

2) Protons from inelastic scatterings

The first excited state of $^{7}\text{Be}$ is located at 0.429 MeV, fairly close to the ground state. Therefore, innumerable numbers of protons from the inelastic scattering to the first excited state in $^{7}\text{Be}$ were detected. We used NaI detectors to detect de-excitation $\gamma$ rays from inelastic events.

3) Protons from 3-body ($^{7}\text{Be}^+p\rightarrow ^4\text{He}+^3\text{He}+p$) events

When a compound $^{8}\text{B}$ nucleus has an excited energy exceeding the threshold at 1.72 MeV, decay to the 3-body channel ($^4\text{He}+^3\text{He}+p$) may occur. Protons from this 3-body channel are distributed over broad energy and angular ranges. At the forward-angle detector, $^4\text{He}$ or $^3\text{He}$ of the 3-body events are detected together with the proton with a high probability, and thus we can eliminate most of the background protons by selecting single hit events of protons. At larger angles, however, the $^4\text{He}$ or $^3\text{He}$ particles tend to miss the detector, and the background protons cannot be distinguished from the elastic-scattered protons. The amount of these background protons must be evaluated and subtracted from the spectrum. The energy and angular distribution of the background protons were estimated by a Monte Carlo simulation, and normalized by measured numbers of multiple hit (proton with $^4\text{He}$ and/or $^3\text{He}$) events.

The spectrum indicated as “total” in Fig. 1 includes all the proton events measured with the polyethylene target. The proton backgrounds described above were subtracted, and excitation functions for the elastic and inelastic scattering were obtained. The contributions by protons from 3-body events estimated by the simulation are also shown in the figure.

Because of the low statistics and limited energy range in the previous experiments [6, 10], the presence of the 2$^-$ state at around 3.5 MeV had been questionable. We
Figure 1. Excitation function of $^7$Be scatterings measured at three different angular ranges. The excitation energy of $^8B$, $E_{ex}$ equals to the center-of-mass energy $E_{cm}+0.1375$ MeV.

successfully performed measurements with more counting statistics and wider energy range, and the slowly varying excitation function beyond the peak around 2.3 MeV strongly suggests that the peak at 2.3 MeV is possibly enhanced by a broad state that locates at a higher energy. Following this assumption, which is virtually the same as the one taken in [10], we performed R-matrix analysis using SAMMY [14] code.

The R-matrix calculation provides a reliable determination of the resonance parameters (energy $E$, width $\Gamma$, spin $J$ and parity $\pi$) even for such wide states. The best fit for $J^\pi = 2^-$ is shown in Fig. 2, where the energy and width are $E = 3.1$ MeV and $\Gamma = 3.8$ MeV. Although the $2^-$ resonance is broad and did not appeared as a distinct peak, the excitation function is sensitive to the variation of the energy and width. If we reduce the width by about half ($\Gamma = 1.8$ MeV), the resulting excitation function, indicated as “narrow” in the figure, totally disagree with the original function, proving that the width of the $2^-$ resonance is truly affective to the calculated excitation function. We could not obtain satisfactory fits by introducing broad $1^-$ or any possible positive parity states ($0^+$ to $3^+$), while a broad $2^+$ state was introduced to explain the excitation function in a previous study [15].

Figure 2. Preliminary analysis result on the proton excitation function of $^7$Be below 3.5 MeV, measured at 0–8 degrees. R-matrix fit results with the known parameters for the $3^+$ state at 2.3 MeV and various parameter sets (excitation energy $E$ and width $\Gamma$) for a broad $2^-$, $1^-$ or $2^+$ state are illustrated.

In summary, our data supports the presence of a $2^-$ $s$-wave state in $^8$B nucleus, and its energy and width were determined preliminarily as $E \sim 3.1$ MeV and $\Gamma \sim 3.8$ MeV.
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Alpha clustering is one of the important concepts in the nuclear structure. Alpha cluster states in self-conjugate $4N$ nuclei are expected to appear near $\alpha$-decay thresholds as shown in the Ikeda diagram [1]. For example, it has been suggested that the 7.65-MeV $0^+_2$ state in $^{12}$C, which is strongly excited by the monopole transition, has a $2\alpha+\alpha$ configuration [2]. This state locates at 0.39 MeV above the $3\alpha$-decay threshold energy, and is not described by shell-model (SM) calculations. Recently, this state is theoretically considered to have the dilute-gas-like structure [3].

The next natural question is whether such a dilute state of clusters exists in the $A \neq 4N$ nuclei. Recently, it is proposed that the $3/2_2^-$ state in $^{11}$B is a candidate for the dilute cluster state where a proton hole in the $p_{3/2}$ orbital couples to the $0^+_1$ state in $^{12}$C. The $3/2^-_2$ state in $^{11}$B at $E_x = 8.56$ MeV, which is located just below the $\alpha$-decay threshold, is strongly excited by the monopole transition.

The large monopole strength for the $3/2^-_2$ state in $^{11}$B, which is not explained by the SM calculations, is reasonably well described by the antisymmetrized molecular dynamics (AMD) calculation. According to the AMD calculation, the $3/2^-_2$ state has a loosely bound $2\alpha+\alpha$ cluster structure with a dilute density. It is pointed out that the large monopole transition strength is one of the possible evidences for dilute cluster states.

Similar cluster states where a proton in the $p_{3/2}$ orbit instead of a proton hole in the $p_{3/2}$ orbital couples to the $0^+_1$ state in $^{12}$C are expected in $^{13}$C. Such cluster states are considered to be excited by the monopole transitions similar to the $3/2^-_2$ state in $^{11}$B. Therefore, it is important to measure the monopole transition strengths in $^{13}$C for the clarification of the cluster structure. Since the spin-parity of the ground state in $^{13}$C is $1/2^-$, the $1/2^-_1$ at $E_x = 8.86$ MeV and $1/2^-_2$ at $E_x = 11.08$ MeV states, which are allowed to be excited by the monopole transition, are candidates for such cluster states.

For the measurement of the monopole strength, the inelastic alpha scattering is a good probe. Since only the isoscalar natural parity transitions are allowed in the $(\alpha, \alpha')$ reaction, the reaction mechanism is expected to be simple. In the present work, we measured the inelastic alpha scattering at forward angles where the monopole transition is enhanced and searched for the cluster states in $^{13}$C.

The experiment was performed by using a 400-MeV alpha beam at the Research Center for Nuclear Physics, Osaka University. The self-supporting $^{12}$C and $^{14}$C targets with the thickness of 1.5 and 0.5 mg/cm$^2$ prepared by a thermal cracking method [6] were used. The alpha particles scattered from the target were momentum analyzed by the magnetic spectrometer Grand Raiden (GR). In order to obtain the isoscalar transition strengths, the cross sections for the $^{12}$C$(\alpha, \alpha')$ and $^{14}$C$(\alpha, \alpha')$ reactions were measured at forward angles of $\theta = 0^\circ$–19.4$^\circ$. Figure 1 shows the energy spectra for the $^{13}$C$(\alpha, \alpha')$ reaction at 0$^\circ$ and 2.5$^\circ$.

![Figure 1. Energy spectra for the $^{13}$C$(\alpha, \alpha')$ reaction at 0$^\circ$ and 2.5$^\circ$.](image)

In order to deduce the transition strength from the measured cross section, the single folding distorted-wave Born approximation (DWBA) calculation was performed. In the single folding model, the optical potential is described as

$$U(r) = \int d\mathbf{r}' \rho_0(|\mathbf{r}'|) V(|\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}'|, \rho_0(|\mathbf{r}'|))$$

(1)

where $\rho_0$ is the ground state density while $V(|\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}'|, \rho_0(|\mathbf{r}'|))$ is the effective interaction. We used the effective $\alpha$-nucleon interaction as follows,

$$V(|\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}'|, \rho_0(|\mathbf{r}'|)) = -V(1 + \beta_3 \rho_0^{2/3}(|\mathbf{r}'|) e^{-|\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}'|^2/\alpha_\omega}) - i W(1 + \beta_3 \rho_0^{2/3}(|\mathbf{r}'|) e^{-|\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}'|^2/\alpha_\omega}).$$

(2)

Parameterizations for the interaction were $\alpha_\omega = \alpha_\omega' = 4.383$ fm$^2$, $\beta_3 = -1.9$ fm$^3$, $V = 16.943$ MeV and $W = 11.686$ MeV. The transition strengths obtained using this interaction are consistent with the strengths obtained from the elastic scattering for the $2_1^+$ and $0_2^-$ states in $^{12}$C. The density distribution of the ground state in $^{13}$C is estimated from the charge-density-distribution of $^{13}$C. Transition densities for each transition were calculated in the macroscopic description [9].
The measured cross sections for the discrete states are compared with the DWBA calculation in Fig. 2. Since only the natural-parity transitions are allowed in the inelastic alpha scattering, the one transferred spin-parity $\Delta J^\pi$ are allowed for each state. Using the transition density with which the calculation represents the measured cross section, the isoscalar strength $B(E\ell : IS)$ is obtained from the volume integrals of the transition density as follows,

$$ B(E\ell : IS) = \int \delta \rho_L \hat{O}_L d\tau^3 $$

where $\delta \rho_L$ and $\hat{O}_L$ are the $L$-th order of the transition density and transition operator, respectively.

![Figure 2](image_url)

Figure 2. Cross sections for the $^{13}\text{C}(\alpha,\alpha')$ reaction at $E_\alpha = 400$ MeV. Solid-lines show the DWBA calculation.

The obtained isoscalar transition strengths in $^{13}\text{C}$ are tabulated in Table 1. Theoretical predictions by the SM calculation are also listed for comparison. The SM calculation was performed by using the SFO (Suzuki-Fujimoto-Otsuka) interactions within the $0\rightarrow 2\hbar \omega$ configuration space [11]. The theoretical level scheme for the negative-parity states are compared with the experiment in Fig. 3. The SM calculation reasonably explains the experimental level scheme below $E_\alpha = 10$ MeV.

For the $5/2^-_1$ state, the predicted quadrupole strength is relatively smaller than the experimental value. The large monopole strengths were observed for the $1/2^-_2$ and $1/2^-_3$ states although the SM calculation gives the extremely small monopole strengths. The large monopole strengths for the $1/2^-_2$ and $1/2^-_3$ states are reflection of the exotic structure of these states which are not described by the SM calculation. Therefore, the $1/2^-_2$ and $1/2^-_3$ states are inferred to be cluster states.

![Figure 3](image_url)

Figure 3. Experimental and theoretical energy level schemes for negative parity states in $^{13}\text{C}$.

For further clarification, the present results should be compared with the cluster model calculations.

**Table 1. Measured transition strengths compared with the SM predictions.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$J^\pi$</th>
<th>$E_\alpha$ (MeV)</th>
<th>$B(E2; IS)$ (fm$^4$)</th>
<th>$B(E3; IS)$ (fm$^6$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$3/2^+_1$</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>$47 \pm 5$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5/2^+_1$</td>
<td>7.55</td>
<td>$61 \pm 6$</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1/2^-_2$</td>
<td>8.86</td>
<td>$37 \pm 6$</td>
<td>$\sim 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1/2^-_3$</td>
<td>11.08</td>
<td>$18 \pm 3$</td>
<td>$\sim 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1/2^-_4$</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>$24 \pm 4$</td>
<td>$\sim 0$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1. Introduction

We report here on the in-beam $\gamma$-ray spectroscopy using the very neutron-rich $^{36}$Mg beam and a hydrogen target. The $^{36}$Mg nucleus is located in the middle of the shell closures of $N = 20$ and $28$ and is closer to the neutron drip line than nuclei belonging to the so-called ‘island of inversion’. In previous experimental studies on neutron-rich magnesium isotopes, $^{32}$Mg was reported to be a well-deformed nucleus [1], and the disappearance of the magicity at $N = 20$ was indicated. The deformation of $^{34}$Mg was reported to be larger than that of $^{32}$Mg [2]. The present study is an experiment to search for the low-lying excited states in $^{36}$Mg and to investigate evolution of nuclear deformations as a function of the neutron number.

2. Experiment

The experiment was performed at the unstable nuclear beam line in RIKEN. Ions of $^{48}$Ca were accelerated up to 63 MeV/nucleon using the acceleration scheme of RFQ-RILAC-CSM-RRC and impinged on a 150-$\mu$m $^{181}$Ta plate. A radioactive $^{36}$Mg beam was isotopically separated by RIPS [3]. Particle identification of the secondary beam was performed by a standard method based on the energy loss, time of flight and magnetic rigidity. The secondary beam bombarded a liquid hydrogen target [4] of 105 mg/cm$^2$.

To obtain a sufficient mass resolution for the reaction products, the TOF spectrometer [5] was placed downstream of the secondary target. The scattered particles were detected using a telescope placed at the end of the spectrometer. The telescope consisted of a silicon detector of 500-$\mu$m thick and two NaI(Tl) calorimeter. Almost the scattered particles passed through the silicon detector and stopped in the NaI(Tl) crystals. Scattered particles were identified based on TOF through the spectrometer, energy loss in the silicon detector and total energy measured using the calorimeter. Evaluated detection efficiency of the telescope for scattered particles was more than 90%.

![Figure 1. Particle identification of outgoing magnesium isotopes in coincidence with the $^{36}$Mg beam.](image)

The de-excitation $\gamma$ ray from the inelastically scattered particle was detected using 160 NaI(Tl) scintillators (DALI2) [6] surrounding the secondary target. Further details on the experiment setup and on condition of the secondary beam were described in ref. [7].

3. Present Status of Analysis

The identification of outgoing magnesium isotopes in coincidence with an incident $^{36}$Mg particle and $\gamma$ rays is shown in Fig. 1. The $^{36}$Mg particles scattered from the secondary target are identified with an accuracy of 0.4 amu ($\sigma$).

The three de-excitation $\gamma$-ray spectra in Fig. 2 are respectively obtained from the reaction channels of $^{36}$Mg, $^{34}$Mg), ($^{36}$Mg, $^{35}$Mg) and ($^{36}$Mg, $^{36}$Mg), which are assigned by the
identification of the incident particles and reaction products.

In the two-neutron removal channel, a $\gamma$ line at around 0.7 MeV is identified as shown in Fig. 2(a). This line is assigned to be the $2^+_1 \rightarrow 0^+_1$ transition in $^{34}$Mg, since its energy is consistent with that shown in the previous works [2]. In Fig. 2(b), no $\gamma$ line originated from $^{35}$Mg is identified significantly. In the inelastic channel, a $\gamma$ line is identified at approximately 0.7 MeV as shown in Fig. 2(c). A de-excitation $\gamma$ ray in $^{36}$Mg was recently reported and its energy was at 660(6) keV [8]. The $\gamma$ ray identified by the present experiment is consistent in energy with the reported $\gamma$ line, and thus the 660-keV line have been confirmed. This line is assigned to be the $2^+_1 \rightarrow 0^+_1$ transition since no other peaks are found significantly in the spectrum.

Data analysis is now in progress to deduce the cross section of the proton inelastic scattering on $^{36}$Mg and the deformation length of $^{36}$Mg.
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1. Introduction

This experiment is for data collection of the elastic scattering $^{25}$Al+p following up the test experiment performed at CRIB before [1] and it aims to obtain structure information of the levels in $^{26}$Si within the Gamow window at nova temperature to reduce the large uncertainty in the $^{25}$Al(p,$\gamma$)$^{26}$Si reaction rate [2, 3, 4, 5]. A thick target method [6, 7] was used to scan the center-of-mass energy from 0 to 3.38 MeV with the secondary beam of 3.52 MeV/nucleon $^{25}$Al impinging on the 6.58 mg/cm$^2$ CH$_2$ target, which corresponds to a range of excited states from 5.515 MeV ($^{25}$Al+ threshold) to about 8.9 MeV.

The secondary $^{25}$Al beam was produced by the reaction $^2$H($^{24}$Mg,n)$^{25}$Al, with the purity of about 50% and intensity of about 5 x 10$^9$ pps on target. The particle identification (PID) for the secondary beam was provided by two PPACs while PID for the scattered protons by $\Delta$E-E telescopes as well as the TOF (time-of-flight) method.

2. Data Analysis

When using the thick target method, the energy loss of the scattered proton traveling through the remaining part of the target must be taken into account. The total yields of background protons of different energies from a carbon target are normalized by the ratio of target thickness per energy bin and the ratio of the total number of beam events. Figure 1 shows a final proton spectrum after correcting the energy loss and subtracting the background protons.

For preliminary purpose to find the resonant energies, a Breit-Wigner fit was applied for each single peak in the proton spectrum. Figure 2, 3, 4 are some sample fits. In the fit, the dash line represents the coulomb part, the dash-dot line coulomb-resonance interference and the dot line the pure resonant part.

An advanced R-Matrix [9] fit for the excitation function is being performed to extract physical parameters such as energy levels and proton widths. The analysis is still in progress.

Figure 1. Proton spectrum at $\theta_{lab}=0^\circ$ in the center of mass frame with energy loss corrected and background subtracted.

Figure 2. Breit-Wigner fit for the peak at $E_{cm}=1697$keV, corresponding to the excited state $E_x=7156$keV, $J^p=2^+$. [5]
Figure 3. Breit-Wigner fit for the peak at $E_{c.m.} = 2249\text{keV}$, corresponding to the excited state $E_x = 7687\text{keV}$, $J^m = 3^-$. [5]

Figure 4. Breit-Wigner fit for the peak at $E_{c.m.} = 3100\text{keV}$, corresponding to the excited state $E_x = 8563\text{keV}$, $J^m = 2^+$. [8]
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Shell structure in the neutron-rich \( pf \)-shell nuclei has recently become the focus of much theoretical and experimental effort. As the neutron number increases, there may be rearrangements of the single-particle orbits and developments of new sub-shell closures. Emergence of a sub-shell gap at \( N = 32 \) reported in \( ^{52}\text{Ca} \), \( ^{54}\text{Ti} \) and \( ^{56}\text{Cr} \) is one of the good examples [1, 2, 3]. Since nuclei with certain amount of spins need to promote nucleons across the major shell gap in order to gain the large angular momentum and single particle states could be appeared in those excited states, spectroscopic studies at high spin may serve as a sensitive probe of the location of single particle orbits. In this report, the in-beam \( \gamma \)-ray spectroscopy in \( ^{51}\text{Ti} \) via the secondary fusion reaction [4]. \( ^{40}\text{Ar} + ^{9}\text{Be} \), are described.

The experiment was performed at the RIKEN Projectile-fragment Separator (RIPS) facility in RIKEN [5]. A secondary beam of \( ^{40}\text{Ar} \) was produced by projectile fragmentation of \( ^{48}\text{Ca} \) at the energy of 64 MeV/nucleon and its energy was lowered using aluminum energy degraders placed at the first and second focal planes (F1, F2) of RIPS. The intensity and energy of the low-energy radioactive isotope (RI) beam were \( \text{RIPS} \). The velocity of incident beam was deduced by time of flight (TOF) between plastic scintillator at F2 (F2pl) and parallel-plate avalanche counters at F3 (F3PPACs), and that of the outgoing particles was measured by TOF between the secondary target and PPAC placed downstream of the target."

**Figure 1.** The energy of incident and outgoing particles (a) and timing spectrum of the germanium detectors (b). The timing at the target was deduced by extrapolation from timing on F2pl and F3PPACs. Figure 1(a) shows the energy of the incident and outgoing particles. By gating on the fusion event region, backgrounds due to accidental coincidences are reduced as shown in Fig. 1(b) where timing spectra of the germanium detectors with and w/o the gate are presented.

In order to construct the level scheme, \( \gamma - \gamma \) coincidence analysis was carried out for \( ^{51}\text{Ti} \). Prior to the present investigation, four \( \gamma \) transitions at 1437, 907, 410 and 892 keV corresponding to 7/2\( ^{+} \to 3/2^{+} \), 11/2\( ^{-} \to 7/2^{+} \), 15/2\( ^{-} \to 11/2^{+} \) and (13/2\( ^{-} \), 17/2\( ^{-} \)→ 15/2\( ^{-} \), respectively, were reported by S. E. Arnell et al. [8]. Figure 2(a) shows summed \( \gamma \)-ray spectrum gated on the known 907- and 892-keV \( \gamma \) lines. Three new \( \gamma \) peaks at 667, 761 and 837 keV belonging to \( ^{51}\text{Ti} \) were observed and other peaks are mainly contami-
nents from $^{50}$Ti. Based on the excitation function analysis [9] and on intensity arguments, 837-keV transition is placed above 761- and/or 667-keV transition. Additionally in a coincidence spectrum gated on 1437 keV (Fig. 2(b)), 2490-keV peak was observed as well, and this is tentatively placed in parallel with the 892-, 761- and 837-keV transitions. Because of low statistics, a placement of the 667-keV transition has uncertainty. The proposed level scheme of $^{51}$Ti is given in the left-hand side of Fig. 3.

Multipolarity assignments for the observed $\gamma$ transitions were made on the basis of the angular distribution analysis. The angular distributions of the 1437-, 907- and 410-keV lines are consistent with a transition of stretched-E2 character and those of the 892- and 761-keV transitions suggest an M1/E2 character. For the 837- and 2490-keV transitions, no angular distribution information is available due to the low statistics. Spin assignments above 15/2$^{-}$ state are based on consideration of the decay branching from the 5244-keV state to the 4406- and 2754-keV states and on the close correspondence between the established and calculated states (see below).

The shell-model code ANTOINE [10] can be used for the energies and wavefunctions of the levels in $^{51}$Ti within the full pf-shell model space. The calculation was carried out with GXPF1 effective interaction [11]. The calculated energy levels are shown in the right-hand side of Fig. 3. The calculation is generally in good agreement with the experiment and was used for spin assignments. The calculation indicates wavefunctions for the low-lying levels below 3646 keV (13/2$^{-}$) state being dominated (50–80%) by the $[\pi(f_{7/2})^{2} \otimes \nu(f_{7/2})^{8}(p_{3/2})^{3}]$ configuration. The (15/2$^{-}$) state at 4406 keV, which corresponds to 4876 keV (15/2$^{-}$) state in the shell-model calculation, is dominated (72%) by $[\pi(f_{7/2})^{2} \otimes \nu(f_{7/2})^{7}(p_{3/2})^{2}]$ configuration. The shell-model calculation gives two 17/2$^{-}$ states correspond to the observed 5244 keV (17/2$^{-}$) state. Dominant shell-model components are and $[\nu(f_{7/2})^{8}(f_{5/2})^{4}]$ for 5645-keV state $[\nu(f_{7/2})^{7}(p_{3/2})^{2}]$ for 5865-keV state. From the systematics in the $^{49-51}$Ti, this (17/2$^{-}$) state might be dominated by $[\nu(f_{7/2})^{7}(p_{3/2})^{2}]$ configuration.

In summary, we have performed in-beam $\gamma$-ray spectroscopy in $^{51}$Ti. By analysis of the excitation function, the $\gamma-\gamma$ coincidence and the angular distribution, high-spin levels up to spin (17/2) state were identified. Further discussion on the deviation between data and shell-model calculations are now in progress.
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High-spin level structures of A ~ 30 nuclei have been receiving increased attention in recent years \cite{1, 2}. In this region several interesting phenomena have been investigated such as violation of mirror symmetry, cluster structure, shape coexistence, and the interplay between single-particle and collective motion \cite{1, 2}. In $^{32}$S and $^{36}$S, presences of superdeformed structure were predicted \cite{3, 4} but they were not experimentally confirmed. In order to investigate collective structures at high-spin, $^{36}$S and its neighboring nuclei were studied, and current status is presented in this report.

In-beam $\gamma$-ray spectroscopy was employed to study high-spin states of $^{36}$S and $^{36}$Cl via the $^{18}$O + $^{24}$Mg fusion-evaporation reaction. The $^{18}$O beam of 70 MeV was provided by the tandem accelerator of Japan Atomic Energy Agency. The targets used were an isotopically enriched $^{24}$Mg foil of 1 mg/cm\textsuperscript{2} thickness with 8 mg/cm\textsuperscript{2} natPb backing and a 490 $\mu$g/cm\textsuperscript{2} thick self-supporting one. Fourteen HPGe detectors with BGO anti-Compton shields from the GEMINI-II array \cite{5} were used to detect $\gamma$ rays in coincidence with charged particles detected by a charged particle filter, Si-Ball \cite{6}. The Si-Ball consists of 20 $\Delta E$ Si detectors mounted on the regular dodecahedron frame surrounding the target. Events were collected when at least two HPGe detectors and one Si detector were fired in coincidence. The data was analyzed by using RADWARE data analysis software package \cite{7}. The multifold event data was sorted offline into a $E_\gamma - E_\gamma$ correlation matrix. Figure 1 shows a total projection spectrum without charged-particle gate. Previously reported $\gamma$ peaks are labeled with transition energies in keV. Gamma rays from $^{38}$Ar, $^{35,36}$Cl are clearly seen which are strong channels in the $^{18}$O + $^{24}$Mg reaction at 70 MeV.

Since the HPGe detectors were placed at 6 different angles, namely 47\degree (4 Ge's), 72\degree (2 Ge's), 90\degree (2 Ge's), 105\degree (4 Ge's), 144\degree (1 Ge) and 147\degree (1 Ge) with respect to the beam direction, it is possible to perform angular distribution and the DCO (Directional Correlations from Oriented states) analysis of $\gamma$ rays \cite{8} in order to estimate multipolarities of them. Asymmetric angular correlation matrices were sorted in order to measure the DCO ratios. These matrices were sorted with $\gamma$ rays detected in the two detectors at $\theta = 75$\degree or 90\degree on one axis and the coincident $\gamma$ rays from the 47\degree on the other axis. The quantity

$$ R_{DCO} = \frac{W_\gamma(47^\circ, 75^\circ \text{ or } 90^\circ)}{W_\gamma(75^\circ \text{ or } 90^\circ, 47^\circ)} $$

was measured for the transitions in $^{36}$S and $^{36}$Cl, where $W_\gamma(i,j)$ is the intensity of a transition on the i axis of the DCO matrix measured after gating on a transition on the j axis.

In the present detector geometries, $R_{DCO}$ will be $\sim$1.5 for stretched quadrupole transitions and $\sim$0.8 for pure dipole transitions. In Fig. 2 DCO ratios for $\gamma$ rays in $^{36}$S are shown.

High-spin levels in $^{36}$S were previously reported up to the (6\textsuperscript{+}) state at 6.69 MeV \cite{9}. Spin and parity assignment of the (6\textsuperscript{+}) state was based on the comparison with shell model calculation and it was not experimentally determined. Based on the $\gamma-\gamma$ coincidence relations, $\gamma$-ray energy sum, and intensity balances of the transitions, previously reported level scheme for $^{36}$S \cite{9} was confirmed.

In the present study, new $\gamma$-ray peaks at 1182, 1315 and 2218 keV were identified in coincidence with 3291 keV transition as shown in Fig. 3. Results of DCO analysis suggest stretched quadrupole character for 1182 and 2218 keV transitions and dipole character for 1315 keV transition. Further analyses to determine the spin and parity of the
Figure 2. DCO ratios of $\gamma$ transition in $^{36}$S. Filled circles correspond to the $\gamma$ rays estimated to have E2 multipolarities and open circles for M1.

Figure 3. Gamma-ray energy spectrum obtained by gating on $3291$ keV transition in $^{36}$S. Constructing level scheme and multipolarity assignments of the $\gamma$ transitions between the levels are in progress.

In $^{36}$Cl, high-spin levels up to $(7)^+$ state at 5.313 MeV were previously assigned [10]. On top of the $(7)^+$ state a 466 keV transition was tentatively placed and it was reported to be in coincidence with 1019 and 2795 keV transitions from $(7)^+$ to $(6)^+$ and from $(7)^+$ to $5^-$ levels, respectively [8]. Figure 4 shows the $\gamma$-ray energy spectrum obtained by gating on 466 keV transition and it was found that 1019 and 2795 keV peaks did not appear in the spectrum. This indicates that the 466 keV transition de-excits from the $(7)^+$ state in parallel with 1019 and 2795 keV transitions. After the $\gamma-\gamma$ coincidence analysis of $^{36}$Cl data, 16 $\gamma$-ray peaks were newly identified. Data analysis is in progress.
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Study of superdeformed (SD) states is an important tool for testing nuclear shell structure which stabilizes the nucleus at large deformation. Since the first observation of the superdeformed rotational band at high spin in $^{152}$Dy [1], SD bands have been identified in many nuclei in the $A\sim 40, 60, 80, 130, 150$, and $190$ regions [2]. Observation of such SD nuclei in the specific mass regions with certain proton and neutron numbers supports the presence of the SD shell structures. Recent experimental work of Clark et al in $^{108}$Cd [3] provides a new SD region in $A\sim 110$ nuclei. Theoretical calculations using a cranked Strutinsky method and a four-dimensional shape space representing quadrupole, octupole, hexadecapole, and necking degrees of freedom also predict that a new region of SD states in $A\sim 110$ nuclei with $45<Z<49$ and $57<N<65$ [4]. However, discovery of SD states was limited to $^{108}$Cd so far.

In order to find new SD nuclei in $A\sim 110$ region with $45<Z<49$ and $57<N<65$ systematically, we have performed in-beam $\gamma$-ray measurements using a $^{20}$Ne + $^{96}$Zr reaction to investigate high-spin states of $^{107}$Cd next to the $^{108}$Cd, where a presence of SD structure is expected at high-spin levels. The experiment was performed at the Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University. The $^{20}$Ne ions, accelerated by the 930 cyclotron to an energy of 131 MeV, were used to bombard a stack of two self-supporting $^{96}$Zr targets of 0.5 mg/cm$^2$ thickness. High-spin states in $^{107}$Cd were populated by $^{96}$Zr($^{20}$Ne,1$n$5$n$)$^{107}$Cd reaction.

![Figure 1. Energy spectrum of Si detector. Dashed line indicated in the spectrum is the energy threshold to identify protons and $\alpha$ particles.](image1)

Prompt $\gamma$ rays were detected by Hyperball-2 array composed of 12 coaxial Ge detectors and 6 Clover Ge detectors in this experiment. Clover detectors were placed at $90^\circ$ and coaxial detectors were placed at $\sim 46^\circ$ and at $\sim 134^\circ$ (6 detectors each) relative to the beam direction. Each Ge detector was shielded with BGO counters for Compton background suppression. In order to pickup high-multiplicity $\gamma$-ray events, 2 sets of BGO multiplicity filters, each of which consists of 7 BGO crystals, were used. Evaporated charged particles in the reaction were detected by the Si-Ball charged particle filter [5] which consists of 30 Si detectors mounted on the truncated icosahedron shaped frame.

Ten pentagonal and twenty hexagonal shaped Si $\Delta E$ detectors of 170$\mu$m thickness were used. In front of each Si detector, thin Al absorber foil is mounted in order to prevent $^{20}$Ne beam directly hitting the detector after scattering at the target. Detection efficiencies for protons and $\alpha$ particles were both $\sim 37\%$. With trigger condition of 4 Ge detectors firing in coincidence, $9.5 \times 10^8$ events were collected. The data was analyzed by using the RADWARE data anal-
ysis software package [6]. The multifold event data was
sorted offline into a $E_{\gamma}$-$E_{\gamma}$ correlation matrix and a $E_{\gamma}$-$E_{\gamma}$-$E_{\gamma}$ cube.

Figure 3. Gamma-ray energy spectrum gated by 1076 and
493 keV transitions. Assigned $\gamma$ peaks are labeled with their
transition energy in keV. In-band transitions of band 1, 2, 3 are
also labeled with (b1), (b2), and (b3), respectively (see text).

Figure 1 shows an energy spectrum of charged particles
obtained by the Si-Ball. Particle identification was per-
formed by using the difference in energy loss of protons
and $\alpha$ particles in the $\Delta E$ detector. As shown in the
figure, peak around 150 channel and broad peak between 500
and 1800 channel corresponds to protons and $\alpha$ particles,
respectively. Gamma-ray energy spectra without and with
$\alpha$ particle gate were shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively.
By the $\alpha$-particle gate $\gamma$-ray peaks from Cd isotopes were
enhanced.

High-spin states in $^{107}$Cd were previously studied up to
the (51/2)$^+$ state at 11.852 MeV via $^{94}$Zr($^{17}$O,4$n$) reaction
[7]. Several negative- and positive-parity bands were ob-
served and two of positive-parity bands were interpreted as
being signature partners of a three-quasiparticle $nu^2\hbar^2/\Omega^2_{11/2}$
configuration. Based on single and double gating on the ma-
trix and cube, respectively, coincidence relations between
observed $\gamma$ rays were examined. Previously reported $\gamma$
transitions up to the 47/2$^+$ state were confirmed. Figure 3
shows $\gamma$-ray energy spectrum gated by 1076 and 493 keV
peaks which correspond to 25/2$^+ \rightarrow 23/2^-$ and 27/2$^+ \rightarrow
23/2^+$ transitions, respectively. Previously reported and
newly identified $\gamma$-ray peaks are labeled with their transi-
tion energies in keV, and in-band transitions of the signature
partner bands are labeled with b1 (band 1) and b2 (band 2)
for favored and unfavored bands, respectively.

In the present study, new $\gamma$-ray cascade transitions
(band 3), which are labeled with b3 in Fig. 3, were identi-
cified. Multipolarities of the transitions were checked by the
angular distribution analysis and it is consistent with the E2
character of the transitions. Based on the coincidence rela-
tions of $\gamma$ rays, it was found that this band decays to both
band 1 and band 2, but excitation energy and the spin are
not determined since linking transitions were not observed.

In order to estimate the size of deformation of the band 3,
dynamical moment of inertia ($I^{(2)}$) is compared with those of band 1 and 2 and with that of SD band in
$^{108}$Cd in Fig. 4. Although the number of transitions of

band 3 is not large, $I^{(2)}$ values of band 3 is larger than
those of band 1 and 2 and comparable with those of SD
band in $^{108}$Cd. This may indicate the large deformation of
the band 3. Data analysis to clarify the structure of band 3
is in progress.

Figure 4. Dynamical moments of inertia for band 1,2,3 of $^{107}$Cd
and that of superdeformed band in $^{108}$Cd.
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1. Introduction

Recently, much interest has been focused on the spin-dependent interaction in unstable nuclei. One of the most direct ways to study such interaction is to determine the spin-orbit part of the optical potential between protons and unstable nuclei. For this purpose, a polarized proton solid target which was specially designed for radioactive-ion beam experiments has been developed at CNS $^{[1, 2]}$. Making use of this target, we measured the analyzing power of the proton elastic scattering on $^6\text{He}$ $^{[3]}$ and $^8\text{He}$ at 71 MeV/u in 2005 and 2007. The aim of the measurements is to deduce and compare the spin-orbit potentials between protons and $^6, 8\text{He}$ particles. From the systematics of the potentials, the effects of excess neutrons on the spin-orbit interaction will be investigated. Details of the $^6\text{He}$ elastic scattering measurement are reported.

2. Experiment

The experiment was carried out at the RIKEN Accelerator Research Facility (RARF) using the RIKEN Projectile-fragment Separator (RIPS). The $^8\text{He}$ beam was produced by a fragmentation reaction of an $^{16}\text{O}$ beam with an energy of 100 MeV/u bombarded onto a 13 mm$^2$ Be target. The energy and intensity of the beam was 71 MeV/u and 1.5 × 10$^5$ pps, respectively. Purity of the beam was 77%. As a secondary target, we used the polarized proton solid target. The target material was a single crystal of naphthalene with a thickness of 4.3 protons/cm$^2$. Protons in the crystal were polarized by optical excitation of electrons and cross-polarization method under a low magnetic field of 0.09 T at high temperature of 100 K. Recoiled protons were detected by multiwire drift chambers (MWDCs) and CsI (Tl) scintillators placed on the left and right sides of the beam line. Each MWDC was located 180 mm away from the target and covered a scattering angle of 50° - 70° in the laboratory system. A CsI scintillator with a sensitive area of 135 mm$^2$ × 60 mm$^2$ was placed just behind the MWDC. Scattered particles were detected using another MWDC and $\Delta E - E$ plastic scintillator hodoscopes with thicknesses of 5 and 100 mm. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1.

3. Polarization measurement

The absolute value of the target polarization was determined by measuring the spin-dependent asymmetry ($A_y$) of the $^6\text{He}$ elastic scattering at 80 MeV/u. For the determination, the following relation between the analyzing power ($A_y$) and the target polarization ($P_y$) was used:

$$A_y = \frac{1}{P_y} \sqrt{N^+_L \cdot N^-_R - N^-_L \cdot N^+_R} \cdot \sqrt{N^+_L \cdot N^-_R + N^-_L \cdot N^+_R}.$$  

Figure 2 shows the analyzing power of the $^6\text{He}$ elastic scattering at 80 MeV/u is shown. See text for detail.

Figure 3 shows the target polarization monitored by the
pulsed NMR method during the scattering experiment. Target polarization was developed for 90 hours before the beam irradiation. After \(^{3}He\) beam irradiation, the beam was switched to \(^{4}He\) for the determination of the target polarization. Polarization direction was reversed three times during the experiment by 180° pulse NMR method [5] for the reduction of spurious asymmetry.

Figure 3. Target polarization monitored by the pulsed NMR method.

4. \(p^{+}{He}\) elastic scattering measurement

The \(p^{+}{He}\) measurement was carried out with the same experimental setup as the \(p^{+}{4He}\) measurement. In the \(p^{+}{8He}\) measurement, scattered particles were identified by the \(\Delta E - E\) method to exclude the break-up events. Elastic scattering events were identified by the coincidence measurement of protons and \(^{8}He\) particles, since \(^{8}He\) does not have a bound excited state. One possible source of the background events is the quasi-free scattering of \(^{8}He\) from protons in \(^{12}C\). However, contribution of this reaction is negligibly small since the energy of incident \(^{8}He\) particle is as low as 71 MeV/u. Figure 4 shows scattering angle correlation of protons and \(^{8}He\) particles. Clear loci lie on the solid curves which represent the kinematics calculation for the elastic scattering. In the case of quasi-free scattering, the scattering angles do not exhibit such strong correlation due to the fermi motion of protons in \(^{12}C\). By selecting the loci, the elastic scattering events are discriminated with good signal/background ratio.

Preliminary data of the differential cross section of \(p^{+}{8He}\) elastic scattering at 71 MeV/u are shown in Fig. 5 by closed circles. Open circles represent the data previously obtained by A. Korsheninnikov et al. [6]. First data of the differential cross section in the backward angular region of 65 – 77.5° were obtained with good statistics. The analyzing power will be deduced in the future analysis.

Figure 4. Scattering angle correlation of protons and \(^{8}He\) particles. Elastic scattering events are clearly identified.

Figure 5. Preliminary results of the differential cross section of the \(p^{+}{8He}\) elastic scattering at 71 MeV/u are shown by closed circles. Previous data [6] are also plotted by open circles.
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The light elements, lithium, beryllium, and boron, play an important role in astrophysics. In the last years many efforts have been devoted to the study of their abundances. These are of importance both in the study of cosmology and of stellar structures and evolution. Actually hints on the primordial nucleosynthesis can be achieved from Li, Be, and B primordial abundances. Moreover, these studies can be a precious tool for testing and understanding the inner stellar structure, especially concerning the mixing processes in stellar envelopes [1].

These elements are mainly destroyed in the stellar interior by \( p, \alpha \) reactions at temperature ranging from \( 2.5 \times 10^6 \) K for lithium, \( 3.5 \times 10^6 \) K for beryllium and \( 5 \times 10^6 \) K for boron.

The simultaneous determination of the surface abundances can give additional information about the mixing mechanisms acting inside the stars [2]. The \( p, \alpha \) reactions induced at a Gamow energy \( E_G \) of few keV are the main channel to destroy the light elements. Hence a precise cross-section measurement for such processes is needed.

Owing to the difficulties encountered in charged-particle cross-section measurement at sub-Coulomb energies (e.g. Coulomb barrier and electron screening effect), in the last years a number of indirect methods, such as the Coulomb Dissociation (CD) [3], the Asymptotic Normalization Coefficient (ANC) [4] and the Trojan Horse Method (THM) [5] were developed.

Among these methods the THM appears to be particularly suited to investigate low-energy charged-particle two-body reactions by selecting the quasi-free (QF) contribution to the cross section of an appropriate three-body process. This method allows to extract the information down to the astrophysical energies, overcoming the problem connected with Coulomb barrier and electron screening effects.

The \(^{10}\text{B}(p, \alpha)^7\text{Be}\) reaction has been extensively studied directly [6,7] as it is responsible for boron destruction in stellar environment and the bare S-factor has been extrapolated to the Gamow region from higher energy. Moreover, the study of this reaction is complicated by the presence of the \( E_\gamma = 8.701 \text{ MeV} \) \(^{11}\text{C}\) resonant level \((J=5/2^+}\), very close to \( E_G \).

The present paper reports on an indirect investigation of this reaction obtained by applying the THM to the \(^2\text{H}(^{10}\text{B}, \alpha)^7\text{Be}\) three-body process.

The first run of this experiment was performed at the Pelletron-Linac laboratory (Departamento de Fisica Nuclear (DFN) in Sao Paulo (Brazil)). The experiment was performed with a 27 MeV \(^{10}\text{B}\) beam, with a spot size on target of 2 mm diameter and intensities up to 1 enA. The results of this experiment are discussed in [8].

In order to improve both angular and energy resolution, a new experiment was performed in Catania. In this paper we report on this new run and we will show some preliminary results.

The experiment was performed at the Laboratori Nazionali del Sud in Catania. The Tandem Van de Graaf accelerator provided at 24.4 MeV \(^{10}\text{B}\) beam with a spot size on target of about 2 mm and intensities up to 1.5 enA. A deuterated polyethylene target (CD2) \( \approx 192 \mu \text{g/cm}^2 \) thick was placed at 90° with respect to the beam direction. The experimental setup consisted of a pair of 1000 \( \mu \text{m}\) position sensitive detector (PSD), PSD-B and PSD-C, and one telescope \( \Delta E - E \) with an ionization chamber as \( \Delta E \) detector and a PSD (PSD-A) as \( E \) detector. This telescope was placed at the angle 6.9°±2.5° and allowed for charge discrimination of the detected particles. PSD-B and PSD-C were placed on the opposite side of the beam and in coplanar geometry with the telescope and covered the laboratory angle ranges 8°±4° (PSD-B) and 17.9°±4.5° (PSD-C). The experimental setup was chosen in order to cover the whole phase space region where a QF contribution, known from a Monte Carlo simulation, was expected.

Standard electronics is used to filter and shape the signals and the trigger for the acquisition was made by selecting the coincidences between the PSD-A and one of the others.
The details of the application of the THM are presented elsewhere (see e.g. [5,8]). Here we just show the preliminary results obtained using this method.

![Figure 1](image.png)

**Figure 1.** Comparison between directly measured cross section of the $^{10}$B(p,α)$^7$Be reaction [6,7], black dots, and that obtained in the present work with the THM, red points.

In the analysis only events with neutron momentum lower than 30 MeV/c (where the QF-mechanism is dominant) were selected. Using the PWIA approach it was possible to extract the nuclear part of the cross section of the $^{10}$B(p,α)$^7$Be reaction in the energy range $0 < E_{cm} < 400$ keV. Preliminary results are reported in Fig.1. This figure shows the comparison between the direct two body cross section [6,7] and the THM experimental data obtained in the present work. The energy dependence of the THM two-body cross section is in good agreement with the direct one and this will allow the extraction of the two-body "bare"-astrophysical S(E)-factor [9].
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1. Introduction

It is intended in this article to make an overview of the activities of the group whose primary interest is in the study of basic properties of strongly interacting QCD matter.

Currently, the group has been actively involved in the PHENIX experiment at RHIC, Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider, of Brookhaven National Laboratory, USA. RHIC is the first collider ever built to find evidence of the phase transition from normal hadronic matter to deconfined quark matter, called quark-gluon plasma (QGP), and to study the properties of the hot QCD matter. Collisions between Au nuclei at cms energy of 200 GeV per nucleon are possible.

The CNS group has been participating in the ALICE experiment at LHC, Large Hadron Collider, which is currently under commissioning in CERN. At LHC, collisions between lead nuclei at cms energy of 5.5 TeV will be realized sometime in the year 2009.

R & D of a gaseous detector called GEM (Gas Electron Multiplier) has been continued.

2. PHENIX Experiment and RHIC Runs

The CNS group has been participating in the PHENIX experiment, whose activity is supported by the Japan-US cooperation in the field of high energy physics sponsored by MEXT. The PHENIX experiment is one of the major experiments at RHIC, which consists of two central arms (East and West), two muon arms (North and South) and inner detectors for event trigger and event characterization. The PHENIX experiment was designed so as to address as many signatures as possible for QGP formation by having a unique capability of measuring photons, electrons and muons as well as hadrons.

In JFY 2007, we have successfully completed RHIC Run 7 and Run 8. Run 7 started in March 27 2007 and ended in June 26 2007. It was devoted to Au+Au collisions, and 4.5 × 10^9 Au+Au collisions (integrated luminosity of 711 μb^-1) were successfully recorded, which are three times larger than those so far accumulated.

Run 8 started in Nov. 26 2007 and ended in March 12 2008. The run consisted of the two parts: 200 GeV d+Au collisions and p+p collisions. Integrated luminosity of ~80 nb^-1 was achieved, which corresponds to ~30 times of the luminosity so far accumulated.

For Run 7, two new detectors, HBD and RxNP, were added to the PHENIX experiment. HBD (Hadron Blind Detector) is expected to provide higher rejection power of Dalitz decay and γ external conversions, which is crucial to access low mass region in the lepton-pairs. RxNP, a new detector for reaction-plane determination, is expected to provide higher accuracy for reaction plane determination.

The CNS group has been responsible for operation and calibration of the RICH (Ring Imaging Cerenkov) detector subsystem and ERT trigger system. RICH, a gaseous Cherenkov counter using CO₂ gas as a Cherenkov radiator, is a primary device for electron identification, and ERT is a 1st-level trigger system for electrons using RICH and EM-Cal.

3. Analysis of the PHENIX Experiment

Major analysis efforts have been placed on the physics with leptons and photons. Brief introduction to each topic is provided, and details will be described in the following separate articles.

One of the major discoveries at RHIC is strong suppression of hadron yield at high transverse momentum in central Au+Au collisions [1], which indicates a formation of high-density matter in the collisions. For Au+Au collisions at 200 GeV, neutral pion production was measured with good statistics for transverse momentum up to 20 GeV/c. By utilizing the results, an attempt has been made to constrain model-dependent parameterization for the transport coefficient of the medium, e.g. < q^2 > in the parton quenching model [2, 3]. The result is described in [4].

An effort has been made to understand more precisely the energy loss mechanism of light partons, by studying the path-length dependence of the energy loss. An idea behind this effort is that the collisional energy loss grows linearly with path-length while radiational energy loss grows as (path-length)^2. By measuring the azimuthal angle of jet fragments relative to the reaction plane, path length may be determined much more precisely compared to the case without reaction plain determination. Study is going on for π^0 in Au+Au collisions using dataset taken in Run 7. Current status is presented in [5].

Strong yield suppression found for ‘non-photonic’ electrons, comparable with the case for light partons, has been a recent hot topic [6]. Main ‘non-photonic’ sources at the RHIC energies are leptonic decay of charm and bottom mesons. In order to understand better the energy loss mechanism of heavy quarks, it is desirable to determine experimentally the fraction of contributions from charm and bottom quarks at each electron momentum bin. A new method utilizing electron-hadron correlation has been successfully applied to p+p collisions to determine the yield ratio between D (charm) and B (bottom) mesons. Analysis procedure and preliminary results are described in [7].
The $J/\psi$ yield suppression has been considered to be a key signature of deconfinement of hadronic matter. The CNS group has been taking a leading role in the analysis of $J/\psi$ productions. Final results for Cu + Cu collisions from the Run 5 are presented in [8]. Side-feed from excited states of charmonium may have significant effect on the $J/\psi$ yield suppression, and a study was made to determine directly the side-feed fraction from measurement of $J/\psi$ and gamma coincidence. Preliminary results are provided in [9].

Direct photon is a penetrating probe to provide direct information from interem of hot and dense matter. It is, however, extremely difficult to measure single photons from thermal sources, since they are mainly emitted with low energies where competing background primarily from hadron decays are overwhelming. Because of this difficulty, no positive results have been reported so far in case of the heavy ion collisions. A method of measuring low-mass high-pT electron pairs (virtual photons) and extrapolating to the real photon, was applied successfully to p+p and Au+Au collisions at RHIC, and positive results could be deduced. Current status is presented in [10].

4. ALICE Experiment at CERN LHC

The CNS group has started participating in the ALICE experiment at LHC. As a natural extension from the physics interest and achievements of our group at RHIC, main physics focus may be placed on the leptons and photons. We have joined to the TRD (Transition Radiation Detector) subgroup. TRD is the primary device for electron identification.

Measurement of quarkonia, that is, $J/\psi$ and $\Upsilon$, is considered to remain to be a key subject at LHC, and it is one of the apparent goals of the CNS group. In [11], brief introduction of the ALICE experiment is provided, and acceptance for $J/\psi$ and $\Upsilon$ in the mid-rapidity region covered by the ALICE experimental setup was evaluated.

Performance test of a TRD sector (1/18 of the total) was performed using secondary beams obtained from CERN PS. The CNS group has participated in the test execution. Pion rejection factor has been evaluated using the neural network method, and the current status of the analysis is presented in [12].

Contribution to the TRD electronics development has also been made. Slow control system called DCS (Detector Control System) is to ensure correct and safe operation of TRD, which is capable of doing configuration, remote control and monitoring of low voltage (LV), high voltage (HV), front-end electronics (FEE), power control unit (PCU), cooling and gas system. Test bench of the TRD front-end electronics was built at CNS, and developing and debugging of the DCS system software have been made [13].

5. R & D efforts

Development and application of GEM (gas electron multiplier) has been a central R & D subject of our group in the last few years. GEM, originally developed at CERN [14], has very simple structure with regularly arrayed holes pierced through a polyimide sheet with typical thickness of 50$\mu$m with both sides coated by copper foils with thickness of $\sim 5\mu$m which serve as electrodes.

A new GEM was developed which uses a different method for making holes [15], and extensive study of basic performance has been performed.

As an application, GEM is considered to be very suited for two-dimensional imaging with X-rays or neutrons. Development of readout circuit with custom ASIC for integrated charge with fast repetition of up to 1 kHz has been anticipated. Last year, a prototype CMOS readout chip was designed and fabricated, which includes 64 channel charge integrators and fast sequential readout capability using two stages of 8 channel multiplexers; 8 of them in the first stage and one in the second stage. Design details of the CMOS chip and its test performance is described in [16].

6. Summary and Outlook

The major activities of the CNS group are presented, which includes PHENIX data analysis efforts, preparative works for the ALICE experiment at LHC, and R & D efforts on GEM.

In the coming year, PHENIX RUN execution and data analysis are expected to be continued. Meanwhile, strong commitment to the ALICE experiment is expected, and R & D efforts related to GEM will be continued.
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1. Introduction

It has been observed in central Au+Au collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 200$ GeV at Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) that the neutral pion yield at high transverse momentum ($p_T > 5$ GeV/c) is strongly suppressed compared to the yield expected from p+p collisions. This suppression is considered due to an energy loss of hard scattered partons in the medium (jet quenching) [1].

Dependence of energy loss on path length should provide further insight of the energy loss mechanism. Some theoretical models suggest that LPM effect in QCD plays an important role in radiative energy loss process [2]. The magnitude of energy loss is proportional to the path length square. Detailed information on path length can be obtained by measuring the azimuthal angle of emitted particles relative to the reaction plane in non-central collisions. The impact parameter is not zero in non-central collisions and the medium has a spatial anisotropy as shown in figure 1. The reaction plane is defined by the beam direction and the distance vector of the center of the two nuclei. The nuclear modification factor ($R_{AA}$) and its azimuthal angle dependence have been studied at RHIC. $R_{AA}$ is generally expressed using centrality (cent) which is associated to impact parameter for collisions and $p_T$.

$$R_{AA}(p_T, \text{cent}) = \frac{\sigma_{pp}^{\text{inel}}}{(N_{cdl}(p_T, \text{cent}))} \frac{d^2N^{AA}(p_T, \text{cent})/dp_T d\eta}{d^2N^{NN}/dp_T d\eta}, \quad (1)$$

where $N^{AA}(\text{cent})$ is the number of neutral pions in a given centrality. $\sigma_{pp}^{\text{inel}}$ is a cross section for inelastic nucleon-nucleon collisions. $\eta$ is a pseudo-rapidity. If $R_{AA}$ is equal to one, the particle production in Au+Au collisions can be expressed as a superposition of nucleon-nucleon collisions. The nuclear modification factor as a function of an azimuthal angles is expressed by the following equation.

$$R_{AA}(p_T, \text{cent}, \Delta \phi) = \int d\phi N^{AA}(p_T, \text{cent}, \Delta \phi) \times R_{AA}(p_T, \text{cent}) \quad (2)$$

and $N^{AA}(p_T, \text{cent}, \Delta \phi)$ can be expressed in terms of a Fourier expansion with $\Delta \phi$.

$$N^{AA}(\Delta \phi) \propto 1 + 2 \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} v_n^{raw} \cos(n \Delta \phi), \quad (3)$$

where $v_n^{raw}$ is the magnitude of the harmonics of n-th order. The second harmonics ($v_2^{raw}$) represents the strength of elliptic flow. The true azimuthal anisotropy $v_2^{corr}$ is obtained after making correction of the reaction plane resolution [3].

$$v_2^{raw} = v_2^{corr} (\cos(2\Delta \Psi)), \quad (4)$$

where $\Delta \Psi$ is a difference between the true azimuthal angle from reaction plane and the observed one.

The nuclear modification factor as a function of $p_T$ and path length need to be measured in high $p_T$ because the effect of the collective flow decreases in high $p_T$ [4]. If the effect of the collective flow is negligible, we can extract the only information for the effect of energy loss from the $R_{AA}$ for each path length. Since measurement of neutral pions up to $p_T\sim 20$ GeV/c is possible with the PHENIX electromagnetic calorimeters (EMCal), the probe for path length dependence of $R_{AA}$ is used with high-$p_T$ neutral pions ($\pi^0$$\rightarrow$$2\gamma$). The integrated luminosity in 2007 Au+Au run is 813 $\mu$b$^{-1}$ which is 3.5 times larger than that in 2004 Au+Au runs.

2. Experimental Setup

A new reaction plane detector, called as RxNP, was installed in the PHENIX experiment in 2007 Au+Au run. Reaction plane is determined using Beam-Beam Counter (BBC) and RxNP. RxNP was designed to have a wider rapidity coverage (1.0 <$|\eta|$| < 1.5 and 1.5 <$|\eta|$| < 2.8) compared with BBC (3 <$|\eta|$| < 4) [5]. Better resolution for reaction plane determination is expected with RxNP.

PHENIX has two types of calorimeters in the central arm ($|\eta|$ < 0.35). PbSc consists of the lead and scintillator plates and wavelength shifter fiber readout. The other is lead-glass calorimeter (PbGl). The PbSc has a nominal energy and position resolution of 8.1/\sqrt{E (GeV)} $\oplus$ 2.1 [%] and 5.7/\sqrt{E (GeV)} $\oplus$ 21.55 [mm], respectively. The PbGl has a nominal energy resolution of 5.9/\sqrt{E (GeV)} $\oplus$ 0.8 [%] and 8.4/\sqrt{E (GeV)} $\oplus$ 0.2 [mm], respectively.

3. Analysis

We selected events with a vertex position within ± 30 cm along beam direction. For each selected event, reaction plane was determined as a direction to which the largest number of particles are emitted.

The number of neutral pions was obtained by integrating the counts in a certain mass window (usually ± 2 sigma from the mass peak) of the 2-gamma invariant mass distribution, after subtracting the combinatorial background calculated using the mixed event technique. The number of neutral pions are counted for each of six $\Delta \phi$ bins in the interval from 0 to $\pi/2$ as shown in figure 1. The number of neutral pions as a function of azimuthal angle is shown in figure 2. This fitting function includes up to the second term in Eq. (3).
azimuthal angles from reaction plane are divided into six azimuthal angular bins in the interval from 0 to $\pi/2$. The $\Delta \phi$ outside the interval is truncated into the interval, using the symmetrical relation.

Since we have two independent reaction plane from both of south and north for RxNP or BBC, we can evaluate the reaction plane resolution using the relative azimuthal angle ($\Delta \Psi \equiv \Psi_{SOUTH} - \Psi_{NORTH}$). The particles distribution for the relative azimuthal angles can be expressed by the following equation [6].

$$dN/d(\Delta \Psi) = \frac{e^{-\chi^2}}{2} \left( \frac{2}{\pi} (1 + \chi^2) + \frac{z}{2} [I_0(z) + L_0(z)] \right) + \chi^2 [I_1(z) + L_1(z)], \quad (5)$$

where $z = \chi^2 \cos(\Delta \Psi)$. $I_k$ and $L_k$ are a modified Bessel function and a modified Struve function of order $k$, respectively. The reaction plane resolution $\langle \cos(2\Delta \Psi) \rangle$ can be calculated using the following equation [7].

$$\langle \cos(2\Delta \Psi) \rangle = \frac{\sqrt{\pi}}{2} \chi e^{-\chi^2/2} \left[ I_0 \left( \frac{\chi^2}{2} \right) + I_1 \left( \frac{\chi^2}{2} \right) \right] \quad (6)$$

Figure 3 shows the reaction plane resolution for RxNP and BBC. The RxNP improved two times better reaction plane resolution than that with BBC for all centrality bins.

**4. Result**

Figure 4 shows $v_2(\pi^0)$ as a function of $p_T$, where closed circles and open triangles represent results for RxNP and BBC, respectively. We have measured azimuthal anisotropy of neutral pions up to $p_T \sim 10$ GeV/c. The value of $v_2(\pi^0)$ with RxNP is consistent with that with BBC. Measurement of high-$p_T$ $v_2(\pi^0)$ for 2007 is same as that for 2004 so far [8]. The results shown in Figure 4 are so far analyzed with one-third of the data for measuring $v_2(\pi^0)$ with RxNP, and with full data set for measuring $v_2(\pi^0)$ with BBC. The $v_2(\pi^0)$ value with RxNP in 2007 will be expected to be measured up to higher $p_T$ than that in 2004.

**5. Summary**

The new detector (RxNP) achieved two times better reaction plane resolution than with BBC. For studying the path length dependence of $\pi^0$ suppression systematically, we have started to measure the anisotropy of neutral pion up to $p_T \sim 10$ GeV/c. We will analyze the anisotropy of neutral pion with all the data. After finishing this measurement, we will measure the $R_{AA}$ as a function of $p_T$ and path length.
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**1. Introduction**

The quarkonium yields are predicted to be suppressed in the quark gluon plasma (QGP) by the Debye color screening [1]. J/ψ is especially promising because of its large production cross section and di-lepton decay channels, which make it easily detected. The PHENIX experiment at RHIC measures J/ψ at midrapidity (\(|y| < 0.35\)) via its \(e^+e^-\) decay and at forward rapidity (1.2 < \(|y|\) < 2.2) via its \(\mu^+\mu^-\) decay.

Models of J/ψ production in heavy ion collisions contain a number of competing effects, including destruction of J/ψ by thermal gluons in the QGP, modification of the J/ψ yield by the cold nuclear matter (CNM) effects, reduced feed-down from excited charmonium states that melt just above the QGP transition temperature, the bottom quark decay and enhancement of the J/ψ yield due to recombination of uncorrelated charm quark pairs [2].

The PHENIX Au+Au data at \(\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 200\) GeV showed that J/ψ suppression at forward rapidity is larger than that at midrapidity and degree of the suppression at midrapidity is similar to that observed by the NA50 experiment at the SPS in Pb+Pb collisions at \(\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 17.3\) GeV [3,4]. Since these results are not well understood theoretically, systematic study of J/ψ production in heavy ion collisions across the entire range of the number of participants (\(N_{part}\)) is required to disentangle the competing effects.

In 2005, PHENIX recorded Cu+Cu collisions at \(\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 200\) GeV to obtain precise data in the range of \(N_{part} \leq 126\), where Au+Au data is limited by statistics and systematic uncertainty and the CNM effects might be dominant. Accomplishments of the J/ψ measurement in the \(e^+e^-\) decay mode in Cu+Cu collisions by 2006 is described in Ref. [5]. In this report, the final analysis and results are described.

**2. Analysis in 2007**

The invariant yield of J/ψ is defined as follows,

\[
\frac{BR}{2\pi p_T d^2N/dy} = \frac{1}{2\pi p_T N_{MB}(cent)} \frac{n(p_T, cent)}{\Delta p_T \Delta y (p_T, cent)},
\]  

(1)

where, \(BR(= 5.94\%)\) is the branching ratio of J/ψ into an \(e^+e^-\) pair, \(n\) is the number of reconstructed J/ψ, \(\epsilon\) is the overall efficiency, \(\Delta y (= 1)\) is the rapidity bin width, \(\Delta p_T\) is the transverse momentum bin width and \(N_{MB}\) is the number of minimum bias triggered events. The impact parameter decreases with the increase of the collision centrality, \(cent\).

The analysis in 2007 was mainly concentrated on the evaluation of the overall efficiency. The overall efficiency is decomposed into three parts,

\[
\epsilon(p_T, cent) = \epsilon_{acc}(p_T) \times \epsilon_{emb}(cent) \times \epsilon_L(p_T, cent),
\]

(2)

where \(\epsilon_{acc}\) is the J/ψ reconstruction efficiency including acceptance in the \(e^+e^-\) decay mode, \(\epsilon_{emb}\) is the embedding efficiency which represents the inefficiency by high particle multiplicity and \(\epsilon_L\) is the electron trigger efficiency for J/ψ.

The reconstruction efficiency \(\epsilon_{acc}\) was evaluated with GEANT3 simulation. In Fig. 1, \(\epsilon_{acc}\) is shown as a function of \(p_T\) of and is about 1%. Distributions of variables which were used to select electron candidates were examined by comparison between the real data and simulation. From the difference between the real data and simulation, the systematic error of \(\epsilon_{acc}\) was deduced to be 6% (relative).

![Figure 1](image-url)

Figure 1. The J/ψ reconstruction efficiency including acceptance as a function of the transverse momentum of J/ψ. Only the statistical errors are shown.

The embedding efficiency \(\epsilon_{emb}\) was estimated by embedding simulated single J/ψ events into the real data and reconstructing them. In the most central Cu+Cu collisions, \(\epsilon_{emb}\) is 97 ± 2(\(syst\))\% and this means the inefficiency is only 3 ± 2(\(syst\))\%.

The electron trigger efficiency for J/ψ (\(\epsilon_L\)) was determined for each centrality bin as a function of \(p_T\) of J/ψ from the measured single electron trigger efficiency with simulation samples of single J/ψ events. The determined \(\epsilon_L\) is larger than 70% for all \(p_T\) range and its systematic error was determined to be 4\% (relative) by various param-
3. Results and discussion

To quantify the difference between a nucleus-nucleus collision and the superposition of nucleon-nucleon collisions, the nuclear modification factor, $R_{AA}$, is defined as follows,

$$R_{AA} = \frac{\frac{dN}{dy} |_{AA}}{\left( \frac{dN}{dy} \right)_{pp}} \left( N_{coll} \cdot \frac{dN}{dy} \right)_{pp}, \quad (3)$$

where $\frac{dN}{dy} |_{AA}$ and $\frac{dN}{dy} |_{pp}$ are the $J/\psi$ yields in a nucleus-nucleus collision and in a $p+p$ collision, respectively, and $N_{coll}$ is the number of collisions, estimated by the Glauber model. The $p+p$ collision data at the same energy taken in 2005 [6] is used as a reference. A calculation of the CNM effects estimated breakup cross sections, $\sigma_{breakup}$, with the $d+Au$ collision data and EKS98 nuclear shadowing model [7]. Figure 2 shows $R_{AA}$ in Cu+Cu and Au+Au collisions with predictions of the calculation ($R_{AA}^{CNM}$). Not only results of $e^+e^-$ decay mode at midrapidity (a), but ones of $\mu^+\mu^-$ decay mode at forward rapidity (b) are shown.

**Figure 2.** a) The nuclear modification factor $R_{AA}$ of $J/\psi$ as a function of the number of participants in Cu+Cu and Au+Au collisions at midrapidity with the prediction curves with the EKS98 nuclear shadowing model [7]. b) The same figure at forward rapidity. c) Forward/mid rapidity $R_{AA}$ ratio.

Survival probability of $J/\psi$, $S^{J/\psi}$, can be defined as

$$S^{J/\psi} = R_{AA}/R_{AA}^{CNM}. \quad (4)$$

Bjorken energy density $\varepsilon_{Bj}$ is an estimation of initial energy density using the transverse energy $E_T$ in a collision,

$$\varepsilon_{Bj} = \frac{1}{A\tau_0} \frac{dE_T}{dy} |_{y=0}, \quad (5)$$

where $A$ is the transverse area of a collision and $\tau_0$ is the thermalization time [8]. Figure 3 shows $S^{J/\psi}$ at RHIC and SPS as a function of $\varepsilon_{Bj}$ with the assumption of $\tau_0 = 1$ fm/c [4, 9, 10]. The $J/\psi$ suppression seems to start at $\varepsilon_{Bj} \sim 2.5$ GeV/fm$^3$ regardless of rapidity and collision energy. This energy density corresponds to those in the most central S+U collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 19.4$ GeV and the most central collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 200$ GeV. If the QGP consists of gluons, up, down and strange quarks, $\varepsilon_{Bj} \sim 2.5$ GeV/fm$^3$ corresponds to the temperature $T \sim 180$ MeV.

**Figure 3.** Survival probability of $J/\psi$ ($S^{J/\psi}$) is shown as a function of the Bjorken energy density ($\varepsilon_{Bj}$). Results from SPS and RHIC are shown. For the SPS results, all errors are added in quadrature. For the RHIC results, the quadrature sum of statistical, uncorrelated and correlated systematic errors is represented by a bar, the global systematic error is represented by an open box, and the error of the breakup cross section is represented by a shaded box.

4. Summary

The analysis of $J/\psi$ production in Cu+Cu collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 200$ GeV has been completed. $J/\psi$ suppression seems to be started in the most central Cu+Cu collisions. If the QGP which consists of gluons, up, down and strange quarks is assumed, the temperature in the most central Cu+Cu collisions is about 180 MeV.
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1. Introduction

In quark gluon plasma (QGP), heavy quarkonium \( (J/\psi, \psi', \chi_c, \Upsilon, \text{ etc.}) \) are expected to dissociate at different temperatures depending on their binding energy and can be a Galileo thermometer [1]. While the heavy quarkonium data at RHIC so far is limited to measurements of \( J/\psi \) in \( p + p, d + Au, Cu + Cu \) and \( Au + Au \) collisions at \( \sqrt{s_{NN}} = 200 \text{ GeV} \) [2], it is known by other experiments at different energy regions [3, 4, 5] that a significant fraction of \( J/\psi \) is produced by \( \chi_c \) radiative decay. The feed-down fraction of \( J/\psi \) from \( \chi_c, R_{\chi_c} \), is important to understand the behavior of \( J/\psi \) in QGP. The masses, widths and branching ratios \((BR)\) of \( J/\psi \) and three states of \( \chi_c \) \((J = 0, 1, 2)\) are listed in Table 1. The definition of \( R_{\chi_c} \) is as follows:

\[
R_{\chi_c} = \frac{1}{\sigma_{J/\psi}} \sum_{J=0}^{2} BR(\chi_{cJ} \rightarrow J/\psi \gamma) \sigma_{\chi_{cJ}},
\]

where \( \sigma \) is the inclusive production cross section. Since the branching ratio of \( \chi_0 \) into \( J/\psi \) is much smaller than those of \( \chi_{c1} \) and \( \chi_{c2} \), the contribution from \( \chi_0 \) is usually neglected. In this report, measurement of \( R_{\chi_c} \) in \( p + p \) collisions at \( \sqrt{s} = 200 \text{ GeV} \) at midrapidity \(|y| < 0.5\) by the PHENIX experiment at RHIC is described.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle ( J/\psi(1S) )</th>
<th>Mass ((\text{MeV}/c^2))</th>
<th>Width ((\text{MeV}/c^2))</th>
<th>( BR(\chi_{cJ} \rightarrow J/\psi \gamma) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( J/\psi(1S) )</td>
<td>3096.92 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.003 ± 0.002</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi_0(1P) )</td>
<td>344.75 ± 0.35</td>
<td>10.4 ± 0.7</td>
<td>1.32 ± 0.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi_0(1P') )</td>
<td>335.66 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.89 ± 0.05</td>
<td>35.9 ± 1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi_{c1}(1P) )</td>
<td>3556.20 ± 0.09</td>
<td>2.05 ± 0.12</td>
<td>20.3 ± 1.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Masses, widths and radiative decay branching ratios of \( J/\psi \) and three \( \chi_c \) states from PDG2007 [6].

2. Signal Reconstruction

To measure \( R_{\chi_c} \), firstly, the \( J/\psi \rightarrow e^+e^- \) decay \((BR = (5.94 ± 0.06)\% [6])\) is detected with the pair mass range of \( 2.9 < M_{e+e-} < 3.3 \text{ GeV}/c^2 \). Secondly, the mass of \( e^+e^- \) is reconstructed and the mass difference, \( \Delta M = M_{e+e-} - M_{\gamma\gamma} \), is calculated. The \( \chi_c \) mass peak locates at \( \Delta M \approx 0.44 \text{ GeV}/c^2 \). Thirdly, the acceptance of the \( \chi_c \rightarrow J/\psi \gamma \) decay is corrected event by event:

\[
R_{\chi_c} = \frac{1}{N_{J/\psi}} \left\langle \frac{1}{\varepsilon_{acc,J/\psi}} \right\rangle^{-1} \frac{\Delta y_{J/\psi}}{\Delta y_{\chi_c}} \times \sum_{i=1}^{N_{\chi_c}} \frac{1}{\varepsilon_{acc,J/\psi}(pT_{\chi_c})} \frac{1}{\varepsilon_{acc,J/\psi}(pT_{J/\psi})}.
\]

where \( N_C \) is the number of detected charmonia \( C \), \( \varepsilon_{acc,J/\psi}(pT_{\chi_c}) \) and \( \varepsilon_{acc,J/\psi}(pT_{J/\psi}) \) is the \( J/\psi \) acceptance including reconstruction and trigger efficiency as a function of the transverse momentum \( p_T \) of \( J/\psi \). \( \varepsilon_{acc,J/\psi}(pT_{\chi_c}) \) is the conditional efficiency of \( \chi_c \) if \( J/\psi \) is detected as a function of \( p_T \) of \( \chi_c \). \( \Delta y_{\chi_c} \) is the rapidity gap used in the acceptance calculation, and \( \langle \cdots \rangle \) means the average over detected \( J/\psi \).

3. Simulation

The acceptance of \( J/\psi \) and the conditional efficiency of \( \chi_c \) were evaluated using PISA which is a GEANT3 simulator [7] for PHENIX. The conditional efficiency of \( \chi_c \) is shown in Fig. 1 as a function of \( p_T \) of \( \chi_c \) and is about 10% at \( p_T = 0 \text{ GeV}/c \).

One of the difficulties of this analysis is background photons and the effect was estimated using an event generator, PYTHIA [8]. The parameters of PYTHIA were tuned to reproduce the observed \( p_T \) spectrum of \( J/\psi \) and photon multiplicity. Generated \( \chi_c \) events by PYTHIA were simulated by PISA and reconstructed. The number of reconstructed \( J/\psi \) was kept to be \( 4.1 \times 10^4 \) which is the number of reconstructed \( J/\psi \) in the real data. The combined function of a Gaussian (signal) and a third order polynomial (back-
ground) was fitted to the reconstructed $\chi_c$ peak. The output (measured) $R_{\chi_c}$ was obtained varying the input (true) $R_{\chi_c}$. The relation between the input and output $R_{\chi_c}$ is shown in Fig. 2. The offset of output $R_{\chi_c}$ of about 0.2 is due to the background and limited statistics.

4. Data Analysis

The analysed $p + p$ collision data was taken in 2005 and 2006, and the integrated luminosity is $14.5 \text{ pb}^{-1}$. The number of reconstructed $J/\psi$ with the like-sign pair ($e^+e^+$ and $e^-e^-$) subtraction for the accidental coincidence is $4.1 \times 10^3$. The raw spectrum of the mass difference $\Delta M$ is shown in Fig. 3. The possible peak was fitted with the combined function of a Gaussian and a third order polynomial and the output $R_{\chi_c}$ was found to be $0.39 \pm 0.10$. From the output $R_{\chi_c}$ with the evaluated systematic error of 0.16 and the relation in Fig. 2, the probability density function of the input $R_{\chi_c}$ was obtained and is shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 3. The raw spectrum of the mass difference. The fitted combined function of a Gaussian and a third order polynomial, and both components are shown.

Figure 4. Probability density function of the input $R_{\chi_c}$. The 90% confidence level upper limit of the input $R_{\chi_c}$ is 0.42.

5. Result

Figure 5 shows the obtained upper limit of $R_{\chi_c} < 0.42$ (90\% C.L.) in $p + p$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 200$ GeV with results of other experiments. There is no strong energy dependence of $R_{\chi_c}$. The color evaporation model predicts that no energy dependence of $R_{\chi_c}$ and $R_{\chi_c} = 0.24 - 0.3$ [9, 10]. This prediction agrees with the observed constant trend of $R_{\chi_c}$. PHENIX has interpreted the obtained $J/\psi$ data with calcu-
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Figure 5. The 90\% confidence level upper limit of $R_{\chi_c}$ in $p + p$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 200$ GeV is 0.42. The $R_{\chi_c}$ values obtained from other experiments are also shown as a function of center of mass energy $\sqrt{s}$.

6. Summary

The feed-down fraction of $J/\psi$ from $\chi_c$, $R_{\chi_c}$, has been measured in $p + p$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 200$ GeV via the decay chain of $\chi_c \to J/\psi \gamma \to e^+e^-\gamma$. The 90\% confidence level upper limit is $R_{\chi_c} < 0.42$ and no strong $\sqrt{s}$ dependence was found. This observed trend of $R_{\chi_c}$ agrees with the color evaporation model.
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1. Introduction

High energy heavy ion collision provides powerful tool to realize the QCD phase transition from hadronic matter to the hot and dense QCD matter composed of de-confined quarks and gluons, called Quark-Gluon-Plasma (QGP).

Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) will start its operation in 2008 and first Pb+Pb collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 5.5$ TeV is scheduled in 2009. Heavy ion program at LHC will give more fruitful understanding of the hot and dense QCD medium at higher temperature regime as well as the nuclear net, which gives a solenoidal magnetic field ($B_{\perp}$) scheduled in 2009. Heavy ion program at LHC will give more fruitful understanding of the hot and dense QCD medium at higher temperature regime as well as the nuclear structure at small $x$ regime, which may be the key to understand the dynamics of the QCD phase transition.

2. LHC-ALICE Experiment

The ALICE experiment is one of the experiments performed at LHC and only the experiment dedicated for heavy ion collisions [1]. Figure 1 is the detector setup for the ALICE experiment. ALICE detectors are designed to have the capability to measure hadrons, leptons and photons over a wide kinematic range (transverse momentum, rapidity and azimuth). The main component of the ALICE detectors is the central barrel, where hadrons, electrons and photons are measured at central rapidity region ($|\eta| < 0.9$). The ALICE central detectors are located inside the L3 magnet, which gives a solenoidal magnetic field ($B \leq 0.5$ T). The central barrel detector consists of two main tracking detectors, which are Inner Tracking System (ITS) and Time Projection Chamber (TPC), and two main particle identification detectors, which are Transition Radiation Detector (TRD) and Time Of Flight detector (TOF) [1]. TRD plays a main role in providing electron identification [5]. Transition Radiation (TR) is generated when a relativistic charged particle with $\gamma \geq 1000$ passes through the boundaries between two media with different di-electron constants. TRD consists of the radiator which generates TR and the drift chamber behind the radiator to detect TR and measure $dE/dx$ of charged particles. Since typical energy of emitted TR is 10 keV, Xe (85%) gas is used in drift chamber. Test experiment was performed in 2007 at CERN PS beamline and the performance of the electron identification capability is reported in Ref. [3].

3. Quarkonia Measurement at ALICE

Heavy quarkonia ($J/\psi$, $\psi'$, $\chi_c$, $\Upsilon$) have long been considered as one of the most promising probes for the deconfinement of QGP [4]. In QGP, the production of heavy quarkonia could be suppressed due to the color Debye screening effect and the magnitude of suppression depends on the temperature of the medium and the radius of $q \bar{q}$ pairs [4]. Recent lattice QCD calculations suggest that the dissociation temperature of $J/\psi$ is $\sim 2T_c$ and that of $\Upsilon$ is $4T_c$, while that of $\chi_c$ and $\psi'$ is just above $T_c$, where $T_c$ is the critical temperature ($\sim 170$ MeV) [5]. Therefore the heavy quarkonia serve as the thermometer in QGP. $J/\psi$ and $\Upsilon$ measurements can be performed in central rapidity region via their $e^+e^-$ decay channel. The ITS and TPC provide the tracking and momentum of charged particles and the TPC and TRD provide the electron identification. Acceptance and efficiency calculations for $J/\psi \rightarrow e^+e^-$ and $\Upsilon \rightarrow e^+e^-$ are performed based on the Monte Carlo simulation and their results are described in this article.

4. Simulation Study for Acceptance Calculation

AliRoot [6], the ALICE software package, which provides an object-oriented framework for the generation, detector response simulation and analysis of the simulated data, was used for this study. Most of the software is written in C++ and based on the ROOT packages [7], although for the tracking of Monte Carlo generated particles routines from GEANT3 [8] are used.

$J/\psi$ and $\Upsilon$ are generated with flat rapidity $-1 \leq y \leq 1$ and with flat transverse momentum distribution up to 15 GeV/c. The number of events generated for $J/\psi$ and $\Upsilon$ is approximately 170,000 events for each. Magnetic field was set to be 0.5 T. Acceptance of $J/\psi$ and $\Upsilon$, $\epsilon_{acc}$, is defined as follows:

$$
\epsilon_{J/\psi,\Upsilon}^{acc}(p_T, y) = \frac{N_{J/\psi,\Upsilon}^{acc}(p_T, y)}{N_{gen}^{J/\psi,\Upsilon}(p_T, y)},
$$

where $N_{gen}^{J/\psi,\Upsilon}$ and $N_{acc}^{J/\psi,\Upsilon}$ are the number of $J/\psi$ and $\Upsilon$ accepted and generated, respectively. Momentum is extracted with the TPC and electron identification is performed with the TPC and TRD using $dE/dx$ and TR measurement. A Bayesian approach is used for the parti-

Figure 1. Layout of the ALICE detectors
Conditional probability for the track to be $e, \pi, \mu, K, p$ is calculated with the TPC and TRD, separately. Then conditional probabilities are combined as follows:

$$P(i) = \frac{\prod_{j=TPC,TRD} P(i|j)}{\prod_{k=e,\pi,\mu,K,p} \prod_{j=TPC,TRD} P(k|j)}.$$  \hfill (2)

In the TRD, electron identification is performed using two dimensional likelihood method, where the correlation of the energy deposit and the drift time of secondary electrons are used to define the probability for electrons and pions. Left of Fig. 2 shows electron probability distribution defined by Eq. (2) for the daughter $e^+e^-$ from $J/\psi$ and $\Upsilon$ and right of Fig. 2 shows the electron identification efficiency for $p(e) \geq 0.5$. TRD improves the efficiency above 1 GeV/$c$. Since $\pi$ rejection is worse for higher momentum due to relativistic rise of $dE/dx$ for $\pi$ and constant for $e$, the efficiency decreases for higher momentum [5].

![Figure 2](image1.png)

Figure 2. Left: electron probability distribution for daughter $e^+e^-$ from $J/\psi$ and $\Upsilon$. Right: efficiency for $p(e) \geq 0.5$ with TPC+TRD as a function of $p_T$.

### 5. Simulation Results

Figure 3 shows the invariant mass spectra for $J/\psi$ (left) and $\Upsilon$ (right), where electron probability $P(e) \geq 0.5$ cut is applied and ghost pairs, which share the same hits in TPC, are rejected. The mass resolution for $J/\psi$ and $\Upsilon$ is 30 MeV and 90 MeV, respectively.

![Figure 3](image2.png)

Figure 3. Invariant Mass spectra for $J/\psi$ and $\Upsilon$ with 5.0k statistics

Figure 4 shows the acceptance defined as Eq. (1) as a function of $p_T$ for $J/\psi$ (left) and $\Upsilon$.

Acceptance of $J/\psi$ for $|y| < 1$ is 30% in low $p_T$ and increases for higher $p_T$, while that of $\Upsilon$ is 30% for all $p_T$. Rapidity dependence of the acceptance shows that the acceptance increases by a factor of $\sim 1.3$ for $|y| \leq 0.5$ compared to that for $|y| \leq 1$. Taken into account this acceptance, production cross section of $J/\psi$ and $\Upsilon$ at $\sqrt{s_{NN}}=5.5$ TeV, and the beam luminosity of $5 \times 10^{28} \text{cm}^{-2}\text{sec}^{-1}$, the number of $J/\psi$ and $\Upsilon$ are expected to be $\sim 10^4$ and $\sim 10^3$, respectively during the scheduled heavy ion running ($10^9$ sec).

### 6. Summary and Outlook

First quantitative analysis of $J/\psi$ and $\Upsilon$ via di-electron decay as a function of $p_T$ and $y$.
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1. Introduction

The ALICE experiment at Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) will start its operation in 2008. The main purpose of the ALICE experiment is to study the characteristics of hot and dense QCD matter, composed of quarks and gluons, created by ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions [1].

We started to participate in the ALICE Transition Radiation Detector (TRD) Project in 2002, where the performance evaluation of the prototype TRD and the real size TRD were conducted [2, 3, 4]. We also started to develop the control softwares for the TRD and activity in 2007 is reported in this article.

2. ALICE Transition Radiation Detector

The ALICE TRD will cover the wide kinematic region of \( |\eta| < 0.9 \) in pseudorapidity and \( 2\pi \) in azimuthal angle. The ALICE TRD is divided into 18 azimuthal sectors, where one sector has 5 longitudinal sections and 6 TRD layers in radial direction [5].

Each detector consists of a radiator composed of polypropylene fiber mats of 48 mm thickness and a readout chamber behind the radiator with a 30 mm drift region, a 7mm amplification region and a segmented cathode readout pad plane [5]. The readout electronics is mounted behind the chamber as shown in Fig. 1. The chambers are operated with Xe/CO\(_2\) (85/15%) gas mixture to achieve a higher detection efficiency for transition radiation photons [5].

Figure 2 shows the overall TRD electronics chain. Signals induced on the cathode pads is fed into a Multi-Chip-Module (MCM), which is composed of a charge-sensitive preamplifier and shaper (PASA), a custom 10 bit 10MHz ADC and digital circuitry called TRAP chips (digital filter, tracklet preprocessor, and tracklet processor). Digital filters perform the required nonlinearity, baseline and gain corrections and crosstalk suppression. The Tracklet Preprocessor contains hit detection and hit selection, calculates the position using pad response function, and detects clusters. Tracklet processor identifies high-\( p_T \) track candidates for further processing such as trigger generation [5, 6].

The readout electronics on one TRD chamber is controlled by Detector Control System Board (DCSB), which contains an FPGA and an ARM core running the Linux operating system. It controls the voltage regulator shutdown on the Readout Boards (ROB), configures all of the MCM chips including TRAP chips on the chamber and distributes clock and trigger signals [5].

Each MCM processes 18-21 channels and about 120 MCM chips are mounted on one chamber. About 34 MCM chips are connected in groups on two ROBs in redundant daisy chained network, the slow control serial network (SCSN), where there are two traffic links [5].

![Figure 1. Readout electronics mounted on one TRD chamber](image1)

![Figure 2. Overall TRD electronics chain](image2)

3. Detector Control System

The main task of the Detector Control System (DCS) is to ensure correct and safe operation of the TRD. It enables to do configuration of the MCMs, remote control and monitoring of the states for low voltage (LV), high voltage (HV), front-end electronics (FEE), power control unit (PCU), cooling and gas system.

Figure 3 shows TRD front-end communication chain. In the lowest level, the Control Engine (CE) is running on DCS boards to communicate with the underlying hardware via the SCSN, to process the received commands from upper layer and to provide values or acknowledgement to the FeeServer. FeeServer takes care of the communication path, updates published values from CE and returns the values to
upper layer to monitor the state of DSC board. The supervisory layer uses PVSS, which is the SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition) system [7]. A middle layer between PVSS and DCS is called InterComLayer, which receives the command from PVSS, contacts to the data base, decodes the command data, and sends data to the FeeServer.

There are two ROBs with 34 MCM chips and one DCS board in CNS. Setup for the tests is completed in 2007 including the configuration database and all needed softwares such as InterComLayer, CE, FeeServer and PVSS. Noise level and its fluctuation are checked first for all MCM chips, where the results are shown in Fig. 4. RMS of 1 ch corresponds to 1000 electrons, which is the requirement of the electronics. Noise level varies strongly channel by channel. A recursive digital filter of first order has been implemented to determine the pedestal, subtract it and add well defined baseline values [6].

One of the main tasks is to debug and develop the control softwares for CE, FeeServer, and InterComLayer. One of the works is already done, which is to mask some of dead MCM chips in daisy chained network and re-define the suitable network architecture not to use those chips [6], where the algorithm is implemented in CE and firmware of DCS board. Another work is to prepare the control panel using PVSS to check the state of all MCM chips and to check the response after receiving the trigger signal. Figure 5 shows the control panel for this test prepared using PVSS. This panel will be checked at CERN and will be installed in the future.

4. Summary and Outlook

Test system of the ALICE-TRD front-end electronics and control softwares is built in 2007 and debugging and development of the control softwares have been started. Softwares in CE and firmware of DCS board are developed to adapt to the situation where some of the MCM chips are broken and for the SCSN to be re-configured according to them. PVSS control panel is prepared to check the state of all MCM chips. These softwares will be tested using the TRD supermodule at CERN and will be installed.

Another interesting topic, which will be done in the future, is to study the trigger algorithm in tracklet processor and preprocessor since TRD can provide high $p_T$ and/or electron trigger to ALICE, where the evaluation has not been started yet by the collaborators.
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1. Introduction

As the temperature or density of many-body system of hadrons are increased, a normal nuclear state is expected to transition into a new state of matter where quarks and gluons become color de-confined. The new state of matter is called “Quark Gluon Plasma” (QGP).

Such an extreme state of matter is expected to be formed in ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions. At Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) in Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), USA, Au+Au collisions whose center of mass energy per nucleon (√s_{NN}) is 200 GeV have been performed.

One of the most intriguing observations at RHIC is that the yield of π\textsuperscript{0} at high transverse momentum (p\textsubscript{T}) in the central √s_{NN}=200 GeV Au+Au collisions is suppressed compared with the yield of p+p collision scaled by the number of underlying nucleon-nucleon collisions [1]. The direct photon yield is not suppressed in the Au+Au collisions [2], implying that the initial hard scattering yield in Au+Au is well reproduced as the N\textsubscript{coll} scaled yield in p+p. The observed suppression is interpreted as a consequence of the jet-quenching effect, that is, hard-scattered partons produced in the initial stage suffer a large energy loss while traversing the hot and dense matter.

Measurement of identified particle up to the highest possible p\textsubscript{T} is crucial to constrain the theoretical models and separate contributions of initial and final state effects from the energy loss mechanism. The suppression of π\textsuperscript{0} provides important constraints on calculations of the energy loss, as neutral pions can be identified up to very high p\textsubscript{T}.

2. Measurement of neutral pions

The PHENIX experiment [3] is capable of measuring photons with two types of highly segmented electromagnetic calorimeters (EMCal) [4]. One is a lead scintillator sampling calorimeter (PbSc), and the other is a lead glass Cherenkov calorimeter (PbGl). Using the EMCal, π\textsuperscript{0}s can be detected via the two-photon decay mode (π\textsuperscript{0} → 2\gammacharge). The combinatorial background is estimated with an event mixing method. The corrections for geometrical acceptance, particle identification efficiency, and overlapping effect in high multiplicity are also estimated with GEANT simulation.

In RHIC Year-4 run, PHENIX recorded the integrated luminosity of 0.24 nb\textsuperscript{-1} in the √s_{NN}=200 GeV Au+Au collisions. Figure 1 shows the fully corrected π\textsuperscript{0} invariant yield as a function of p\textsubscript{T} for each centrality of collision [5].

![Figure 1. Neutral pion invariant yields as a function of p\textsubscript{T} for ten centrality selections and minimum bias Au+Au collisions at √s_{NN} = 200 GeV. (PbSc and PbGl combined)](image)

3. Neutral pions R\textsubscript{AA} and constraint of medium transport coefficients

From the comparison with the p+p data measured at the same experiment, the nuclear modifications on the neutral pion production in Au+Au collisions are studied. The amount of nuclear effect for π\textsuperscript{0} production can be quantified using a nuclear modification factor (R\textsubscript{AA}). R\textsubscript{AA} is the ratio between the measured yield and the expected yield from the p+p result, and is defined as

\[ R\textsubscript{AA}(p\textsubscript{T}) = \frac{d^2N\textsubscript{AA}/dp\textsubscript{T}dn}{T\textsubscript{AA}(b)d\sigma\textsubscript{NN}/dp\textsubscript{T}dn}, \]

where the numerator is the invariant π\textsuperscript{0} yield in unit rapidity and the denominator is the expected yield in the p+p collisions scaled with the number of underlying nucleon-nucleon collisions (T\textsubscript{AA}(b)) in Au+Au. T\textsubscript{AA}(b) is defined...
where $N_{\text{coll}}(b)$ is the average number of binary nucleon-nucleon collisions at an impact parameter $b$ with an inelastic cross section $\sigma_{NN}$.

Figure 2 shows the $R_{AA}$ of $\pi^0$ for most central events (0-5%) together with a theoretical prediction which employs the GLV model [6]. The suppression is very strong by a factor of $\sim 5$, and is almost constant from $p_T \sim 4$ GeV/$c$ up to $p_T \sim 20$ GeV/$c$.

Based on the comparison of $\pi^0$ suppression pattern with a theoretical calculation by I. Vitev who employs GLV energy loss formalism, the effective gluon density ($dN_{eff}^g/dy$) of the dense matter produced in $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 200$ GeV Au+Au collisions are estimated quantitatively. The probable parameter is extracted using the likelihood function. The definition of the function is given in [7], and the likelihood function ratio, the ratio of each likelihood in minimum likelihood (i.e. best value), is calculated for the estimation of the standard deviation from the best value. Figure 3 shows the number of standard deviation away from the best fit parameter value. Based upon the $\pi^0$ data, the $dN_{eff}^g/dy$ performed at RHIC is estimated to be about $1400^{+300}_{-200}$. On the assumption of the formation of gluon dominated plasma with the formation time of 0.6 fm, it corresponds to the energy density of 17 GeV/fm$^3$, which is much larger than the expected critical density of $\sim 1$ GeV/fm$^3$.

4. Summary

$\pi^0$ is measured in $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 200$ GeV Au+Au collisions in RHIC Year-4, and it is compared with GLV calculation. A strong $\pi^0$ suppression by a factor of $\sim 5$ is observed, and stays almost constant up to 20 GeV/$c$. It supports a presence of the dense matter with the high energy density,

\begin{equation}
T_{AA}(b) = N_{\text{coll}}(b)/\sigma_{NN},
\end{equation}

which is much larger than the expected critical density of $\sim 1$ GeV/fm$^3$.
Measurement of charm and bottom production in p+p collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 200$ GeV at RHIC-PHENIX

Y. Morino for the PHENIX Collaboration

Center for Nuclear Study, Graduate School of Science, University of Tokyo

1. Introduction

Heavy-flavors (charm and bottom) are good probes to study the medium created with $A u + A u$ collisions at RHIC, since heavy-flavors are primarily produced in initial collisions. Heavy-flavor production in $p + p$ collisions serves as a testing ground of perturbative QCD (pQCD) and an important reference to $A u + A u$ collisions. RHIC-PHENIX has measured single electrons from heavy-flavor decays for $0.3 < p_T < 9.0$ GeV/c at mid-rapidity ($|\eta| < 0.35$) in $p+p$ and $A u + A u$ collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 200$ GeV [1, 2]. Measurement of single electrons has the advantage of the good ratio of signal to background and a large branching ratio at PHENIX, while charm and bottom components are not separated. The yield ratio of the number of electrons from charm over that from bottom is one of the most important parameters to interpret the results in $A u + A u$ collisions of heavy quarks in the medium. A fixed-order-plus-next-to-leading-log (FONLL) pQCD calculation predicts the contribution from bottom becomes dominant above 4 GeV/c [3]. However, there is a large uncertainty about cross section of heavy flavor at even with FONLL. Thus, experimental determination of this ratio is a key issue.

2. Partial reconstruction of $D^0$

PHENIX has determined the ratio of the number of electrons from charm over that from bottom via partial reconstruction of $D^0 \rightarrow e^+ K^- \nu_e$ decay in $p + p$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 200$ GeV. Unlike charge sign pairs of electrons for $2.0 < p_T < 7.0$ GeV/c and hadrons for $0.4 < p_T < 5.0$ GeV/c were reconstructed. Kaon identification was not made for hadrons and hadrons were assigned to mass of kaon ($\sim 494$ MeV). Like-sign charge pairs of electrons and hadrons were used for background subtraction. Since charge asymmetry of electrons and hadrons was only produced by weak decay, combinatorial background and contributions from photonic electrons were canceled out completely. Most of contribution from jet was also canceled out, since jet was basically charge independent.

Figure 2 shows a raw invariant mass distribution of electrons and hadrons. $N_{tag}$ was defined as the number of unlike sign pair ($N_{ulike}$) minus the number of like sign pair ($N_{like}$) in the mass range from 0.4 to 1.9 GeV/c$^2$. Tagging efficiency ($\epsilon_{data}$) was defined as follows, by using the number of non-photonic electrons ($N_e$).

$$\epsilon_{data} = \frac{N_{tag}}{N_e} = \frac{N_{c-tag} + N_{b-tag}}{N_{c+n} + N_{b+n}}$$

Here, $c$ ($b$) means charm (bottom). As a next step, the tagging efficiency for charm and bottom was defined as follows. Here, $\epsilon_{c}$ ($\epsilon_{b}$) is a tagging efficiency in the case of charm (bottom) production. $\epsilon_{c}$ ($\epsilon_{b}$) was obtained from using PYTHIA and EvtGen simulation. Then, the fraction of bottom contribution to the single electrons can be obtained as,

$$\frac{b \rightarrow e}{c \rightarrow e + b \rightarrow e} = \frac{\epsilon_c - \epsilon_{data}}{\epsilon_c}$$

Extracted signals ($N_{tag}$) contain not only signals from daughters of semi-leptonic decay of $D^0$, but also those from daughters of semi-leptonic decay of other heavy flavored hadrons and jet contributions which were not canceled completely. These contributions were also estimated using PYTHIA. However, since such contribution for $\epsilon_c$ ($\epsilon_b$) is not dominant ($\sim 15\%$) the uncertainty of $\epsilon_c$ ($\epsilon_b$) from PYTHIA becomes rather small.

Figure 2 shows reconstruction signals with the mass distributions of charm and bottom from PYTHIA and the mass distribution when charm and bottom components are mixed at the obtained ratio. Figure 2 shows the obtained ratios of the number of electrons from charm over that from bottom as a function of electron $p_T$ with FONLL prediction. The measured ratio is consistent with FONLL predictions. Bottom contribution becomes dominant above electron $p_T \sim 3$ GeV/c.
Electronic spectra from charm and bottom were obtained from the ratio of the number of electrons from charm over that from bottom and the spectrum of non-photonic electrons [2]. Figure 3 shows obtained electron spectra from charm and bottom with FONLL predictions. The ratio of bottom cross section at PHENIX over predicted value at FONLL is about 2, which is almost same as HERA-B and CDF [4, 5]. Electron spectrum from bottom was extrapolated to $p_T = 0$ by using the spectrum shape predicted by FONLL [6]. The bottom cross section at mid-rapidity was $\frac{d\sigma}{dy}|_{y=0} = 1.34 \pm 0.38 (\text{stat}) ^{+0.64}_{-0.63} (\text{sys}) \mu b$, by using a $b \to e$ total branching ratio of $10 \pm 1\%$. Total bottom cross section was obtained as $\sigma_{\bar{b}b} = 4.61 \pm 1.31 (\text{stat}) ^{+2.57}_{-2.22} (\text{sys}) \mu b$, by using rapidity distribution from NLO pQCD calculation [7].

3. Di-electron continuum

PHENIX has measured the electron-positron pairs mass spectrum in $p + p$ and $Au + Au$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 200$ GeV [8, 9]. A cocktail of known sources accounts for the continuum in the mass region below $~1$ GeV/$c^2$ in $p+p$ collisions. Except for the vector meson peaks, the $e^-e^+$ pairs in the mass range above $1.1$ GeV/$c^2$ is dominated by heavy quarks correlated through flavor conservation. Figure 4 shows the $e^-e^+$ pair yield remaining after subtracting the contribution of the cocktail in $p+p$ collisions. The remaining components are $e\pi$, $b\bar{b}$ and Drell-Yan process. To extract signals from $e\pi$, the $e^-e^+$ pair yield in the range from 1.1 to 2.5 GeV/$c^2$ was integrated. Integrated yield was extrapolated to zero $e^-e^+$ pair mass according to the spectral shape of mass distribution given by the PYTHIA simulation and converted cross section of charm. Contributions from $b\bar{b}$ and Drell-Yan process were estimated and subtracted. Total cross section of bottom was obtained as $\sigma_{e\pi} = 541 \pm 39 (\text{stat}) \pm 142 (\text{sys}) \pm 2(\text{model}) \mu b$, by using rapidity distribution from NLO pQCD calculation [7]. This result is compatible with PHENIX previous result of non-photonic electron which gave $\sigma_{e\pi} = 567 \pm 57 (\text{stat}) \pm 224 (\text{sys}) \mu b$ [2]. Alternative method was used to extract signals from $b\bar{b}$. The $e^-e^+$ pair distribution after subtraction of Drell-Yan was fitted by the $e^-e^+$ pair distributions from charm and bottom which were produced by PYTHIA. The obtained total cross section of bottom is $\sigma_{b\bar{b}} = 3.9 \pm 2.5 (\text{stat}) ^{+2}_{-3} (\text{sys}) \mu b$. This result is also compatible with the result of non-photonic electron in Section 2.

4. Summary and Outlook

The ratio of the electron yield from charm over that from bottom was measured via partial reconstruction of $D^0 \to e^+e^-$, $K^-\nu_\mu$ decay in $p+p$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 200$ GeV. Bottom contribution becomes dominant above electron $p_T \sim 3.5$ GeV/$c$. This suggests not only charm but also bottom may lose large energy in the hot and dense medium. Total cross section of bottom was obtained from the ratio and non-photonic electron spectrum. Total cross sections of charm and bottom were also measured via di-electron continuum. The result from di-electron continuum are consistent with that from non-photonic electron spectra. Direct reconstruction of $D^0$ meson has been tried at PHENIX. Clear peaks has been observed in $D^0 \to K^-\pi^+\pi^0$ and $D^0 \to K^-\pi^+$ channels in $p+p$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 200$ GeV. Cross check of charm production will be performed by direct reconstruction.
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Evaluation of Electron Identification Capability of ALICE-TRD (Transition Radiation Detector) with Neural Network Method
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Center for Nuclear Study, Graduate School of Science, University of Tokyo, Japan

1. Introduction

Lattice QCD calculations predict the phase transition at high temperature (170 MeV) [1]. The new phase is called Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP), deconfined state of quarks and gluons. The ALICE experiment is one of the experiments at CERN LHC to realize such a phase transition and to study QGP property with heavy ion collision at $\sqrt{s_{NN}}$ = 5.5 TeV. Suppression of $J/\psi(=\psi c\bar{c})$ and $\Upsilon(=\bar{b}b)$ yield is expected when QGP occurs by color debye screening [2]. Color screening is one of the QGP effects that resolves hadrons when debye Length is shorter than it’s diameter. Debye length is proportional to $T^{-1}$. The melting temperature of $J/\psi$ and $\Upsilon$ are twice and four times as large as $T_c$, respectability that is the critical temperature of QGP [3]. Then, the temperature of QGP is measured by $J/\psi$ and $\Upsilon$ yield. $J/\psi$ and $\Upsilon$ have a decay mode to $e^+e^-$ and, thier yield will be measured by $e^+e^-$ in ALICE experiment.

The TRD Super Module will be used to identify electron in ALICE experiment. The ALICE experiment requires pion rejection factor > 100 at electron efficiency = 90%, which is defined as a number of all pions per that of miss identified pions. We tested an electron identification capability of ALICE TRD Super Module in 11/2007 at CERN with PS beam line.

2. TRD

Transition radiation is emitted when a charged particle crosses the boundary between two materials. In single interface, the probability rises with Lorentz factor $\gamma$ of the particle. One TRD Super Module has 30 TRDs. The layout is 6 layers and 5 stacks. In real experiment, direction of stacks corresponds to beam axis and direction of layers corresponds to direction of radius. The typical area of one TRD is 120 cm × 159 cm. One TRD is composed of 42 mm Radiator for transition radiation, 30mm drift region and 144×16 read out pads [4]. The drift region employs a scheme of two plane of wires, both running azimuthal direction. The read out pad is typically 0.7 cm × 9 cm. TRDs radiator consist of polypropylene fiber mats, sandwiched between two Rohacell HF71 sheets. When a charged particle comes into the radiator, it radiates one soft Xray (2-20 keV) with $\gamma > 1000$. Therefor, TRD Super Module provides electron/pion separation for 0.5 - 100 GeV/c, because in this momentum region, $\gamma$ of pions doesn’t reach 1000.

The baseline gas mixture for the ALICE TRD is 85% Xe and 15% CO₂. Absorption length of Xe for 2 keV and 20 keV are 1 mm and 20 mm, respectively. Therefor, TR photon is absorbed near the entrance of drift chamber. As a result, As shown in Fig. 1, when an electron comes into the TRD, pulse shape vs. time has double peaks while pulse shape of pion has one peak.

Electrons were identified by the shape of pulse height vs. time. The test beam data was analyzed with Neural Network Method.

3. Experiment

The TRD was tested at 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 GeV/c beams. The test beam was a mixture of electrons and pions. Fig. 2 shows the setup. Size of two silicon strip detectors Si1 and Si2 are 32 mm × 32 mm. their strip size is 50 μm × 50 μm. They are used for tracking. We used Cherenkov counter and Pb-glass to identify electrons. The size of Pb-glass is 6 cm × 6 cm × 25 cm. We set two scintillators S2 and S3 to make trigger. Their size is 5 cm × 5 cm. Figure 3 shows a scatter plot between ADC ch distribution of Cherenkov counter (x axis) and Pb-glass (y axis). Electron is defined ADC ch of cherenkov counter > 900 and ADC ch of Pb-glass > 1000. Pion is defined in ADC ch of cherenkov counter < 400 and ADC ch of Pb-glass < 600.

Figure 1. time vs. pulse height, line is electron, dashed line is pion

Figure 2. A schematic view of the beam test set up. S1 is not used. We used S2 and S3 to make trigger.

Figure 3. cherenkov vs Pb-glass in a.u.
4. Analysis

Test beam data was analyzed to get the pion rejection factor with Neural Network (NN) Method. NN is a computational emulating on biological Neural Network. Figure 4 shows the network to be used in this analysis. There are an input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer. Each layer has its own neurons. All neurons in hidden layer connect to all the neurons in input and output layers. The number of input neurons corresponds to the number of TRD layers (6) times the number of time bins used for value of pulse height to be fed into neurons. Each connection has random weight at first time. Each value of neurons in hidden (output) layer is decided by $\frac{1}{c_0^p(y-X)}$, and X is defined by summation of each value of neurons in input (hidden) layer times each weight between them. Back propagation method is one of the NN teaching method.

Figure 4. structure of the neural network used in this analysis. Circle neurons are input layer, square neurons are hidden layer, and triangle neuron is output layer.

The test beam data was divided into two groups. One is for teaching, another is for test. The data has the information on pulse height of each time bin where bin size is 0.1 $\mu$s and total number of time bins is 30 on the incident particle, which is electron or pion judged from Cherenkov and Pb-glass. In teaching cycle, all the weight between neurons in each two layers are updates and adjusted to much the output from network to the required output, which is defined as teach signal (1 for electron and 0 for pion). The process was repeated, until the error between output value of network and teach signal become stable.

The dependence of the pion rejection factor on number of neurons was checked. Firstly, Fig. 5 shows the dependence of pion rejection factor on number of input neurons, where the number of neurons in hidden layer is set to be 2 times as large as that of neurons in input layer. When number of input neuron is 90, summation of pulse height in 2 time bins is fed into the input neurons. The pion rejection factor is obvious rising with number of input neurons until 30 input neurons, and finely rising until 180. The pion rejection factor 52 is achieved. Therefor, number of input neurons was fixed to 30 in next Fig. 6.

Fig.6 shows the dependence of pion rejection factor on number of hidden neurons. The pion rejection factor rises until 20, and is stable over 20.

Fig.7 shows the pulse shape of events that were identified pion by Pb-glass and Cherenkov detector but were identified electron by NN. They don’t have two peaks, but their pulse height as high as that of electrons.

5. Summary and Outlook

The pion rejection factor rises with number of input neurons until 180, and is stable for more than 30. Hidden neuron was required as equal number of input neurons. The best pion rejection factor is 52. It is close to the requirement, but does not reach that.

In the next step, large pulse height in pion event will be investigated in detail.
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Measurement of low $p_T$ direct photon with virtual photon method in $\sqrt{s} = 200$ GeV p+p collisions at PHENIX
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1. Introduction

Direct photon is a powerful probe to investigate properties of Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP) since photons penetrate a dense and hot partonic matter created by heavy ion collisions. Special interest is in thermal photons from QGP, since they carry the thermodynamic information of the matter such as the temperature of the matter, degree of freedom and so on. Thermal photons are considered to be a primary contributor in the low $p_T$ region of the inclusive photon spectrum [1].

A measurement of ‘real’ direct photon using an electromagnetic calorimeter is notoriously difficult in the energy region below 4 GeV since the systematic errors cannot be reduced due to a large hadron background, particularly $\pi^0$. Recently, an alternative method using a ‘virtual’ direct photon measurement, i.e. a measurement of $e^+e^-$ pairs from ‘virtual’ direct photon decays was demonstrated to provide the photon yield with less systematic error in Au+Au collisions [2]. It is primarily because the $e^+e^-$ pair mass can be reconstructed with high resolution using the hit information from the drift chamber and components from hadron decays in the $e^+e^-$ pair mass distribution can be estimated reliably using a hadronic cocktail calculation which incorporates the measured yields of the mesons at PHENIX. The same method is applicable to the direct photon yield in p+p collisions, which serves as a reference to the direct photon yield in Au+Au collisions. The first result of the direct photon measurement with the virtual photon method in $\sqrt{s} = 200$ GeV p+p collisions at RHIC-PHENIX is presented and the comparison of the direct photon yields in p+p and Au+Au collisions is also shown in this report.

2. Analysis

For real events, the correlated pair mass distribution is obtained after combinatorial background subtraction using an event mixing method. However the cross pairs from decays with 4 electrons in the final state such as $\pi^0, \eta \rightarrow \gamma e^+e^- \rightarrow e^+e^- e^+e^-$ and from two independent decays in the same jet or the back-to-back jets still remain in the correlated pair mass distribution. The contribution of the cross pairs are evaluated using like-sign pair distributions and a Monte Carlo simulation since these pairs are clearly visible in like-sign pair distributions. Their contributions are about 20% in $100 < m_{ee} < 300$ MeV. After these background pairs are subtracted, remaining pairs are composed of the pairs from hadron decays and virtual photon decays.

The relation between the photon production and the associated $e^+e^-$ pair production is expressed by the Kroll-Wada formula, Eq. 1 in ref. [3].

$$\frac{d^2n_{ee}}{d\eta d\Omega} = \frac{2\alpha}{3\pi} \frac{1}{m_{ee}} \sqrt{1 - \frac{4m_e^2}{m_{ee}^2}} \left(1 + \frac{2m_e^2}{m_{ee}^2}\right) Sd\eta,$$

where $\alpha$ is the fine structure constant, $m_e$ and $m_{ee}$ are the masses of the electron and the $e^+e^-$ pair, respectively, and $S$ is a process dependent factor. In the case of hadrons such as $\pi^0$ and $\eta$ Dalitz decays, $S$ is given as

$$S = \left[F(m_{ee}^2)\right]^2 \left(1 - \frac{m_e^2}{M_{hadron}^2}\right)^3,$$

where $F$ denotes the form factor and $M_{hadron}$ is the mass of the parent hadron. The $S$ factor is zero for $m_{ee} > M_{hadron}$. On the other hand, the $S$ factor becomes unity for $m_{ee} \ll p_T$ in the case of virtual direct photon. It will be possible to extract the virtual direct photon component from the $e^+e^-$ pair mass spectra by utilizing the difference in $e^+e^-$ pair mass dependence of the $S$ factor. Therefore the $e^+e^-$ pair mass distribution for $m_{ee} < 300$ MeV and $p_T > 1.0$ GeV/$c$ is focused on.

3. Result

Figure 1 show the $e^+e^-$ pair mass distributions in p+p and Au+Au collisions for several $p_T$ regions compared to the hadronic cocktail calculation. Au+Au (right) collisions for several $p_T$ regions. The symbols and lines show the real data and hadronic cocktail calculation, respectively. Enhancement of the $e^+e^-$ pair yield is clearly seen for $m_{ee} > 100$ MeV in Au+Au collisions. It is noted here that a small excess over the cocktail is also observed for p+p collisions in the high $p_T$ region.
The following function is used for fitting the data to determine the fraction of the virtual direct photon component in the $e^+e^-$ pair mass distribution.

$$f(m_{ee}) = (1 - r) \cdot f_{\text{cocktail}}(m_{ee}) + r \cdot f_{\text{direct}}(m_{ee}),$$ (2)

where $f_{\text{cocktail}}$ is the mass distribution from the decay of neutral hadrons estimated using the cocktail calculation and $f_{\text{direct}}$ is that from the virtual photon decays, and $r$ is the virtual direct photon fraction. The fit result in p+p collisions for $1.5 < p_T < 2.0$ GeV/c is seen in Au+Au collisions while the result in p+p theoretical scales. A clear excess above the NLO pQCD calculation is consistent with the NLO pQCD calculation.

Figure 2. The $e^+e^-$ pair mass distribution in p+p collisions for $1.5 < p_T < 2.0$ GeV/c together with the fit result by Eq. 2.

Figure 3. The obtained fractions of the virtual direct photon component as a function of $p_T$ in p+p (left) and Au+Au (right) collisions.

Finally, the real direct photon yield is obtained by multiplying the inclusive photon yield to the virtual direct photon fraction. Figure 4 shows the direct photon spectra in p+p and Au+Au collisions as a function of $p_T$. The close and open symbols show the result from 'virtual' and 'real' photon analyses, respectively. The star symbol shows the p+p result and the triangle, circle and box symbols show the Au+Au results for minimum bias, centrality of 0-20% and 20-40%, respectively. This is the first time that the direct photon production in p+p collisions has been measured in $1.0 < p_T < 4.0$ GeV/c. The p+p result is well described by a modified power law function as shown by the dashed curve. The obtained yield in Au+Au collisions show an excess over the $N_{\text{coll}}$-scaled p+p fitted curve in the low $p_T$ region, where $N_{\text{coll}}$ is the number of nucleon-nucleon collisions. Fitting the result for Au+Au central collision with an exponential plus the $N_{\text{coll}}$-scaled p+p fitted curve provides the inverse slope parameter of $221 \pm 23 \pm 18$ MeV.

4. Summary and Outlooks

The direct photon measurements with a virtual photon method has been performed for p+p and Au+Au collisions at RHIC-PHENIX. An excess of the direct photon yield above a binary-scaled p+p result has been observed in Au+Au collisions. The excess is fitted with an exponential function with an inverse slope parameter of $221 \pm 23 \pm 18$ MeV. This result was submitted to Phys. Rev. Lett. [5]. Implications of the results are under various investigations.

The contribution from nuclear effects to the direct photon yield in the low $p_T$ region will be estimated using the data for Run-8 d+Au collisions and the analysis of the p+p data set with more statistics is now on going.
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Development of a readout circuit for 2D-imaging using GEM
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1. Introduction

Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) is a Micro Pattern Gas Detector (MPGD), which has been developed recently [1]. While GEM is utilized in physics experiments as HBD (Hadron Blind Detector) or TPC (Time Projection Chamber) [2,3], GEM will have various applications as a 2D-imaging detector of X-rays or neutrons. A motivation to develop 2D-imaging using Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) is to visualize a motion of the car engines by using neutron.

Thermal neutrons (≈25 meV) have a large attenuation coefficient (≈3 cm²/g) for water because of hydrogen atom, but a small attenuation coefficient (≈0.1 cm²/g) for metals. Therefore the motion of the liquid inside the engines of cars can be seen by using thermal neutrons. Thermal neutrons can be caught with boron evaporated on the surface of GEM.

This imaging needs the fast frame-readout rate of 1000 fps, because the maximum rotational speed of the engine is in the order of thousands rpm. The number of channel is determined from the position resolution and the imaging area as follows.

- 1 mm position resolution
- above 10 cm*10 cm imaging area
- 10000 ~ 100000 channel
- 1000 fps frame-readout rate
- 0.3% linearity

In order to realize these requirements, custom electronics with high density and high speed are needed. As the first step to establish such a readout system for 2D-imaging, a prototype of an LSI (Large Scale Integrated circuit) chip which includes 64-channel readout circuit was designed and fabricated. The performance test was also executed.

2. Design and fabrication of LSI chip

The readout electronics implemented in the LSI chip is a simple Q/V conversion circuit with charge sensitive amplifiers (integrators) whose conversion gain is 1 V/pC. The outputs of 64 integrators are connected to a multiplexer and extracted to the outside of the LSI chip serially.

The schematic view of the designed circuit implemented in the LSI chip is shown in Fig. 1. The detail of Amplifier is described in [5]. The analog output ‘Vout’ puts the signal of the output of an integrator before (pre) and after (post) discharge (correlated double sampling), where pre-post can reject the effect of base line shift. As a prototype, a readout rate of 512 kHz are required to readout 256 channel of four LSI chips with the rate of 1000 fps. The 8-ch multiplexer units consists of the CMOS switches, and are arranged to two layers, MUX1 and MUX2, in order to reduce the total parasitic capacitance arising at CMOS switches connected with the output signal line. This circuit is designed with 0.25 µm CMOS technology.

Figure 2 (left) shows the layout of the whole chip, and (right) one cell which includes an integrator, a multiplexer, and a shift register for one channel. The simulation with layout parameters (post layout simulation) was done. Layout parameters mean the wire resistance and the parasitic capacitance between elements which were extracted from the designed layout by using a layout verification tool (ASSURA [6]). The result of the post layout simulation has no problem in the performance.

3. Performance test

Performance test was made for ten LSI chips, using a custom-made simple test circuit with analog readout via an 8-bit ADC.

3.1. Channel dependence of conversion gain

Figure 3 shows the chip and channel dependence of the conversion gain (pre-post[V]/1[pC]) for the 0.75 pC charge input. Systematic gain variation common to all chips is seen. The channel dependence of the gain such as the gains of Ch1 and Ch64 are higher than one of Ch32 appeared. The dispersion between each channels is 3.3%.

3.2. Linearity check

Linearity check was done for ten LSI chips. Figure 4 shows the relation between input charge and the output of integrator (left), and the residual distribution for the left panel (right) for Ch1 of LSI01. Dispersion of performance...
Figure 2. Layout of over LSI chip (left) and of one-channel (right). The size of the bare chip is 5 mm*2.5 mm.

Figure 3. The chip and channel dependence of the gain at the 0.75 pC input charge.

between each channels is small such that the residual distribution shown in Fig. 4 (left) was obtained for all channels and all ten chips. Bars are the rms values of about 1000 events, which are within one LSB (4mV) for all range.

3.3. Rising of Analog output

Figure 5 shows the shape of signals taken with an oscilloscope, where Ch1 is 'Vout', the clock width is 1 μs. To obtain the readout rate of 512 kHz, clock width should be 1 μs and the sampling timing is 0.5 μs after the start of rising of 'Vout'. 'Vout' is still transient and does not reach the plateau in 1 μs.

Possible causes for this problem of slow rising of 'Vout' are as follows.

- The small size of switches of MUX2 (W/L = 10 μm/0.25 μm.) would make the large on-resistance.
- Parasitic capacitance between 'Vout' line and power supply lines.
- Small number of VIAs on the lines of 'Vout' would make the large resistance.

Improvement of rising of 'Vout' is the most important task for the fast frame-readout.

3.4. Other results

The other results of the performance test were summarized in Table 1.

4. Summary and outlook

An LSI chip for 2D-imaging using GEM was designed and fabricated for the first step. The performance test of the fabricated LSI chips was also executed. Good linearity and some stable results were obtained, and dispersion of the performance between each channels is small. One remaining and crucial problem is that the rising of analog output 'Vout' is slow, which needs to be cured for the fast frame readout.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>parameter</th>
<th>result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>channel switching</td>
<td>normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leak current of analog signal</td>
<td>&lt;0.1pA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noise</td>
<td>&lt;4mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>base line shift</td>
<td>~4mV (20ms freq)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cross talk</td>
<td>&lt;4mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The other results obtained from the performance test.

1. Spectrometer

In summer 2007, the high-resolution SHARAQ spectrometer was assembled in E20 experimental area of the RIBF building. A newly fabricated dipole magnet D2 and superconducting doublet quadrupole magnets (SDQ), together with recycled D1 and Q3 magnets, were installed on a rotating base. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of the assembling, where yokes of the D2 magnets are stacked one by one.

Prior to the assembling, measurement of magnetic field distribution in Q1000 and Q500 magnets, which comprise SDQ, was made. In high-resolution ion-optical analysis in RI beam experiments, accurate and precise knowledge of magnetic field is essentially important. The measurement, details of which are described in Ref. [2], was carried out from June to August of 2007. A device designed for measurement of axial symmetric field [3] was used to determine dominating quadrupole and other multi-pole components reliably. From the measurement, it is found that (1) produced quadrupole field strength is compatible with the designed value, while multi-pole strengths are at least two order of magnitude smaller than the quadrupole; (2) effective lengths of Q1000 and Q500 decrease by ~2% at around 50% of the maximum excitation, where saturation of iron begins to occur; (3) cross talk, i.e. change of Q500 magnetic field due to Q1000 excitation, or vice versa, is as small as $10^{-3}$ in the region between the magnets, as shown in Fig. 2, and makes a negligible effect on the effective length.

We also started preparation of field measurement for dipoles, D2 and D1. A search coil method, which was used in S800 [4], will be adopted. A cart carrying search coils and a rail on which the cart traverses were completed in FY2007. The measurement will be carried out after fine-tuning of the devices.

![Figure 1. A snapshot of the SHARAQ spectrometer assembling](image)

2. High-resolution Beamline

Based on the detailed design made in the last fiscal year [5], we have fixed specifications of beamline devices, including two normal conducting dipole magnets with a 30° bending angle, vacuum chambers for beamline detectors, vacuum pumps, and DC power supplies. Four normal conducting quadrupole magnets and one superconducting triplet quadrupole magnets (STQ) are recycled. One of the normal conducting quadrupole was renovated to enlarge a bore radius from 150 mm to 180 mm so that it can accept large-emittance secondary beams from BigRIPS.

Construction of the beamline will be completed by the end of February, 2009.

3. Detector R&D

Design of cathode-readout drift chambers (CRDC) for the final focal plane detectors has been finalized [6]. It has an effective area of 550 mm (H) × 300 mm (V) to cover the focal plane of the spectrometer. To minimize multiple
scattering effects, operation at as low pressure as $P_{\text{gas}} \sim 3\text{–}5\ \text{kPa}$ was studied through simulations with GARFIELD. Based on the results, expected performance of the CRDC was examined and the requirements on drift voltage, pad pattern, and readout electronics were specified. Detailed design and fabrication of the CRDC are in progress in collaboration with GANIL group. The CRDC will be installed to SHARAQ in fall of 2008.

Low-pressure multiwire drift chambers (LP-MWDC) developed as beam-line detectors started to work in FY2007 [7]. It is a key in high-resolution experiments with SHARAQ to establish thin tracking detectors working under beam intensity of higher than 1 MHz. We have started with a test with $\alpha$-rays from a source, and then applied the detector to a beam-irradiation test by an accelerated $\alpha$-beam with an energy of $8.8\ \text{MeV}/\text{A}$ [8]. The results clearly demonstrated that LP-MWDC with an isobuthane gas should work under as low pressure as several kPa, while it was found that further improvements in the electronics are required for better determination of energy loss of particles.

4. Experimental Area

Electricity and cooling water for normal conducting magnets in SHARAQ and in the high-resolution beamline have been arranged in FY2007. Specifications of the magnets together with required electricity and cooling water flow are shown in Table 1. To cover the total electrical power consumption of 985 kVA, 1 MVA AC power supply was installed in E20 experimental area. It supplies 415 V AC output to six DC power supplies for the normal conducting magnets. A cooling water system providing a total flow of 1060 $\ell/min$ with a cooling power of 880 kW was also installed.

Table 1. Normal conducting magnets in SHARAQ and the high-resolution beamline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SHARAQ</th>
<th>beamline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D1</td>
<td>D2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. field [$T/\text{m}$]</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. current [A]</td>
<td>1070</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. voltage [V]</td>
<td>190.5</td>
<td>282.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power consumption [kW]</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling water [$\ell/min$]</td>
<td>99.4</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure loss (design) [atm]</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature increase [$\circ$C]</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical Capacity of PS [kVA]</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling water for PS [$\ell/min$]</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Towards commissioning

Figure 3 shows a view of SHARAQ as of March 2008. As shown in the figure and described above, all the elements constituting SHARAQ (Fig.3) and the high-resolution beamline are taking shapes. The SHARAQ spectrometer will be completed by fall of 2008 with vacuum chambers, pumping systems, and the focal plane CRDC. Construction of the high-resolution beamline will be con-
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New missing mass spectroscopy with an RI-beam is planned to be conducted at RIBF with the SHARAQ spectrometer [1, 3]. The SHARAQ spectrometer is designed to achieve a resolving power of \( \frac{p}{\Delta p} = 1.5 \times 10^4 \) and a high angular resolution of \( \Delta \theta \sim 1 \text{ mrad} \) for particles with a maximum magnetic rigidity of \( B\rho = 6.8 \text{ Tm} \).

The SHARAQ spectrometer consists of three quadrupoles and two dipole magnets. The first doublet quadrupoles (SDQ) are superconducting magnets to provide a large field gradient of 14.1 T/m. The nominal effective lengths of the quadrupoles are 500 mm (Q500) and 1000 mm (Q1000), respectively. The design of SDQ is similar to that of the BigRIPS triplet quadrupole magnets (STQ) [2].

![Figure 1. Photograph of SDQ magnet.](image)

To achieve the designed performance, the field mapping is important because the ion-optics calculations show that the major aberrations originate from the inhomogeneous field distribution of SDQ in the region of \( r > 12 \text{ cm} \) [3]. We have plan to correct the higher order aberration by the precise ion optical calculation using the measured magnetic field maps. In this report, the field measurement system for SDQ magnet is described.

In this system we measured a voltage in hall probes together with the following parameters,

- temperature of the room and around the hall probe,
- electric current provided to the hall elements,
- current and voltage of the DC power supplies, and
- miscellaneous data to monitor the status of the cryostat.

![Figure 2. Diagram for the measurement system.](image)

The diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 2. In order to measure the magnetic field, the 3-axis hall probes (Arepec co.ltd. AXIS-3) were used. The temperature was measured using the platinum resistance thermometer. The electric current from the current source was monitored from the voltage of a resistor placed in series between the source and the hall probe.

The data acquisition was controlled by a Linux-based PC. The data were registered in the digital multimeter (Keithley 2701) which was linked to the PC via the Ethernet network communication. The hall probe mount was swept over the measured volume by a pulse motor operated via the GPIB devices.

Whole system including the DC power supplies is required to be stable enough to measure the magnetic field with precision of \( \frac{\Delta B}{B} \sim 10^{-4} \). Prior to the measurement, the stability of the system was examined.

Figure 3 shows the typical time variation of current and voltage of the power supplies in a half day. The currents did not exhibit significant variation, while the voltage gradually changed. The variation of the voltage was found to depend on the room temperature. It was found that the DC power
supplies were sufficiently stable to keep the magnetic field of $\Delta B / B \sim 10^{-4}$ for a few tens of hours.

Figure 4 shows a typical variation of temperature around the hall probe. In most cases, the variation was $0.1 \sim 0.5 \, ^\circ C$ in a day. This variation results in the fluctuations of about $10^{-4}$ for the hall probe voltage since the temperature coefficient of the hall probe is $2 \times 10^{-4}/K$.

Major variation in the hall voltage was found to be due to the variation of current from the source. As is expected, the stability of the current source was consistent with the designed value of $0.01\%$ per day, however, the current from the source has sometimes varied more than two figures of the designed variation. After the large variation for the current source was corrected, the stability of $< 10^{-4}$ was obtained in the whole system including SDQ as shown in Fig. 5.

In summary, it was found that the field measurement is able to be performed with the required accuracy using this system. More details of the method and results for the field measurement will be reported in [4].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time [s]</th>
<th>Q500 voltage</th>
<th>Q500 Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>141.955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20000</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>141.954</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time [s]</th>
<th>Q1000 voltage</th>
<th>Q1000 Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>135.665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20000</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>135.661</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Typical output of the power supply in a half day.

Figure 4. Temperature around the hall probe measured by the platinum resistance thermometer.

Figure 5. Output voltage of the hall probe.
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The construction of the SHARAQ spectrometer [1] and dispersion-matching beam line [2] were started in the RI Beam Factory (RIBF) at RIKEN. In order to realize high-resolution nuclear spectroscopy utilizing radioactive-ion probes, one of key devices is tracking detectors located at the dispersive focal plane of SHARAQ, which are used to measure Q values of induced reactions. Figure 1 shows a typical detector setup installed in the final focal plane of the SHARAQ spectrometer. The focal plane is located at 3.04-meter downstream from the exit of the SHARAQ D2 magnet and inclined at 35 degrees relative to the central orbit. Focal-plane detectors consist of two tracking detectors and a plastic scintillator. By a combination of these detectors both a track and a timing of particles passing through the focal plane are measured. We have designed a tracking detector for SHARAQ in this fiscal year collaborating with an experimental group of GANIL.

In order to achieve high-resolution measurements using the SHARAQ spectrometer, the tracking detectors should fulfill the requirements as summarized in Table 1. As a tracking detector fitting all the conditions, we have adopted Cathode-Readout Drift Chamber (CRDC) [3] operated in low gas pressure. Although similar types of tracking detectors were used as focal-plane detectors of several magnetic spectrometers [4], we have to achieve smaller multiple scattering and higher position resolution.

Figure 2 shows the front view and cross section of CRDC designed for the SHARAQ spectrometer, and its specification is listed in Table 2. The effective area of the CRDC is 550 mm horizontally and 300 mm vertically. Secondary electrons produced by energy loss of heavy ions move vertically in electric field made by the drift HV plane and field cage made by thin foils, and finally cause avalanches around the anode wires. The vertical hit position of the heavy ion is deduced by drift time of secondary electrons and the horizontal hit position is deduced by charge distributions induced on the cathode pads. In the sensor part of the CRDC, 10 anode wires are placed between 11 potential wires. The potential wires and Frisch grid are arranged to make axially-

![Figure 1. Typical detector setup for the dispersive focal plane of SHARAQ. The final focal plane of SHARAQ is inclined at 35 degrees relative to the central orbit.](image)

![Figure 2. Cross section and front view of SHARAQ CRDC. The front view is shown in a half scale of the cross section.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effective area</th>
<th>550 mm (H)×300 mm (V)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anode wire (A)</td>
<td>10 wires, 20 μm$^0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential wire (P)</td>
<td>11 wires, 100 μm$^0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frisch grid wire (F)</td>
<td>21 wires, 100 μm$^0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathode pad (C)</td>
<td>2 mm (H) × 50 mm (T), 2 rows × 256 pads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch of A-P and F-F</td>
<td>5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance of A-C and A-F</td>
<td>2.3 or 5 mm (Adjustable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mylar window</td>
<td>10 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foil used for field cage</td>
<td>1.5 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detector gas</td>
<td>Isobutane, 15–50 torr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Specification of the CRDC for SHARAQ.

Table 1. Required performance of the focal-plane detectors.
symmetric electric fields in the vicinity of anode wires and to minimize position dependence in avalanche gains. The CRDC has two rows of the cathode pads perpendicular to the beam axis, and each row consists of 256 cathode pads arranged by the 2.2-mm pitch. The thickness of the sensor space is 104 mm and total thickness of the CRDC is 219 mm.

The CRDC was designed for uses in vacuum and for low-pressure operations at 15–50 torr. The low-pressure operation is effective not only for reduction of gas thickness itself but also for reduction of Mylar windows’ thickness sealing the detector gas. Since the material thickness of the CRDC is totally $10^{-4}$ of radiation length, the effect of multiple scattering is evaluated to be approximately $0.1$ mrad ($\sigma$) for $^{12}$C at 200 A MeV.

In the drift space, high negative voltage is supplied to form an electric field for electron drift. The field cage is made by thin Mylar foils evaporated aluminum strips where appropriate voltages are provided to make a parallel and constant electric field. The maximum high voltage in the drift space is designed to be more than 5 kV. When electrons move in 30-cm-thick isobutane gas at 15 torr, the drift time is estimated to be approximately 6 $\mu$s by simulations using the GARFIELD code [5].

The CRDC has 2 signals from the anode wires and 2 multiplexed signals from the cathode pads. The charge signals from the cathode pads are read out by using GASSIPLEX chips [6], which developed at CERN for multiplexed readouts of pad chambers. The GASSIPLEX is mounted close to cathode pads inside the detector as shown in Fig. 2. Its highly multiplexed performance allows us to transmit charge signals from 128 cathode pads by a cable and to read out all the information with a CAEN sequencer with a CRAM module [7]. The readout process needs totally $\sim 25 \mu$s. Since the counting rate capability of the detector is almost determined by this readout time, CRDC operation at the event rate of $10^4$ Hz is estimated to be available.

The position resolution of CRDC is roughly estimated as following relation:

$$ R_{H(V)} \approx 2.35\sigma_{\tau} \sqrt{L/N}, $$

where $R_H$ and $R_V$ are for horizontal and vertical position resolutions in FWHM, respectively. The $\sigma_{\tau}$ and $\sigma_L$ respectively means the transverse and longitudinal dispersions per a unit-length drift. The $L$ means a drift length of secondary electrons and $N$ means the number of secondary electrons produced by the energy loss of heavy ions in the detector gas. When we consider the case of 5-kV drift HV and isobutane at 15 torr, $\sigma_{\tau}$ and $\sigma_L$ are estimated to be $\sim 840$ and $\sim 520$ $\mu$m/cm by using the GARFIELD code, respectively. Since the average energy required to produce an ion-electron pair in pure isobutane is 23 eV [8], a 250 A MeV $^{12}$C particle produces about 1600 ion-electron pairs in 5-cm isobutane gas at 15 torr. Position resolution in the 30-cm electron drift is estimated to be $R_{H(V)} \approx 270$ (170) $\mu$m. However, this values fulfills the above-mentioned requirement.

In the operation of low-pressure gas chamber, one must consider about a sufficient avalanche amplification of secondary electrons because the energy deposit of heavy ions is relatively small. The quantity of induced charge $Q$ can be estimated as

$$ Q = (-1.60 \times 10^{-4}) \times \varepsilon G N \ [\text{fC}], $$

where $G$ is an avalanche gain around anode wires, $N$ is the number of produced secondary electron, and $\varepsilon$ means a ratio between mirror charge induced on a cathode pad and total charge produced by avalanche processes. The value of $\varepsilon$ is determined by geometrical condition between anode wires and cathode pads, and $\varepsilon$ of the nearest cathode pad from an avalanche point is estimated to be 0.03. The avalanche gain of isobutane gas at low pressure was reported in ref. [9]. The avalanche gain of 20 $\mu$m$^2$ anode wires in pure isobutane at 32 torr is $\sim 2 \times 10^5$ when 1-kV voltage is provided on the anode wires. In the 250 A MeV $^{12}$C case, mirror charge of $\sim -150$ fC is estimated to be yielded on the cathode pad. Since the designed dynamic range of the GASSIPLEX chip is up to $\sim 300$ fC, this condition is acceptable.

In the summary, we examined the setup configuration of the focal plane detectors that utilize high-resolution features of the SHARAQ spectrometer. As tracking chamber used in SHARAQ a large-area CRDC operated with low-pressure pure isobutane was adopted to reduce the effects of multiple scattering. The manufacturing of the CRDC just started in GANIL and this detector system will be used at the first experiment of the SHARAQ spectrometer in FY2008.
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1. Introduction

We are developing Low-Pressure Multi-Wire Drift Chambers with stripped cathodes and delay-line readouts (LP-MWDCs) as tracking detectors [1], which will be used in the SHARAQ beam line under construction at RIBF [2, 3]. The LP-MWDC has characteristics that positions of beam particles are determined with signals from anode wires and cathodes, and the chamber gas is operated at the low pressure of less than 20 kPa to reduce the effect of the multiple scattering. Figure 1 shows a schematic structure of the LP-MWDC. The strips of the cathode (CX, CY) are connected to delay lines [4]. The anode plane (AX, AY) consists of 16 anode wires and 17 potential wires. The LP-MWDC has outputs of 2 cathodes and 32 anode wires.

![Figure 1. A schematic structure of the LP-MWDC with stripped cathodes and delay-line readouts.](image)

In March 2008, we performed a test experiment to study performances of the LP-MWDC for an $\alpha$ beam at 35.2 MeV. Here, we report basic characteristics of the LP-MWDC, derived from on-line analysis.

2. Experiment

The test experiment was performed at E7B course in RIKEN RIBF operated by RIKEN Nishina Center and CNS, University of Tokyo. An $\alpha$ beam at 35.2 MeV was supplied by the AVF cyclotron accelerator. The energy deposition of the $\alpha$ beam in the LP-MWDC is comparable to a $^{12}$N beam at 200 A MeV, which is a candidate for the first experiment to be performed with the SHARAQ. Figure 2 shows a schematic view of the experimental setup. A plastic scintillator with the size of 50×50 mm$^2$ and the thickness of 5 mm was used as a trigger counter. The LP-MWDC was operated using an isobutane gas (i-$C_4H_{10}$) at 4, 5, 10, 15 and 20 kPa. The timings from the anodes and the cathodes, and the pulse heights from the cathodes were measured.

![Figure 2. A schematic view of the experimental setup.](image)

The data of these timings and pulse heights were taken with CAEN V1190A multi-hit TDC and CAEN V792N QDC, respectively.

3. Results

Figures 3 (a) and (b) show the detection efficiencies of the cathodes and the anodes for the gas pressure of 20 kPa (open triangle), 15 kPa (closed square) 10 kPa (open square), 5 kPa (closed circle), and 4 kPa (open circle) as a function of the applied voltage of the cathodes and the potential wires. The efficiencies are defined as the ratio of the counted number of the cathodes and the anodes to the counted number of the plastic scintillator. Since the threshold levels for the cathodes and the anodes are different due to electric noise levels, the efficiency of the cathodes is less than that of the anodes. The threshold levels of the cathodes and the anodes were evaluated to be 100 $fC$ and 40 $fC$, respectively, based on the energy deposition of the $\alpha$-particle and the gas multiplication factor [1].

![Figure 3. The efficiencies of (a) the cathodes and (b) the anodes for gas pressures as a function of the applied voltage.](image)

A position measurement via the delay-line readout of the cathodes was demonstrated by using a mask with 2 mm...
pitch holes shaped “SHARAQ” in front of the LP-MWDC. Figure 4 (a) and (b) show the photo of the mask and the beam position image determined by the cathode signals.

4. Summary

We performed a test experiment for the LP-MWDC with stripped cathodes and delay-line readouts to study the performance using the α beam at 35.2 MeV. We obtained the detection efficiencies of the cathodes and the anodes as functions of the gas pressure and the applied voltage. Further quantitative off-line analysis to obtain the detection efficiencies and the position resolution is in progress.
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1. Introduction

A polarized proton target has been developed for $\bar{p} - \text{RI}$ scattering experiments at CNS [1]. The target is operated in a low magnetic field of 0.1 T and a high temperature of 100 K. This feature enables the target to be used in $\bar{p} - \text{RI}$ scattering experiments under the inverse kinematic condition.

The polarized proton target was used to measure the vector analyzing power of $^{12}C^+ - \bar{p}$ elastic scattering in May 2007 at the RIKEN projectile fragment separator (RIPS) [3]. In this report, we describe the developments of the polarized proton target system and the performance of the polarized proton target during the scattering experiment in 2007.

2. Developments of the polarized proton target

2.1. Upgrade of control system

Protons in the crystal of aromatic molecules are polarized by combining methods called “microwave-induced optical nuclear polarization” and “integrated solid effect” [2]. This method requires for the target system to have a magnet for a polarization holding field, a laser for optical excitation, a microwave system and a field sweep system for polarization transfer, and an NMR system for measuring relative value of proton polarization.

![Figure 1. A view of the GUI for controlling the polarized proton target system.](image)

Almost all devices of the polarized proton target system were connected to a General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB) for remote control purpose. The GPIB controllers, National Instruments GPIB-Enet/100 and PCI-GPIB board were used. The software for controlling the polarized proton target system was developed by using a programming language C with standard C libraries. In order to allow us to easily operate the polarized proton target system, a Graphical User Interface (GUI) program written in Perl/Tk was developed in 2007. Figure 1 shows the GUI named as Coppola (Control Of Proton POLArization).

2.2. Enhancement of optical power

The polarizing process have been obtained that the laser irradiation and the sweep of magnetic field during the irradiated microwave. This processes was repeated at 2 kHz in the previous studies. The repetition rate had been limited by the magnetic field sweeping system.

In the magnetic field sweeping system, current was supplied to a coil by a voltage-current (VI) converter circuit. The circuit in the previous studies included an element called Q-snabber to prevent unwanted oscillation. Since increase in frequency caused damage of the circuit due to heating on the Q-snabber, the repetition rate was limited about 2 kHz in the previous studies. In order to use higher frequency beyond this limitation, we have reconfigured the VI converter circuit. The new VI converter circuit without the Q-snabber could steadily work at the repetition rate of up to several kHz. The whole system could be operated with a repetition rate of 2.6 kHz. In the present system, the repetition rate was limited by the optical chopper used to chop the light of constant-wave laser. The repetition rate will be increased by another optical chopper.

![Figure 2. The proton polarization with four different pulse widths.](image)

The pulse width of laser was 20 $\mu$sec in the previous studies. From the evolution of the optimum pulse width in Ref [1], it is expected that longer pulse width leads to result in higher proton polarization. Figure 2 shows the proton polarization with four different pulse widths (34, 40, 50, and 65 $\mu$sec). Longer pulse width was not tried to avoid the depolarization effect by laser damage. From this result, we adopted the pulse width of 65 $\mu$sec in $\bar{p}^+ - ^{8}He$ scattering.
3. Performance of the polarized proton target

During the $p^8\text{He}$ scattering experiment, the proton polarization was measured by the pulsed NMR method and its direction was reversed by the $180^\circ$ NMR pulse method [4]. The experiment of the $p^4\text{He}$ reaction was performed to calibrate the proton polarization. The average values of the proton polarization was approximately 11.1 %. Figure 3 shows the proton polarization measured throughout the experiment. The open square shows the proton polarization in the optimization of the laser pulse width and the beam turning. The open and closed circles show the proton polarization in the $p^4\text{He}$ and the $p^8\text{He}$ scattering experiments, respectively.

![Figure 3. The time development of polarization during $p^8\text{He}$ scattering experiment.](image)

We compare the optical parameters and the average values of the proton polarization in the previous experiment and those in the $p^4\text{He}$ scattering experiment as shown in Table 1. In the previous experiment, two Ar-ion lasers were used. Since one of the Ar-ion lasers was broken, we use the one Ar-ion laser in the $p^4\text{He}$ scattering experiment. Although the laser power was reduced, the comparable polarization was obtained due to the higher repetition rate of 2.6 kHz and the longer pulse width of 65 $\mu$sec.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$p^4\text{He}$</th>
<th>$p^8\text{He}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laser power</td>
<td>22 W</td>
<td>18 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetition rate</td>
<td>2.0 kHz</td>
<td>2.6 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse width</td>
<td>20 $\mu$sec</td>
<td>65 $\mu$sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average pol.</td>
<td>11.5 ± 2.5 %</td>
<td>11.1 ± 2.5 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Summary

A optimized control system has been designed and constructed for the polarized proton target system. The control is performed through the GPIB and a user-friendly GUI program written in Perl/Tk is provided.

We have succeeded in increasing the repetition rate of the polarization process up to 2.6 kHz by improving a VI converter circuit. Laser pulse width was extended to 65 $\mu$sec for higher polarization. These improvements were applied to $p^8\text{He}$ scattering experiment in 2007. The average values of the proton polarization was approximately 11.1 %. The repetition rate can be increased at least by a factor of two by introduction of a high-speed optical chopper.
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Basically there are 2 types of beam current monitors: a dc current monitor with a beam destructive electrode to collect ion charges precisely, and a pulsed current monitor with a nondestructive electromagnetic coupler to measure induced electromagnetic field by moving charged particles. Usually the latter has lower sensitivity than the former. A nondestructive beam current monitor with high sensitivity, like Faraday cup, is needed in the beam transport line. A wide band core monitor has been developed to measure Fourier components in a detected pulsed beam signal [1]. A measurement of Fourier component is effective to eliminate an RF noise comprising first, third, fifth or higher odd harmonics influenced from the operating AVF cyclotron Dee voltages. Because of a flat top acceleration regime, 3rd order harmonics will appeared strongly in the detected pulsed beam signal because of an electromagnetic coupling between the associate beam monitor and a high power RF equipment. On the other hand, the second, forth, or higher even harmonics components of the pulsed beam signal can be used to measure beam current amplitude. A lock-in amplifier with 200 MHz measurement range, can eliminate unnecessary rf noise and selectively amplified the Fourier component of the beam signal [2]. Recently, a DC current monitor with a metal alloy core with a high permeability in the highest frequency range has been developed [6]. These technologies stimulate the development of core monitor for E7 beam line because of CRIB experiments needs nondestructive current monitor. Required sensitivity in the dc current measurement is estimated to be in the order of 10 nA, while its accuracy should be as good as that of Faraday cup system used in the F0 target chamber.

The developed core monitor is shown in Fig. 1. Specifications of core monitor are listed in Table 1. An gofine testh by using beam simulator for a repetitive pulsed beam has been done. A schematic of beam simulator is shown in Fig. 2. The gain of the pick up core in frequency domain of interest has been measured as shown in Fig. 3. The pulsed beam test, called gonline testh, at CBECR beam line with a metal alloy RF buncher [4] has been done. The mass analyzed dc beam from a volume type ion source [3] had received velocity modulation at the metal alloy RF buncher to produce the pulsed beam. The bunching frequency is chosen to simulate AVF RF acceleration frequency ranging from 12 to 24 MHz. A pulsed 10keV H+ beam, for example, is measured by a 100MHz Faraday cup [5]. Amplitude gain of the core monitor is calibrated with the 100MHz Faraday cup. The results of both measurements, gofineh and gonlineh beam test, had compared. In Fig. 3, differ-
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Table 1. Specifications of core monitor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length of vacuum chamber</td>
<td>135 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner diameter of vacuum chamber</td>
<td>51.6 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner diameter of beam shield</td>
<td>45.4 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gap length of vacuum pipe</td>
<td>4 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of coil turns</td>
<td>5 turns for signal pick up, 1 turn for test signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal connector</td>
<td>SMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacuum flange</td>
<td>ICF114 (SUS304)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pick up core</td>
<td>Hitachi FT-3KM (S=138.8 mm², Lm=285.1 mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulator</td>
<td>Polypenco PEEK PK-450</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Schematic of beam simulator. Signal from OSC (signal generator) is passed through beam pipe with inner conductor. Induced magnetic flux in the ring core is detected by winding coil and detected signal is passed to SpeAna (spectrum analyzer).

Figure 3. Gain-frequency characteristics of core monitor measured by beam simulator. Difference between input signal (diamond) and detected signal (square) in correspondence frequency is equivalent to core loss.
First beam extraction from SC-ECR-IS at CNS

Y. Ohshiro, S. Yamaka, S. Watanabe, T. Kageyama\textsuperscript{a}, T. Nakagawa\textsuperscript{a}, I. Arai\textsuperscript{b} and S. Kubono

\textit{Center for Nuclear Study, Graduate School of Science, University of Tokyo}

\textsuperscript{a} RIKEN (The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research)

\textsuperscript{b} Graduate School of Pure and Applied Sciences, University of Tsukuba

1. Introduction

A nuclear astrophysics program of CNS has been promoted in RIKEN AVF Cyclotron facilities. For the experiments using a CRIB [1], a variety of high charge state ions of gas or metal have extracted from a Hyper ECR ion source [2] and injected to the AVF cyclotron. To increase the higher charge state ion, a superconducting ECR ion source (called SC-ECR-IS) [3] has been moved from University of Tsukuba. It was reassembled by CNS-RIKEN group at RIBF-E21 room in March 2007. This report describes the build up the superconducting magnets, design of beam analyzing system, production of ion beams, and newly tested metallic ions.

2. Start-up of SC-ECR-IS

A photograph of the SC-ECR-IS installed in the RIBF-E21 room is shown in Fig. 1. Superconducting solenoid coils (NbTi wire) are cooled by two liquid helium free compact cryostats. For keeping stably the coil temperature, a housing room of the coils was evacuated up to vacuum pressure of $3 \times 10^{-6}$ Torr. And, two refrigerators were overhauled. Then, the coil temperature of 5.5 K was stably obtained by operating the refrigerators for ten days.

However, the coil temperature increased to quenching one (7 K) in less than 3 minutes after the refrigerator stop. So, we equipped a coil power supply with some anti-quenching systems: urgent power shutdown, step by step control of setting current and limitation of coil voltage. And, a magnetic mirror field was generated in safety by three superconducting coils (C1, C2 and C3).

A measured magnetic mirror field along an axis of the ion source was shown in Fig. 2. The peaks of the mirror field strength were consistent with a data of Tsukuba group by 1.85 T, 0.4 T and 1.24 T. Running current of 30 A, 20 A and 30 A for the coils of C1, C2, and C3, respectively, was used for producing 10 e\textsuperscript{+} of \textsuperscript{132}Xe\textsuperscript{30+} ions in Tsukuba.

3. Beam analyzing system

A photograph of a beam analyzer following the ECR ion source is also shown in Fig. 1. An analyzer magnet was converted from CNS-SF-ECR at Tanashi and designed by drift space of 67.5 cm. It was too short for the SC-ECR-IS because distance between a plasma electrode position and a return yoke edge of the ion source already had over 31 cm mechanically. So, the magnet entrance edge was put to distant of 123 cm from the plasma electrode position.

Good solution of the beam analyzing system calculated by using a Winagile code [4] was shown in Fig. 3. Transmission efficiency by the beam simulation was over 95%. From the result of calculation, the image slit was set to the place of distance of 51 cm from the magnet exit edge (see Fig. 3). Then, we succeeded in obtaining the good mass resolution like the spectrum shown in Fig. 4.

4. Production of ions

Charge state distribution of Ar ions was shown in Fig. 4. The ion source was tuned for the production of Ar\textsuperscript{11+} ions. The ions up to Ar\textsuperscript{16+} are observed in the distribution. The typical beam intensity of Ar\textsuperscript{11+} from the ion source is approximately 100 e\textmu A. Moreover, by supplying the supporting gas of oxygen into a plasma chamber, the intensity of this ion was increased up to 130 e\textmu A. Operating conditions of the ion tuning were as follows: Electric currents of the three coils of C1, C2, and C3 were 23.3 A, 25.2 A and 58.7 A, respectively. The injected RF power of 14 GHz was 730 W. And, Gas pressure of the extraction stage was $4 \times 10^{-7}$
Figure 3. Beam envelope of the analyzing system calculated by a Winagile code.

Figure 4. Charge state distribution of Ar ions. The ion source was tuned for the production of Ar\(^{11+}\) ions. The extraction voltage was 15 kV. After that, metallic ions like boron or iron were produced in the ECR ion source by a MIVOC method. As materials charged in a small container, a volatile substance like o- Carborane, C\(_2\)H\(_{12}\)B\(_{10}\) or Ferrocene, Fe(C\(_5\)H\(_5\))\(_2\) was used for the ions of boron or iron, respectively. Such materials have vapor pressure \(4.5 \times 10^{-2}\) Torr or less in normal temperature. The metallic vapor was adjusted by a gas controller and introduced into the plasma chamber.

The beam intensities of metallic ions obtained by the ion source were shown in Table 1. The ion beams were extracted by the higher intensity. Especially, a beam of \(^{11}\)B\(^{4+}\) ions was 3.4 times the intensity of the Hyper ECR ion source. And, the higher charge state ion beams were also extracted with high intensity. For example, a beam of \(^{11}\)B\(^{5+}\) ions was obtained by 47 \(\mu\)A, which was 8.5 times the intensity of the Hyper ECR source.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ion</th>
<th>SC-ECR-IS</th>
<th>Hyper ECR-IS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(^{11})B(^{4+})</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(^{11})B(^{5+})</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(^{56})Fe(^{13+})</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(^{56})Fe(^{15+})</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Metallic ion intensities obtained.

5. Conclusion

The Superconducting ECR ion source was installed and tested in the RIBF room. The gaseous or metallic multiplied ions were obtained successfully with high intensity. The new ECR ion source will be an extremely effective machine for high beam intensity extraction from the AVF Cyclotron. We are now preparing for installation of the ion source to the AVF cyclotron.
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1. Introduction
A central region of RIKEN AVF cyclotron was designed to accelerate a beam with harmonic number of 2. In order to boost the utilization of the machine, optimization study of the regime is being preceded. The results of the previous investigations are described in Refs. [1] and [2]. The present work focuses on: a) continuation of the cyclotron electromagnetic field model construction; b) realistic injection line simulation; c) modification of the electrode structure.

2. Computer model of electromagnetic field
The computer model of the electromagnetic fields of the AVF cyclotron was prepared and successfully checked against the measurements. The following structure elements comprise the computer model: magnet yoke, spiral sectors and center plugs, trim and harmonic coils, inflector, RF shield, RF Dee electrodes, detector (ESD) and magnetic channel (Fig. 1). Electric and magnetic field distributions and mechanical structures were transmitted to the beam dynamics code for simulations, and particle losses on the surface of the system elements were estimated.

3. Beam simulation
An improvement of the transmission efficiency and the beam quality of the existing regime was considered for previous investigation. The parameters of the regime are as follows: accelerated particle $^{14}$N$^{5+}$, final energy =7 MeV/A, beam intensity 1 μA, bending factor K=70MeV, the 2nd RF harmonics acceleration and RF frequency of 16.3 MHz. Dee voltage of 46.7 kV. No flat-top harmonics was used in the simulations.

The easiest way to increase the transmission is to find out better operational parameters instead of changing the present geometry of the central region. A preliminary calculation showed that the broadening of the beam could be controlled and the beam transmission could be improved by changing the injection energy of the beam and the RF Dee voltage. In the simulation the extraction voltage of the ECR ion source was decreased from 10.4 kV to 9 kV and the RF Dee voltage from 46.7 kV to 40 kV. These values were adopted in order to obtain a sufficiently small vertical angles of particle trajectory at the exit of the inflector as well as to ensure the beam passage through the puller. The reason to ensure the beam passage through the puller is that the beam crossing the first acceleration gap at the positive RF phase that gives the electric focusing there. It is noted that the phase at this gap was adopted to be negative (defocusing) in order to avoid over-focusing. The magnetic field amplitude of the first trim coil was also changed by approximately 50 % to ensure the beam sitting on 0° RF phase in the isochronous field region.

The cyclotron injection line [3] is shown in Fig. 2. From point of view of the state of art the Low Energy Beam Transport (LEBT) in the present system probably requires redesigning to show better functionality. The improvement of the LEBT plays a key role in the cyclotron upgrade program, which implies the final beam intensity increase: if there is low beam intensity at injection, then no way to get higher beam intensity at extraction.

The TRACE2D [4] calculations of the LEBT functionality demonstrate that the beam space charge effects are not negligible and should be taken into account. The obtained results serve as a guiding line for the following 3D CBDA [5] simulation described below.

The bunching effect is shown in Fig. 3. The reference bunch in the middle of a set of 12 bunches comprising so called super-bunchh to simulate CW beam from the ion source was selected for simulation of the acceleration process in the cyclotron itself.
The resulting RF phase range after the buncher was within $\pm 10^\circ$ RF ($2\sigma=2$ standard deviations) at the entrance of the inflector.

The result obtained in calculations was that the beam transmission in the range from the inflector entrance to the electro-static deflector was improved from 40 % to 65 %.

Further increase of the beam transmission through the central region electrode structure leads to some geometrical modifications. The changes concerned widening of the channel aperture between the 1st and the 2nd accelerating gap and removal of the post near the 2nd acceleration gap.
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Theoretical Nuclear Physics
Recently, neutron-rich carbon isotopes have been studied experimentally and their interesting exotic nature of structures have been revealed. Structure and electromagnetic properties of exotic neutron-rich carbon isotopes are investigated by shell model calculations. A recent shell model Hamiltonian for the $^2s$-shell, SFO [1], which properly takes into account important roles of spin-isospin interactions, is used for the study as a starting point. The Hamiltonian can describe magnetic and spin properties of $^2p$-shell nuclei quite well; agreements of calculated magnetic moments of $^2p$-shell nuclei with the observation have been systematically improved, and Gamow-Teller transition strengths in $^{12}\text{C}$ and $^{14}\text{N}$ are rather well reproduced. The Hamiltonian explains the change of magic numbers as well as shell evolutions near drip-lines [2]. This is due to the roles of the tensor force embedded in the Hamiltonian though its strength is not as strong as that of meson exchange interaction.

Here, the Hamiltonian is modified to enhance the effects of the tensor force in the $p - s d$ cross matrix elements by replacing the tensor components by $\pi + \rho$ meson exchange interactions. Corrections in $T=1$ monopole terms are also made. Behavior of neutron effective single-particle energies for the modified Hamiltonian is studied. The $1s_{1/2}$ and $0d_{5/2}$ orbits become almost degenerate at $N = 10$, and the $0d_{5/2}$ orbit gets to become gradually lower than the $1s_{1/2}$ orbit for $N > 10$ (see Fig. 1).

Topics on (1) electric quadrupole (E2) transitions in $^{12}\text{C}$ and $^{18}\text{C}$, and (2) magnetic dipole (M1) transitions in $^{17}\text{C}$, which show exotic nature of the carbon isotopes most prominently, are investigated. The E2 transition strengths are calculated with the use of neutron-number dependent effective charges [3] to take account of the decoupling of neutron and proton degrees of freedom. The anomalous hindrance of the transitions from the first $2^+$ states observed [4] is rather well reproduced.

Exotic properties of two M1 transitions in $^{17}\text{C}$, $1/2^+_1 \rightarrow 3/2^+_2$ and $5/2^+_1 \rightarrow 3/2^+_2$, are investigated. Conventional shell model Hamiltonians give similar transitions rates for the two transitions while an anomalous asymmetry in the transition strength is observed [5]. We show that this asymmetry of the transition rates between the two M1 transitions [5] can be explained by our new modified Hamiltonian. Considerable suppression of the transition from the $1/2^+_1$ state is also obtained [6]. An important role of the tensor force as well as the shell evolution toward the neutron drip-line region is pointed out.

Figure 1. Neutron effective single particle energies for carbon isotopes obtained by the present Hamiltonian. N denotes number of neutrons.
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Lattice Calculation of Thermal Properties of Neutron Matter with NN Effective Field Theory

T. Abe and R. Seki\textsuperscript{a}

\textsuperscript{a}Department of Physics and Astronomy, California State University, Northridge, USA

Neutron matter is of great interest in nuclear physics as a quantum many-body system [1]. The \textsuperscript{1}S\textsubscript{0} nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction is strongly attractive, dominating the physics of neutron matter. The interaction yields the unnaturally large, negative scattering length \(a_0\) with a moderate (natural) size of the effective range \(r_0\). The large value of \(a_0\) corresponds to the strongly attractive interaction, and the NN pairing forms nearly a bound state. Owing to this interaction, neutron matter is a strongly interacting many-body system, exhibiting superfluidity, and must be treated nonperturbatively. Superfluidity in neutron matter is of astronomical interest because of the close relation to the internal structure and thermal evolution of neutron stars. Strong neutron-neutron correlations generated by the interaction are important for understanding the structure of neutron-rich unstable nuclei, especially of the weakly-bound, surface structure near the neutron drip line.

Investigations over many years have much clarified thermodynamical properties of neutron matter, but their reliable quantitative information is not yet fully available [1]. For example, the \textsuperscript{1}S\textsubscript{0} pairing gap at zero temperature \(\Delta\) is firmly established in the BCS approximation, because various conventional NN potentials give nearly the same \(\Delta_{BCS}\) as a function of the neutron matter density [1]. But several many-body calculations have shown that additional medium polarization effects drastically reduce the \(\Delta\) to a fraction of \(\Delta_{BCS}\) [1], while a recent work [2] does so only by about ten percent. Similar to this work, the quantum Monte Carlo calculations (using realistic NN interactions) recently reported yield \(\Delta\) close to \(\Delta_{BCS}\): In the low density region of our interest (less than \(k_F \approx 0.6 \text{ fm}^{-1}\)), \(\Delta\) by an auxiliary field diffusion Monte Carlo (AFDMC) calculation is nearly the same as \(\Delta_{BCS}\) [3], and that by a Green’s function Monte Carlo (GFMC) calculation [4] is smaller, approximately by 1/3.

We report a determinantal quantum Monte Carlo lattice calculation with NN effective field theory (EFT) with the objective of a reliable determination of \(\Delta\) and the thermal properties of low-density neutron matter. As an extension of Ref. [5], our lattice Monte Carlo calculation is based on the Hamiltonian formulation [6], different from the Lagrangian formulation [7]. Note that EFT is also being applied to nuclear structure problems [8, 9, 10].

Our pionless neutron-neutron EFT interaction consists of the leading order (LO) and the next-to-leading order (NLO), and is determined from \(a_0\) and \(r_0\) on finite-spacing lattices [11]. The lattice Hamiltonian corresponds to the attractive Hubbard model in the LO and to the extended, attractive Hubbard model in the NLO [12]. The LO EFT description of low-density neutron matter is close to the unitary limit (1/(\(k_Fa_0\)) \(\to 0\)) [13], to which much attention has been paid in the field of condensed matter and atomic physics.

In this work, we calculate \(\Delta\), the critical temperature \(T_c\), and the pairing temperature scale \(T^*\). These quantities are determined from correlation functions: 1) \(\Delta\) is computed directly from the off-diagonal long-range order of the spin pair-pair correlation function. 2) \(T_c\) is extracted from the inflexion point of the spin pair-pair correlation sum. 3) \(T^*\) is determined from the temperature dependence of the Pauli spin susceptibility (the spin-spin correlation function).

The calculation is performed in two steps: First, we compute \(\Delta\), \(T_c\), and \(T^*\) at the lattice-filling of \(n = 1/4\) (one-eighth filling of the lattice). Second, we take the thermodynamic and continuum limits. The thermodynamical limit is taken using the finite-size scaling method with the \(n = 1/4\) data of various lattice sizes; \(N_s = 4^3, 6^3, 8^3,\) and \(10^3\). The continuum limit is taken as the \(n \to 0\) limit, using the data of \(n = 1/16, 1/8, 3/16, 1/4, 3/8, \) and 1/2. Here, we perform the continuum-limit computation using the data of \(k_F = 60\text{ MeV}\) and \(N_s = 6^3\), as we expect the \(k_F\) and \(N_s\) dependence is weak in the \(n\) variation.

Figure 1 displays the density-dependence of our EFT Monte Carlo \(\Delta\) in the thermodynamical and continuum limits, in comparison to the representative \(\Delta_{BCS}\) [14] and to a higher-order RPA calculation including polarization effects [15]. As noted above, most of the RPA results are far smaller than \(\Delta_{BCS}\) except for the recent one [2]. Our \(\Delta\) is smaller than the \(\Delta_{BCS}\) approximately by thirty percent, in agreement with \(\Delta\) by the recent GFMC calculation [4], but disagree with the one by the AFDMC calculation [3].

Figure 2 presents the temperature-density phase diagram constructed from \(T_c\) and \(T^*\) in the thermodynamical and continuum limits. The figure illustrates thermodynamical properties of low-density neutron matter. For example, at a fixed density \(k_F\), as the temperature goes down from the normal phase, the pairing is gradually enhanced, forming the pseudo-gap phase around and below \(T^*\). As the temperature goes down further, the pairing gets stronger and eventually forms a long-range ordering at \(T_c\), thereby generating the second-order phase transition to the superfluid phase. Note that the transition from the normal phase to the pseudo-gap phase is smooth, and the definition of \(T^*\) is somewhat subjective.

In conclusion, we report a determinantal quantum Monte Carlo lattice calculation of low-density neutron matter using the pionless, leading- and next-to-leading-order NN EFT potential. The \textsuperscript{1}S\textsubscript{0} pairing gap, the critical temperature of the normal-to-superfluid phase transition, and the pairing temperature scale are determined as a function of the neutron matter density. The pairing gap is found to be
smaller than the BCS result approximately by thirty percent. The temperature-density phase diagram is presented for the density of $(10^{-4} - 10^{-1})\rho_0$. Though not elaborated here, the physics of neutron matter in this density region is clearly identified as a BCS-BEC crossover, in this work.

For the future work, we would like to improve following points related to the lattice size: 1) Our largest lattice size is $N_a = 10^5$, but the use of larger lattices is desirable to ensure a more reliable extrapolation to the thermodynamical limit. For such a large lattice size, the hybrid Monte Carlo method, commonly used in lattice QCD calculations, should require less computation time than the current determinantal method. 2) A closer examination of the continuum limit is needed, especially on its dependence of the lattice size so as to obtain the more accurate final results. This point may be important for $T_c$ and $T^*$, which have a somewhat stronger lattice-filling dependence than $\Delta$ [6].

We thank U. van Kolck for his continuing support on our project and for clarifying various issues on EFT, H.-M. Müller for the use of his code with modification, and K.-F. Liu and T. Onogi for their instructive comments on lattice calculations. This work is supported by the U.S. DOE (Grant No. DE-FG02-87ER40347) at CSUN. The lattice calculations were carried out on Seaborg, Bassi, and Franklin at NERSC, U.S. DOE (Contract No. DE-AC03-76SF00098), and at Titech Grid and TSUBAME, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan. We thank R. McKeown for his generous hospitality at Kellogg Rad. Lab., Caltech, where the major part of this work have been carried out over the last several years.
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Other Activities
The Sixth CNS International Summer School (CISS07)


Center for Nuclear Study, Graduate School of Science, University of Tokyo

\[ ^a \text{Department of Physics, Graduate School of Science, University of Tokyo} \]

\[ ^b \text{Department of Physics, Nihon University} \]

The 6th CNS International Summer School (CISS07) was held at the Wako branch of the Center for Nuclear Study (CNS), the University of Tokyo, in the period of August 28–September 1, 2007.

This summer school is the sixth one in the series which aimed at providing graduate students and Post Docs with basic knowledge and perspectives of nuclear physics. Topics of this year were “Green’s function method”, “High-energy RI-beam experiment”, “Nuclear astrophysics”, “Proton elastic scattering”, and “Di-neutron correlation”. Short lectures on “Quark-gluon plasma” and “RIKEN RI beam factory” were also presented.

The list of lecturers and the title of lectures are shown below.

W. H. Dickhoff (Washington University, USA)

“Comprehensive treatment of correlations at different energy scales in nuclei using Green's functions”

T. Aumann (GSI, Darmstadt, Germany)

“Experiments with high-energy radioactive beams”

R. Hix (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA)

“An introduction to nuclear astrophysics”

H. Sakaguchi (Miyazaki University)

“Proton elastic scattering at intermediate energies and nuclear densities”

T. Suzuki (Nihon University and CNS)

“Weak and electromagnetic interactions in nuclei”

M. Matsuo (Niigata University)

“Di-neutron correlation and collective excitation in neutron-rich nuclei”

T. Hirano (University of Tokyo)

“Toward understanding of Quark-Gluon Plasma in relativistic heavy ion collisions”

T. Kubo (RIKEN)

“Overview of BigRIPS in-flight separator”

This year, 82 participants attended from 6 countries. Among them, 17 attendances were from Asian countries, China, Korea, Vietnam, Uzbekistan, and Bangladesh. Domestic participants were from 11 universities and 3 institutes over the country.

The lectures were given from 10:00 in the morning to 18:00 in the evening. The advanced lectures of the Green’s function method for theorists were given by Prof. W. H. Dickhoff after the normal lectures on Thursday and Friday. Student and Post Doc sessions were held in the school on Tuesday and Wednesday. 18 talks and 15 posters were presented by graduate students and Post Docs. Attendances also communicated each other in the free discussion time between the lectures and in the welcome and farewell parties with a relaxed atmosphere. All information concerning the summer school is open for access at the following URL:

http://www.cns.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/summerschool/

Organizers thank all participants and all members of the CNS who supported the summer school. They are also grateful to RIKEN for their supports in the preparation of the school. This school was supported in part by the International Exchange Program of Graduate School of Science, the University of Tokyo, Japan-U.S. Theory Institute for Physics with Exotic Nuclei (JUSTIPEN) program, International Research Network for Exotic Femto Systems (EFES), and ICHOR project.
Laboratory Exercise for Undergraduate Students

T. Kawabata\textsuperscript{a}, K. Yako\textsuperscript{b}, S. Hayakawa\textsuperscript{a}, K. Miki\textsuperscript{b}, H. Sakai\textsuperscript{b}, and S. Shimoura\textsuperscript{a}

\textsuperscript{a}Center for Nuclear Study, Graduate School of Science, University of Tokyo
\textsuperscript{b}Department of Physics, University of Tokyo, Tokyo

Nuclear scattering experiments were performed as a laboratory exercise for undergraduate students of the University of Tokyo. This program was aiming at providing undergraduate students with an opportunity to learn how to study the world of $< 10^{-14}$ m by using an ion beam from an accelerator. In 2007, 32 students joined this program.

The four beam times were scheduled in the second semester for juniors, and 8 students participated in each beam time. The experiment was performed at the RIKEN accelerator research facility (RARF) using a 26-MeV alpha beam accelerated by the AVF cyclotron. The alpha beam extracted from the AVF cyclotron was transported to the CRIB beam line in the E7 experimental room. In each beam time, the students were divided into two groups and took one of the following two subjects;

1. Measurement of gamma rays emitted in the cascade decay of the rotational bands in $^{154}$Gd and $^{184}$Os.

2. Measurement of elastic scattering of $\alpha$ particles from $^{197}$Au.

A snapshot of students during a beam time is shown in Fig. 1.

Before the experiment, the students learned the basic handling of the semiconductor detectors and electronic circuits at the Hongo campus, and attended a radiation safety lecture at RIKEN. They also joined a tour to the RIK beam facility, which was under construction at RIKEN.

In the measurement of the rotational bands, excited states in $^{154}$Gd and $^{184}$Os nuclei were populated by the $^{152}$Sm($\alpha$, $2n$) and $^{182}$W($\alpha$, $2n$) reactions, respectively. The gamma rays emitted from the cascade decay of the rotational bands were measured by a high purity germanium detector located 50 cm away from the target. The energies of the gamma rays were recorded by a multi-channel analyzer (MCA) system. The gain and the efficiency of the detector system had been calibrated with standard gamma-ray sources of $^{22}$Na, $^{60}$Co, $^{133}$Ba, and $^{137}$Cs. The typical spectrum of the gamma rays from the cascade decay of the rotational band in $^{154}$Gd is shown in Fig. 2. The gamma rays from the $^{10}$\( ^{+} \rightarrow 8^{+} \) decay were successfully measured. Based on the energies of the gamma rays, the moment of inertia and the deformation parameters of the excited states were discussed by using a classical rigid rotor model and a irrotational fluid model. The students found that the reality lies between the two extreme models. The initial population among the levels in the rotational band was also discussed by taking the effect of internal conversion into account.

In the $\alpha$+$^{197}$Au measurement, $\alpha$ particles scattered from the Au target with a thickness of 1.42 mg/cm$^2$ were detected by a silicon PIN-diode located 11 cm away from the target. A plastic collimator with a diameter of 6 mm was attached on the silicon detector. The energy spectrum of the scattered $\alpha$ particles was recorded by the MCA system. The beam was stopped by a Faraday cup in the scattering chamber. The cross section for the alpha elastic scattering was measured in the angular range of $\theta_{lab} = 25$–$150^\circ$. The measured cross section was compared with the calculated cross section for the Rutherford scattering. The cross section was also analyzed by the potential-model calculation, and the radius of the gold nucleus was discussed. Some students obtained the radius of ~10 fm by using a classical model where the trajectory of the $\alpha$ particle in the nuclear potential is obtained by the Runge-Kutta method. Others tried to understand the scattering process by calculating the angular distribution by the distorted wave Born approximation with a Coulomb wave function and a realistic nuclear potential.

We believe this program is very impressive for the students. It was the first time for most of the students to use large experimental equipments. They learned basic things

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{fig1.png}
\caption{Snapshot of students during a beam time.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{fig2.png}
\caption{Typical spectrum of the gamma rays from the cascade decay of the rotational band in $^{154}$Gd.}
\end{figure}
about the experimental nuclear physics and how to extract physics from the data.

The authors would like to thank Dr. Y. Uwamino, Prof. Y. Sakurai, and the RARF cyclotron crew for their helpful effort in the present program.
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A. Workshop

1. The International Workshop on "Direct reactions with Exotic Beams" (DREB2007) was held in Wako campus of RIKEN, on May 30-June 2, 2007. DREB2007 was the fifth International Workshop in a series of workshops initialized by researchers from MSU, Florida, Saclay, and Orsay. DREB2007 intends to discuss the extraction of nuclear structure and astrophysical information from direct reactions with exotic beams as well as the understanding of reaction mechanisms. It also included the latest theoretical and experimental topics on varieties of reaction studies. DREB2007 was hosted by Faculty of Science at Kyushu University, RIKEN Nishina Center for Accelerator-Based Science, and Center for Nuclear Study (CNS) at the University of Tokyo.

2. The third Japanese-German workshop on nuclear structure and astrophysics
   September 29 - October 2, 2007, Frauenwoerth im Chiemsee, Germany
   This was the third joint workshop between German and Japanese nuclear physicists. About 60 people joined including 19 Japanese participants. This workshop was organized by K. Langanke (GSI), P. Ring (Munich), T. Otsuka (Tokyo).

3. The first FIDIPRO-JSPS meeting on energy density functionals on nuclei
   October 25-27, 2007, Jyväskylä, Finland.
   This was a workshop to discuss the development of the density functional theory to calculate the wide mass range of nuclear systems. Also, this workshop was a good opportunity to celebrate the new theory group in Jyväskylä.

4. Correlations in Nuclei: From Di-nucleons to Clusters
   November 26-29, 2007, Institute for Nuclear Theory, Washington University, USA.
   This was a small workshop to discuss the many-body correlation in nuclear systems. The main issue was to include such correlations in the so-called ab initio calculations. There were only 13 talks and much time was used for the discussions. The workshop was organized by B.R. Barrett (Arizona) and T. Otsuka (Tokyo).

   Sapporo, Japan, December 4 – 7, 2007
   This is the 10th international symposium of nuclear astrophysics, which started in 1988 by INS (predecessor of CNS) together with RIKEN.
   It was hosted this time by seven institutions; Hokkaido University, Center for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo (CNS), National Astronomical Observatory (NAO), RIKEN, Department of Astronomy (University of Tokyo), RCNP (Osaka), and KEK. The symposium was participated by 123 researchers, including 26 people from outside of Japan. Special emphasis was placed this time on evolution of first stars and nuclear astrophysics with RI beams.
   The symposium proceedings was published in a book of AIP conferences series (No. 1016).
   Organizing committee was comprised of M.Y. Fujimoto (Hokkaido, Chair), S. Kubono (CNS, Tokyo, Co-chair), T. Kajino (NAOJ, Co-chair), K. Kato (Hakkaido, Co-chair), W. Aoki (NAOJ), T. Suda (RIKEN), H. Miyatake (KEK), T. Nozawa (Hokkaido), K. Ishikawa (Hokkaido), T. Suda (Hokkaido, scientific secretary), T. Motobayashi (RIKEN), T. Kishimoto (RCNP), K. Nomoto (Tokyo), S. Watanabe (Hokkaido), A. Ohnishi (Hokkaido), T. Nozawa (Hokkaido)

6. The 2nd LACM-EFES-JUSTIPEN Workshop
   January 23-25, 2008, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA
   The purpose of the present meeting was to bring together scientists (theorists and experimentalists) with interests in physics of radioactive nuclei, large amplitude collective motion, and theoretical approaches. One emphasis of the meeting was on topics related to future collaborations between US and Japanese groups (under JUSTIPEN).
   JUSTIPEN is the DOE project in USA to send nuclear physicists to Japan to promote the nuclear theory collaborations. About 70 scientists (20 were from Japan) have participated in. This workshop was organized by Hisashi Horiuchi (RCNP), Tetsuro Ishii (JAEEA), Yoshiko Kanada-En’yo (YITP), Hiroari Miyatake (KEK), Tohru Motobayashi (RIKEN), Takashi Nakatsukasa (RIKEN), Takaharu Otsuka (CNS/Tokyo), Hideyuki Sakai (Tokyo), Tohru Motobayashi (RIKEN), T. Kishimoto (RCNP), K. Nomoto (Tokyo), S. Watanabe (Hokkaido), A. Ohnishi (Hokkaido), T. Nozawa (Hokkaido), David Dean (Oak Ridge), Witek Nazarewicz (Oak Ridge), Thomas Papenbrock (Oak Ridge, Lead Organizer) Nicolas Schunck (Oak Ridge), Mario Stoitoiu (Oak Ridge), Sherry Lamb (Oak Ridge, Secretary).
The purpose of the workshop was to initiate and develop physics cases with upcoming heavy-ion spectrometers (for instance SHARAQ) in the field of structure of exotic nuclei and related problems. This workshop was organized by Alex Brown, Alexandra Gade, Thomas Glasmacher, Tohru Motobayashi, Tomohiro Uesaka, Taka Otsuka, Yutaka Utsuno, Remco Zegers, and Shari Conroy (secretary).

B. CNS Seminar

1. “Study of Single-particle structure in $^{23}$F”,
2. “The Trojan Horse method and its application”
   Silvio Cherubini (University of Catania and INFN-LNS) Nov. 28th, 2007.

C. Program Advisory Committee for Nuclear-Physics Experiments at RI Beam Factory

1. The 2nd NP-PAC meeting
   Date: September 12–13, 2007
   Place: Conference room, 2F RIBF building

   Four experimental proposals for CRIB were examined in the 2nd NP-PAC meeting.

2. The 3rd NP-PAC meeting
   Date: February 18–19, 2008
   Place: Okochi Hall, RIKEN

   Four experimental proposals for CRIB were examined in the 3rd NP-PAC meeting.

D. CNS Advisory Committee

The 7th CNS AC meeting
Date: February 21, 2008.
Place: Nishina Memorial Hall, RIKEN

A CNS advisory committee meeting was held on February 21, 2008, to receive oral presentations of research activities and future plans of the Center.

The Committee members:
   Prof. Kichiji Hatanaka (Chair, RCNP Osaka University)
   Prof. Hideto En’yo (RIKEN Nishina Center)
   Prof. Kazuhiro Yabana (University of Tsukuba)
   Prof. Atsuko Odahara (Osaka University)
   Prof. Ikuko Hamamoto (Lund University)
   Prof. Wolfgang Mittig (GANIL)

The Committee evaluated (i) scientific and educational activities of the research groups of CNS in fiscal year 2007, and (ii) research and education plans of each group from the fiscal year 2008.
#70 “Onset of $J/\psi$ Melting in Quark-Gluon Fluid at RHIC”,

#71 “Lifetime of the Isomeric $\Omega^+_2$ State in $^{12}$Be”,

#72 “Production of Direct Photons and Neutral Pions in Relativistic Au+Au Collisions”,

#73 “$J/\psi$ Production in High Energy Heavy Ion Collisions at RHIC”,

#74 “Measurement of Single Electrons from Semileptonic Decays of Heavy Quarks in Au+Au Collisions at 200 A GeV”,

#75 “Measurement of $J/\psi$ Yield in d+Au Collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 200$ GeV”,

#76 “CNS Annual Report 2006”,

#77 “Development of a Cryogenic Gas Target System for Intense Radioisotope Beam Production at CRIB”,
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B. Proceedings


C. Theses


A. Conferences


42. T. Uesaka (Oral), “Requirements of detectors for SHARAQ”, RIBF Detector workshop 08, Mar. 17–18, RIKEN, Saitama, Japan.


49. F. Kajihara (Oral); “Measurement of Single Electrons from Semileptonic Decays of Charm/Bottom Quarks in the RHIC-PHENIX experiment”, Heavy Ion Cafe (workshop on high-energy heavy-ion collisions), April 7, 2007, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan.


51. F. Kajihara (Oral Presentation); “Heavy Quark Measurements by Weak-Decayed Electrons at RHIC-PHENIX”, International Nuclear Physics Conference (INPC2007), June 3 – 8, 2007, Tokyo, Japan.


56. Y. Morino (Oral presentation); “Measurement of Heavy Quark production at RHIC-PHENIX”, RCNP Workshop on QGP Phenomenology in Heavy Ion Collisions – from SPS, RHIC to LHC –, Oct. 29 – 30, 2007, RCNP, Osaka University, Osaka, Japan.


61. Y.L. Yamaguchi for the PHENIX collaboration (Poster); “Measurement of direct photon via internal conversion in $\sqrt{s} = 200$ GeV p+p collisions at RHIC-PHENIX”, 20th International Conference on Ultra-Relativistic Nucleus Nucleus Collisions (Quark Matter 2008), Feb. 4 – 10, 2008, Jaipur, Rajasthan, India.

62. Y. Aramaki for the PHENIX Collaboration (Poster); “Neutral pion production with respect to reaction plane in Au+Au collisions at RHIC-PHENIX”, 20th International Conference on Ultra-Relativistic Nucleus-Nucleus Collisions (Quark Matter 2008), Feb 4 – 10, 2008, Jaipur, Rajasthan, India.

63. Y.L. Yamaguchi for the PHENIX collaboration (Invited); “Di-electron Continuum at PHENIX”, 43th Rencontres de Moriond, Mar. 8–15, 2008, La Thuile, Aosta, Italy.


8. S.X. Oda (for the PHENIX collaboration); “Measurement of charmonia at mid-rapidity at RHIC-PHENIX”, JPS Fall Meeting, Sep. 20 – 24, 2007, Hokkaido University, Hokkaido, Japan

9. Y. Morino (for the PHENIX collaboration); “Study of charm/bottom ratio in non-photonic electron via electron-hadron correlation in $p+p$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 200$ GeV”, JPS Fall Meeting, Sep. 20 – 24, 2007, Hokkaido University, Hokkaido, Japan

10. Y.L. Yamaguchi (for the PHENIX collaboration); “Direct photon measurement via internal conversion in $\sqrt{s} = 200$ GeV $p+p$ collisions at RHIC-PHENIX”, JPS Fall Meeting, Sep. 20 – 24, 2007, Hokkaido University, Hokkaido, Japan

11. Y. Aramaki (for the PHENIX collaboration); “Measurement of neutral pion in $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 200$ GeV $Cu+Cu$ collisions at RHIC-PHENIX”, JPS Fall Meeting, Sep. 20 – 24, 2007, Hokkaido University, Hokkaido, Japan


14. Y. Aramaki for the PHENIX Collaboration; “Reaction plane dependence of $\pi$0 yields in Au+Au collisions at RHIC-PHENIX”, JPS Annual Meeting, Mar. 22 – 26, 2008, Kinki University, Osaka, Japan


16. A. Takahara for the ALICE-TRD Collaboration; “Study of the electron identification capability of the ALICE Transition Radiation Detector”, JPS Annual Meeting, Mar. 22 – 26, 2008, Kinki University, Osaka, Japan


C. Lectures


D. Seminars

1. Y. Sasamoto, “Cluster states in 13C” Feb. 6 2008, special seminar at Gesellschaft fuer Schwerionenforschung (GSI), Darmstadt, Germany
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